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TEACHERS

I

USE OF CATHARTIC METHODS

Historic a l
The idea of emotiona l c a tharsis is as old a s Aristotle (1)
who advocated the drama as a means of eliminating by catharsis
emotions of pity and terror.

He viewed measures designed to

purge the mind in this manner as the acme of educationa l al"'t.
The mysticism of the Middle Ages did not offer gre a t stimula tio1
to individual self-expression i n any form, and we have had
to wa it until t he time of Sigmund Freud for any significant
addition to our thinking upon the matter.
Sigmund Freud and Breuer (2) found that a l ady patient
who had audit ory ha llucinat ions was cured after telling of
her troubles, and they set about developing wha t they c a lled
the cathartic method of psychotherapy.

Freud's subsequent

systematization of the nature of psychoneuroses led to
psychoanalytic psychology a nd the psychoana l ytic method .
Al t hough psychoan~l ysis has change d i n deta.il , the idea of
catharsis is still basic in it .
More recently, a nd in the field of practic al clinical
psychology , Pre ssey (3) spe aks of c atharsis of suppressed
emotion as the first necessity in using r ational psych otherapy .
Morgan ( 4) says that mere n arration of a difficulty v1i ll
sometimes clear it up for a ch ild .
Aside from the s y stems of psychotherapy intended to be
used by psychiatrists in exte nded tre atment of ps ych oneuroses
there seems to be no adequate treatment of c atharsis showing

how it may best be carried out .

S ome elaborate techni ques

of psychoanalysis for children have been described, but they
are outside the possibi lity of use by the ordi nary te acher .
These have been by Al!:o.na Freud (5), Klein (6), and Taft (7).
The clo ser rel ationship between pupil and teacher in the
new child-centered school makes it evident that the teacher
uses cathartic methods in dealing with children.

Aside from

the cises in which an attempt is made to elicit cat harsi s in
conferences, it is necessary that the teacher, i n facing the
new emphases in education, be equipped to deal intelligently
with the catharsis which is effected by children in pl ay
and in school work ..

'J hile there may be some ques t ion as to

the advisability of definite cathartic-conference arrangements
for most teachers, there c an be n o doubt that al l teachers
deal with catharsis as a mani fest ation of children ' s conflicts.
This study attempts to find some of te achers ' difficulties
in conducting cathartic conferences, both with a random
sample of children availab le for experiment a l purposes and
with actual cases in the field.

By describing these

difficulties in operational concepts it points out something
of the nature of corrective methods which will need to be
used to make the teacher better able to dea l with the problems
whi ch the catharsis of her pupils presents .
Rivlin (8), speaking of

11

pe rsonality e.djustment 11 , says:

The preparation of teachers in
11

The preparation of pros pective

teachers for t heir work in personality adjustment consi sts

not so much of imparting knowledge of emotional abnormalities
or of developing skill in dealing with personality deviations ,
as it does of building an attitude that regards the child's
wholesome emotional development as a maj or a i m in modern
education."
The lac k of the att itude referred to by Ri~lin is touched
upon in the present study.

Th is study, however, looks upon

such an attitude as a product of a more thorough understanding
of children I s problems, rather than some thing that can be
achieved independently of such considerations as skill in
dealing with personality .deviations or knowledge of the
structure of personality.

Statement of froblem and Definition of Terms
The specific problem of this study is to ascert a in
some of the difficulties experienced by teachers i n eliciting
emotional catharsis from their pupils and i nter preting it s
results, and to describe these diffic·t1-lties i n operationa l
concepts.
The term emotional catharsis is. used to me an a s pont aneous
expression of emotionally toned thoughts or ideas.

Th e t e rm

operational concept is t a ken to me an a unified represent a ti on
of a state of aff a irs which is org ani zed so a s to suggest
its outcome.
Freud.

The term re p:tes_sion is used a s define d by

The term r ationalization is used in the Freudi an

sense, and refers to the tendency for ideas or t endenci e s
subject to repression to be justified through e l aborat e and
wishful reasoning.

Systematic Orientation
Past and current research in psychology has. concentrated
upo n abstr acting ce r t ain trai ts from an individual or a
popula tion and de scribing t hem in mathematical terms .

Many

of the traits, among which are intelligence and various
measure s of avtitude s , have been useful i n describing
persona li t ies.

While those who have made these abstractions

have warned agains t interpreting measures of these traits
without consideration of facto rs such as the conditions of
tes t adminis t r ation, t .h ere has been little done in the way
of setting u p any means of determini ng the probabili t y that
test results would be i nf l u ence d iri any definite way by any
particular s et of circ1:1mstances .

The tendency to consider

me a sured traits as independent entit ies has often led to
gr ave errors in destript ion of con cr e te cases .

For instance,

a boy tested one atternoon on the Seashore test fbr sense of
time made a very poor score.

Later it was found that he had

been missing some interesting pl ay while the test wa s in
progress .

A retest s ome weeks l ater resulted i n a score

above the ninetieth cen tile for h is age .
Recent a ttempts to measure

r s ona li ty i ntegration by

the use of standardiz,ed paper and penci l tests have been of
restricted v a lue, since differences in such factors as
facility in ve rb al expression or differences in ability in
self-criticism may be measu~ed rather than true differences
in personality integr ation.

Hadley (9) has ob served that

V

these tests are probably fair measures of the day-by-day
fluctuations in personality integration, md that their
usefulness is restricted to this field.

This seems plausable;

it assumes that extrane ous factors such as t h ose mentioned
ab ove ·would be quite const ant i n an individua l from time tg
time, but might v ary widely . among individuals.
From a practical point of view, when we present the
tools of psychologi for use in the field of educ ation , t h e
suggestions contained above show the need for teachers to
be able better to estimate the validity of test result s in
individual cases • . Further, the matter of te st results is
only a special case of the more g eneral limit ation of
analytical methods when the relationsh ip between elements
is lost .

How well c an a teacher acqu·t he rself in dealing

with the whole personality?

The value of her use of such

commonplace things as standardized tests and informal
examinations is dependent upon this ability to dea l with a
personality as a dynamic unity .

Being dynamic, a persona lity

suffers changes in ability with reg ard to tests and the
demands of everyday li fe as it s integr ation changes • . It
would seem desirable, therefore, to find and describe s ome
of the difficulties teijchers meet in de aling with pupils a s
personalities .

Activities in dire~ting cat hartic expressim

are especially adapted to this purpose.

Here we have a

control in dealing with the dual nature of the te ach ing t a s k
as envisaged in our present-day schools .

Th is duality may

be expressed as the need to be a social arbiter and
disciplinarian at one extreme, a n:1 a personal confidant
at t he other.

In the c athartic conference, the need to be

a successful personal confidant i :s emphasized, and the
opposition of attitudes c arried to the cathart ic conferen ce
from the role of soci al arbiter or

11

policeman 11 is made cle ar .

The whole field of psych other apy is one in whi ch we
must be content a t present to e s timate the re l ative strengths
of forces by a clinical rather than a s t atist ic a l method .
c onsequently, in searching for statements of tea chers '
difficulties in co nducting c athartic conferences, our method
must be critic a l rather than quantit at iv e or dogmati c al ly
categorical.

The present study is explor atory in nature and

deals with difficulties as abstract ion s from the p.e:vs onali ties
of the teachers in question.

The s e abstra ctions , though

they are neither mathematical or strictly distinct , should
be useful in describing concrete cases whe re te achers f ail
to meet their pupils ' needs for catharsis.

Clinical studies

of individual teachers should be useful in determining
further the underlying c auses of these difficu ltie s .

Method of Procedure
Experiment I
A pamphlet enti tied

11

Te achers I Manua l fo r Us e in

c arry ing out Catharti c Tre at ment

11

was written by t he

investigat or with the ai d and cri t icism of Kellyl .

This

pamphlet was pr epared in hec t ographed form during the
ac ademic year of 1936- 37 .

Te ach ers of cert ain children who

were diagnosed as ne eding emotional c at har s is i n ext ens ion
clinics oper ating as s er vices of the Fort Hays Kansas St ate
Colle ge Psych olo gic a l Clinic we r e se l e cted t o parti ci pate i n
t h is study and were given t h i s pamphl e t toge t her with b l anks
for report i ng con ferentrns2.

Ea ch of t he s e tea chers was

instructed to hold conference s with t h e ch ild under her care .
The conferences were to be p l anned afte r thorough readi ng of
the te achers' manua l r eferre d t o ab ove .

They were to be

twenty to thirty minutes i n l ength , and were to be he l d a£
intervals of t hree days tiD a wee k a s advise d by the Clinic .
A report of each conference was t o be mai led to t he
investigator at Fort Hays Ksn s a s St ate College Psycho l ogical
Cl inic .

The inve stigator criticised t h e procedure of the

conf erences a s shown by the report s which we r e re ce i ve d i n
acc ordance with the ab ove p l an and gave sugges tions for
further conferences by return mail .
1.

See Appendix I, pag e a i 1 for t ext of t h is book l e t .

2.

Blanks ,i n Appendix I, page a i 2 .

Some minor deviations from t he pro c edure outlin ed a bove
were as follo ws :
1.

There wa s some irregul arity in time of h olding

conferences , due to such difficulties a s l ack of conferenc e
rooms at the times when conferenc e s were pl anne d and
epidemi cs which quar antin ed te a ch er or c a se or bo t h .
2.

There was some irre gularity of report s by te a cher s

due to interferenc e of other duties .
F our teachers coopera t e d i n t h i s e xperiment .

Th e

records of t wo of these c a ses are included i n t he text of
t h is study .

Sh ort abstracts of the other c ases t oge t he r

with reports and corre s pondence are shown in appendix .
Names and place s are f a lsified in or de r to protec t the
confidence placed i n the Clinic byte te a chers and the i r
pupils .
: The reports of thes e fo ur c a ses were s t ud ie d and the
difficulties of the teachers as they t h en ap pe ared t o the
investigator were listed under eight did a c t ic head i ngs and
d iscus se d .

Some of these difficulties were inferr ed f r om

the teachers ' reports , others were stres s e d i n order t o
r emedy defects of emphasis in the or i g i na l te ache r s ' gui de .
The didactic headings us e d are presented he re to show
the meth od of proc edure , and not as finding s of t h i s studyl .
1.

Full discussion may be f ound in Appendix II , page aii 1 .

1.

Condition of intolerance or l ac k of unde r st anding

between child and teacher.
2.

A tendency for the te acher to make er r ors in

interpreting t he t h ing s wh ich the child s ay s.
3.

In the cathartic co nf erence s , the ch i l d must

convince h i ms e lf.

Th i s t a kes t i me a nd makes didact i c

procedur es dangerous.
4.

Some person s c an reorgani ze the ir lives quite

r eadily, others ne ed to t ake a s low cour s e i n f acing t heir
prob lems.
5.

Ordi narily it i s e as ier t .o he l p the ch i ld to bu ild

h imself up than to change the wor l d i n which he l ives .
6.

Te ach ers lac k interpre ti ve ski lls.

7.

Te acher benefits----- ch i d s uf f er s .

of teacher upon t he ch ild.)
8.

Di s cipline is troublesome.

(Transference

Experiment II
These difficulties and t heir disc u s s ion , t oge t her with
copies of the t eachers' guide a lready r efer red t o, were
presented to stude nts i n a s e c on d cour se i n psychology i n
Fort Hays Kan sas St a te College during the sunnner session of
1937.

An or a l statement of the pr ob lem of thi s s t udy and

the procedure which will pr es en t ly b e dis cussed VJa s g iven
them, and t hey were a s ked to coope r ate .

He ctogr aphed

instructions 1 were passed out t o them t o make c l ear what
t h ey were to do .
Fourteen s tudent s of Fort Hays Kans as State _College ,
all taking t heir second five h ours of psycho lo gy , a ct ed a s
teachers in t h is experiment .

Ten of t hem had had t e a ch i ng

experience, t he r ange in exper i ence among the se ten be ing
from one to s ixteen years .

Two we r e not i nt ere s ted i n

teac h i ng , one planned to ente r tea ch i ng as a profes s i on i n
the coming fall, a nd one con templ at ed e_ritering a t heolog ic a l
seminary.
The room in v1h ich the co n f erences were held , r e f erred
to in the instructions to t he s t udent s , was adjoined by a
darkened room i n which t he i nves ti ga t or s at duri ng t he
conferences.

A screened opening i n the parti t ion between

the two rooms mad e it possible f or him to s e e and hear wh at
took pl a ce in the confere n ce room wi t hout being dis covered .
1.

Appendix II, page a i i 9~ -

The te acher was aware of t h e investigat or ' s pr esence in the
next room but t he ch ild wa s not .
The inve s ti gator kept notes u pon a he ctogr a phed checksheet desi gne d to aid h i m i n cr i t ic is i ng t he tea cher ' s
techni que 1 •
paper .

F m 1 t her n otes were ke pt

on a plai n sheet of

After the co nfer ence, the teacher was g i ven a

he c t ographed outline-shee t, whic h gave headings for her
re port of t he conferen ce ..

Th e headings we re as fol lovrn :

1.

Narr a tive de s cr i ption of the sessi on .

2.

What si gnific ant t h ings we re re vealed ?

Why do

y ou think t h e ch ild rev ea le d t hem?
3.

Outlin e your pl an for your next conference .

4.

VJh at does t h i s conf er e n ce indi cate as the most

s i gnific ant consider ations i n teach i _g thi s chi l d ?
The la s t que s tion was i n cluded as a check upon the
t eacher ' s tendency to de al with the ch ild wi th or without
re gar d for h is per sona l problems .
After the te a cher had pre par e d t h i s report and h anded
it i n , she was given a writte n c~itici sm of the conference ,
pre pared by the i nve s tigator.
follo wing points:

1.

Th is report d i scussed t he

Mechanics of the conferenc e.

Significant material discovered .
conference.

4.

3.

Sugge st i ons_ fo r next

Considerations in te ac h i ng t he ch ild based

upon acquaint ance gained in con f eren ce.
1.

2.

Appendix II, page aii l e #

Each cf the fourteen students held from one to four
conference$ with the particul ar child which she brought to
the Clinicl.

-1.

Conference reports and criticisms a re li sted in Appendix
II, page s aii 13 to 138 .

Treatment of the Data
A critical study of the reports from Experiment I and
Experiment II was made with special attention given to
difficulties which the teachers encountered.

It was found

that many of the difficulties experienced by different
teachers could be subsumed under t he same concepts .

Th es e

concepts were set up as formal statements of difficulties,
and evidence for their existence wa s lifted from the reports
of the teachers.

This evidence was discussed to sh ow the

operation of the difficulties.
A short discussion of the most probable bases of the se
difficulties was presented to suggest procedp.res directed
at correction of them.

Th is confirmed the operationa l

character of the concepts in which t h e difficulties were
cast, so fulfilling the purpose of the study .
Coopera.tion from the teachers who assisted in t he
experiments was all that could be asked .

Criticisms of

conferences held by two students in Experiment II, who were
definitely not interested in teaching, were included in
Appendix II but not used in adducing evidence to support
the major conclusions of the study .

It has been assumed

that teachers in Experiment II would meet much the same
problems as teachers in the field, though their subjects were
not selected for their need of c atharsis, and conferences were
held on an arbitrary schedule, rather than at times dictated
by the evidenced needs of the children.

These conditions,

as well as the knowledge that they were being observed , would
tend to make the te achers in Experiment II look i nexpert .
Since the difficulties observed in Experiment II coincided
so closely with t hose found in the ca ses in the f ield , it
was assumed that t h ey were d~e to common cause s .

Any

particular difficulty may have been strengthened or we akened
by the experimental conditions.
Vith these co11ctitions in mind no a ttempt has be en made
to say whether or not the difficulties encountered by the
te a chers participating were or were not ·suffic1ent to render
their efforts ineffective in the whole .

The critical approach

used makes t he ir difficulties evident, and does not place
these in t h eir prope r setting; thus an estimate of the
effectiveness of the whole proc edu e is impossible.

Onl y

long and patient research in connection wi th treatment of
cases can settle the problem of the effec t iveness of c athartic
conference methods in the hands of te a chers.
Since the entire volume of c ase corre spondence and
conference criticisms arrl reports would fill a gre at deal
of spac e , only t wo complete case-corres pondence records are
presented i h the study proper.
used.

These illustrate the method

The records of t he other c a se s from which evidence

is lifted are listed i n Appendices I and II.

DiSCUE,,Sion
The ca se treated i n Experiment I by te acher Dis given
in detail to show the materi al from which statements of the
difficulties found were derived .
is briefed from clin ic rec or ds .

The prel iminary statement
Other reports and correspondence

are prin ted as received except for fa lsific ation of n ames .
Evidence of the nature of difficulties encountered by t h is
teac he r is discussed and supplement.ed by evidence fro m cases
contained in the appendices.

Th is case and the other one

presented i n the text are re ferred to in discus sing. t he ma jor
difficulties.

Some minor difficulties are di s cussed from

excerpts from cases not pre.sented in the study proper .
In the d iscussion, te a chers participating i n Experiment
I are denoted by the letters A, B

C, and D.

Teachers

participating in Experiment II are deno ted by numbers f rom
one to fourteen.

Conference Reports and Ori ticisms:

Te acher D.

Description of Case:
The case wa s a German-Russian boy of fi fteen , i n h i s
first ye ar of h i gh sch ool.
for st uttering .

He was re g i s t ere d in t he clin ic

Accord i ng to the r eports of te achers , there

seemed to be no self-consciou s n ess concerning t he defec t .
Clinical examination reve aied t hat the boy, who wavere d
between a home-inflicted ambit ion t o be a Cat ho l ic prie s t
and a more pers onal desire f or s ocia l succ e ss and good fe llowshi p , f elt the domi nation of hi s parents very keenly .
Th ere was a function al enuresi s i n the c a se , as we ll as
evidence that t he stuttering, f or whic h t he ori gi n al
neurological pa tholo gy s eemed to be compl e t ely out grown if
ever present in serious de gree, w s used as a mechan i sm f or
getting a sort of attention.

Thi s last conclusion wa s

supported to a gre at extent by t he f a ct that he did not
stutter appreciably when i n t h e pre sence of the t ea cher who
held cathart ic conferenc es with hi m; she of-f ered h i m more
legitimate methods for gaining appro bat ion si nce he was more
apt i n her classes than in others, and - sh e was mor e dispose d
to praise h is work .

Dev e lopment of t he c ase under c athart i c

treatment confirmed the findings of the ori gi na l diagnosis .

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC
Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Case
A.

p ____ _

Teacher D---- -

Number

GENERAL TREND OF MATERIAL PRESENTED BY THE CASE.
Talked of ambition which has changed from that of

being a priest to that of being an office man of some
(5) sort .

I gather here that he wants to be a he ad i n the

business wor ld.

Speaks of this all the time.

Says

that he thinks of it much of the time.
B.

GENERAL ATTITUDE OF CASE DURI NG CONFERENCE .
Quite fi ne , but asked no que stions .

(10) C.

QUESTIONS ASKED BY CASE .
None.

D.

I expect him to br : ng them l ater.

QUESTIONS ASKED CASE BY TEACHER.
I follo wed the questions in the book you sent

pertaining to ambitions, dreams~ and daydreams .
(15) E .

DREAMS, DAYDREAMS , AND FANTASI ES REPORT:ED , AND

CONNECTIONS APPARENTLY ASS OCIATED .
Dreams about the stars (I think t his i s a result
of Mr. F ----- 1 s class in which he tells the boys about
the stars.

Dre ams of what he wants to do .

Sees himself

(~O) well dressed driving a go od car to h is office surrounded
by people who like and are a l ways go od to him .
that people often give him money in h i s dre ams .

says
Al ways

he seems to play the i mportant part in the s e dreams.

Never runs, never fights in h is dreams .

(25) F .

N RRAT IVE DE3CRIPrION OF THE SES, ION.
He thinks much about what he will be in the future.

Thinks about what he wi l l gain, he says "not in wealth"
rather the furthering of self in order to have others'
respect .

But I notice that he speaks often of getting

(30) money from others.

aunt.

For example at Christmas from an

Another time spoke of

J-----, his . brother here

in high school, who gave h im 50i when he didn ' t expect
it.
G.

QUESTIONS CONCERNING TREATMENT .

(35)

He told me where he went to school as a child and
his reli gi ous education during this first period.

That

he liked to play marb les wh n he was little and little
things about school whi ch led me to bel ieve t hat he
always liked going to school and ge tting h is le ssons .
(40) He thinks that he will make his amb ition for the office
come true, for when he gets out of h igh school h is
f ather will give him money for further e duc ation .
For a pastime he likes to ride a pony .
to drive the c ar but father refuses .

r ou ld like

Feels that driving

(45) a car would make him happier , because he likes to guide
things.

Wants a bicycle badly .

When he gets his office and is a successful business
man he wants a wife, three children, t wo girls and a
boy.

...,v

(50)

Gets angry sometimes when older brother i s t oo
demanding.

Oldest brother i s very strong and s ome times

when in a bad temper makes h im do t h i ngs .

P-----

fights bac k sometimes to n o av a il bec au s e of t h e
strength of the older boy .
( 55 ) know .

Th is older boy , I do not

He must be bad tempere d , n ot at all like the

two boys in school, P~---- and

J----- . J-----

is

P----- 1 s f avorite brother .
P----- worries about doi ng things well .

His f at her ,

he say s , is very h ar sh and h i gh tempe red VJhen t h i ngs
(60) are not done a s he wishe s .

He to l d me t h i s sto r y .

h ired man gave P----- a cigare t te one day .

A

P-- - -- put

it in his shirt pocket and forgot to take i t ou t .
mother found it when washing the fo l lowing week .

Hi s
She

gave it to t he f a t her who gave P----- a te r rib l e beat i ng
(65) wh en h e c ame home from t he fiel d .

The f athe r a sked no

question s except " where di d you ge t it?u
All this material too k t wo periods .

At the end of

. the l a st pe riod, P----- said, "I'll think of t h i ngs to
tell you over t h e week -end. 11

January 29 , 1937

Miss D-----

K----------

My dear Miss D-----:

(70) The report of your first two conferences with P----has been received. I suppose that these conferences
were h eld some time about J anuary t wentieth to twentyseventh .
Your progress is mos t gratifying, an d the report covers
(75) the items which seem to be most significant. It gives
a go od picture of the confe rence . No doubt you have
been able to make some interpret ati ons of t his materi a l
·which can guide y ou in further conference:s .
The f a ct that P----- t:eels quite badly

11

whipped" i n many

(80) situations may be quite closely related to h is

stuttering. It may be c aused in part fr om the stuttering ,
and a t tne -- same time be aggrav ating it. Now he seems
to have decided to be 11 somebody 11 and thus put h i mse lf
at the top of the heap. Th is decision in such cases
(85) usually precedes any definite plans for achieving such
an ambition, and thus, s ince P- ---- has prob ab ly set
himself a hard t as1{ without much pl an for do ing it, he
feels somewh at inadequate, and pe1 h aps has some anxiety .
1

You will notice the follo wing trends i n the materi al he

(90) has presented:

1. His drean1s are mos tl y about gaini ng dominance over
others • .
2 . He has a more or less constant conscient i ous s crup l e
which causes him to interjec t a "not for money'' or rrnot
(95) in ·wealth" into his ambitions occasiona lly .
3 . He has a feeling of inadequacy , wh ich pr ob ably leads
him to over-color some experiences and attri bute
brutality to others with pr ob ab l y little c ause; even if
this is actually the case he must finally think of
(100) others I actions as 11 fortun ate or unfo1 tunate" r at he r
than as 11 brutal or kindly".
1

The dreams and ambitions
in spite of the frequent
when he has received it,
(105) status with persons than
sake or for the comforts

suggest that he is probably ,
refer ence s to money and occasions
interested more in gai n ing
in h aving we a lth for its own
it would buy .

You should be alert to make notes of any

11

touchy topics"

or things which seem to be hard fo r him· to discuss .
It would a lso probably be well to make a note in the
( 110) next report of your opinions of the state of h is
insight into the signif ic ance of fuis dre ams and the
needs which they fill i n h is life.
The problem which the cathartic conferences will
prob ab l y have to meet seems at present to fall
(115) somewhat unde r the following outline. Of course t h is
ou tline is tentative and may h ave to be changed, but
it is better to have a plan , in the se cas es , a nd later
revise it, than to have none at all .
Ambitions should finally b e brought do wn to earth, and
(120) tied in with activities of home ·and school life .
Problems should be met directly , r athe1"' than by dreaming .
This can be more easily done when fe e lings of inadequacy
to life situations are brought to li ght, d i s cussed as
much as P----- feels that he c an, and me t intelligently .

(125) Long i ng for wealth and power , which is now prob ab ly
opposed by a desire to do go od r ather than evil , . oan
and should be har monized with this des i re to do g o~d ,
and a con ce ption of the world should be gai ned which
will make it possible for a person to have as h is
(130) underlying mot ive 11 doing good", and at the same time
gaining respect, status, and a comfortable and
satisfying existence.
Whi le you should keep these goal s in mind, they should
not be accepted as final at this stage of the tre at ment .
(135) Be sure that such synthesis of motives and harmonizing
of conflicts comes f rom P----- rat h~r than yourself
directly, though after a fe w more conferences you ma y
begin to 11 set the stage" just a bi t so that he c an
more easily see the relationsh i p betvJeen h is prt:'¾qent
(140) problems ~d h is conflicting life goals .
Treatment, from your report, seems to be g oing we ll,
and you have gotten away to a good start ~ Be sure to
bring up any problems whi ch gi ve trouble, and do not
be afraid to include any materia l because it may seem
(145) inconsequential. I ·will try to s end a blank bac k with
each reply. Let me know if your supply runs low.
Your's very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant
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Report of Cathartic
Conference
Case
B.

P-----

Teacher

D- ----

Number

3

GENE:RAL ATTITUDE OF CASE DURING CONFER.E NCE .

Quite free .
( 150) C .

QUESTIONS ASl"IBD BY CASE .

None.
D.

QUEST I ONS ASEED CASE BY TEACHER .

Same as outlined in the . book ; in f act we finished
t hose questions concerning fears of all sorts .
(155) E .

DREAMS , DAYDREAMS , AND F ANTAS I ES REPORTED , AND

CONNECTIONS APPARENTLY ASS OCHTED.
None .
F.

NARR TIVE DESCRIPTI ON OF THE SESS ION.

Not afraid of the dark ; not afraid of people if
(160) they a re kind to him .

turtles and snakes.

Not a fr a i d of animals , except
The f ami ly catch turtles to eat

and his f ather makes h i m c at ch h i s share .

P- ----

hates to do t h is he says , but h is father remarks that
if he wishes to eat he must.

I gather this is done

(165) when it is warm for he go es into the creek to ge t them.

Says he has to s tep on t he ir backs t o g et them and is
afraid of them.

He told me all ab out the way hi s

mother preserves them.
and lightening .

He is n ot afraid of thunder

He doesn ' t have any p ronounce d fears ,

(170) it seems.

I 1 d be afra i d of the t urtles t oo!

He doesn't seem to be any more discou r aged or
blue than other people.

At le as t I've nev er not iced

it.
I've found that he i s i mproving in h is le ss ons

(175) and speech.
Mr.

F-----

h as sugge s ted t yping which he will

probably start soon.
In the last t wo se s s ions I h ave been having h i m
repeat nursery rhymes to me.
(180) l au ghe d about them.
him a fe w others.

We had lot s of fun and

He g ave me all he knew.

I to l d

He le arn s them at once and i s

overjoyed to give t hem.

We ev en sang the schoo l s ong

together.
He wa s ~ery di sappointed t his week- end , becau se

(185) his f at he r re f u s ed t o l e t h i m @O wi th t he fresbmen
boys to a tournament.
well, I feel.

He do esn 't l ike f ar m work ve r y

February 16, 1937
Mr. Harry Mason
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr. Mason :
Something more ab out P-----. He seems wonderfull y
improved. He speaks much more plainly. I 1 ve been
( 190) inquiring about him . Mr. F ----- finds him very
11 cocky 11 in his classes.
He s ays that he want s to be
the center of atnr action , beoauBe he has found that
the boys always laugh at h i m. Th is is n ot true in my
classes. I believe in discipline and do not a llow
(195) any one to laugh at others' mistakes unless the
occasion c a lls for it. Perhaps I 1 m wrong , but somehow
I don't know quite how to approach this since it isn ' t
under my supervision. Wh a t do you suggest? Surely ,
he should not get that attitude .
(200) Mr . F----- mentioned that it might be t hat h e fee ls
the special attention given him c alls for this. Yet,
the time given him i s during. school hours and is
priv ate , and I have other students fo r spec i a l wol:'k
too. He is not es peci ally singled out .
(205) I don't want anything to happen to spoil what has been
done, and shall ~pprecia te hearing from you about it .

S incerely,
Miss D-----

February 17 , 1937
Miss

D-----

K----------

My dear Miss D - ----:
-hi le my reply to your second confere nce report
conc e rning
wa s in progress, I received your
letter of February sixteenth . This letter i s quite
(210) helpful and serves to complete t he pic ture of the
case at t h is time , and to confirm the idea which I
gained from your previous r e port.

P-----

P-----

The thing tha t s eems to be happening is this:
is becoming mor e secure in a pe rfe c tl y superficial
(215) way , and is enjoying this security by nshowing off" .
The fact t hat h is security is superficial rather than
arising from a real plan of facing his more intimate
problems is no reflection upon your handling of the
conferences , but probably i s unavoidable in t his c a se .
(220) I t was necessary to get t h e boy to respond more fre el y
before he could touch u pon h is greater problems .

P-----

From your second report , one would gather that
seems no longer to feel i ns e cur e, he no longer feels
that he is afraid of cert a in t h ings and he is "se ll ing "
. ( 225) you the i dea that he i s well a djusted. This is to be
expected . The que s tion h ow ari s e s : "wouldn 1 t it be
just as well to let him 1 sell 1 h is se curity to himse l f
and to you and thus ad just himse lf to his problems?"
The answer is that this would le ave him dependent upon
(230) your relationship in conferen ce s rather than upon
himself, and that when you could no longer be h is
confidant, he would be as he lple ss as before . He h a s
probably had friends be fore who built up h i s security
in himself. The thing vJe mus t do is to g e t him to
(235) bring up the prob lems of his deeper personali ty before
h is b est s elf and f ace t hem i n such a manner as to be
able to solve them . The confide nce gaine d by the
opportun ity to talk to s ome one simply builds him up
temporarily .
( 240) ou1• job is to t ake adv ant age of this tempora1:•y confidence
and get him to delve more deepl y i nto h is ~roblems .
His surface personality is not afra id, but there is
litt l e doubt that h is deeper life is . On the surface
he feels s ecure , but only a few conf erence s ago he was
( 245 ) ·determined to be rich and to 11 show them 11 • He hasn I t

conferences, since t h e se g ive h i m a n opportuni ty t o
An a t titude of
emotiona l c a l m, sh owi ng i nt ere s t in his pr obl ems , yet
no particul ar re action to them, should help him in
getting do wn to his ~·rea l difficu lti es . These seem
to be to find h is life-pur pos e s and to pl an r ationally
(300) for meeting t h em. I t is probab l e that as you enc ourage
a more serious approach to h i s px•oblems , his 11 c oc kiness' 1
will decre as e.

(295) avoid h is more serious problems.

Since the ma tter of post ag e will have t o be born e by
you perso na lly, in all pr ob abili ty , unle ss prov i ded
(305) otherwise, I am sending stampe d envelopes f or your
re ports. Th is is part of the Clin ic' s work , and t here
is n o re a son why it should not bear t h i s p ar t of the
expens e.
Ple as e cr i t ic i se my i ns t ructions t o you , a nd que s tion
(310) me further if the y are not c l ear, or i f you se e some
re a son why they should not be fo l l owed . You must ·
remember t hat you are ne arer to the c ase t han I am .
Yours t r u ly,
Harry Ma son
Gr adu ate As si stant

March 20, 1937

Miss D- - - - 1~-- -- --- - - -

My dear Miss D--- - -:
How have you been ge tting a long i n your c athartic
conferences wi th P- - --- ? It has been some time since
(315) I h ad heard from you and I have recently been interested
i n checking up on some c ases of spee ch defects to fina.
out wh at me thod s have be en most success f u l in treating
them . S ince P---- -' s princi pal problem at the time
for the clini c seemed to be stuttering , I am part icularly
(3 20) interested in knowi ng what effect the c athartic
conferen ce had on thi s diff iculty . Of course , I am
interested i n hav ing a re port from you concerni ng the
cathartic conferences for the ir own sake, but I am
·
listing below s ome que stions which bear more directly
(3 25) upon t he speech defect.
1.

2.

3.
(330)

Has the speech defect shown any real i mprovement ?
Has h is school work shown i mprovement ?
What difference s i n spee ch have you not ic ed s i nce
the time of the clinic ? Th is woul d include any
difference in abi lity t o express himself , whether
it wel"e a difference in loudness of speech, in
t h e amount of s tuttering, in the free dom of speech ,
or in the type of i deas expressed .

I am a lso interested i n ch ec king up on P--- - -'s
(335) pers ona l ity ad justment and upon t he effectiveness , as
you see it, of your c athartic conference s with him .
Some qu es tions are given below which bear more
d i rectly on t h e problem.
How are you getting a long with the c athartic
conferences?
2 • . Does P---- - s eem to be ga i ning a more permanent
feeling of social adequacy ?
3 . Ha s your work in c athars i s with P----- been
he l pful to you in understanding the problems of
other ch ildren ?
(345 )

(340)

1.

I f further problems have come up since your l ast l etter ,
pl eas e fe e l free to c a ll upon us for further advice.
If you feel t hat some other method of at t ac k should
be used or that the c at hartic confe rences have not
( 35 0) been successful in getting a t the hear t of the problem,

please let me know wha t difficulties you have been
having and wh at method, if any , you may have
considered a side from c atharsis. A stamped se l f addressed envelope is ~nclo sed for your reply .
(355) Your cooperation in treating t h is c ase has been very

much appreciated . by us and has helped us a great deal
in understanding the difficulty that a teacher would
naturally have in initi ating cathartic conferences.
It has also helped us a great deal in understanding
(360) some of the things which c athartic treatment c an
accomplish in such a c~se. A further report from you
wil l help us crys taliz e thi s material into more concrete
form. I am also writing Mr . F- ---- concerning exerc ises
which we recommended at the time of the clinic and
(365) their effects upon P----- 1 s s peech problem.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

March 21, 1937
Mr . Harry Mas on
Hays , Kansas
De ar Mr . Ma son :
Three we ek-ends of tournaments with some days out of
school leave me wi t h correspondence stacked up .
I meet P----- twice each week . It seems to me that
h e has improved~ Mr . F -- -- - te ll s me that h i s attitude
(370) is much better too. All in al l, I be lieve that we
have done something . He certainly stutters l ess . I
·am encourag i ng loudness of speech and rhythm, as much
as I c an . Rhytbm, I be liev e , is the secret .
I am using the cathartic conferences all the time .
(375 ) Perhaps I should say that I use them as much as I c an .
Often there seems to be nothing to talk about . At
these times I have h i m express h is ideas on things
round about us . This I be li eve is h elpful .
Of course this work in catharsi s has been helpful too .
(380) No teacher c an know too much about it . I wish I knew
more about it.
The trouble as I see it in P-- -- - 1 s case i s tha t now
that we have talked over everything , there is nothing
new to t al k about. He says that he has told me all
(385) ab out his chi l dhood experienc es, his hopes , etc .
This is my re a son for turning to matter s close at
hand; as long as t hey are things whi ch influence him
somewhat , I feel that these conversat i ons do not f all
short of their purpos e in helping him expres s himse lf .
(390) Surely, I shall be able to wr ite a li ttle more
frequently from n ow on. Thank you for all your
suggestions.
Yours very sincerely,
Miss D-----

March 25, 1937
Miss D-----

K----------

My dear Miss D-----:
Your letter of March 21 describing your progress
with P----- has been received.
(395) It is encouraging that both his speech end his social

adjustment have shown some improvement . Your difficulty
in finding problems about whi ch P----- can talk suggests
that it is now time to encourage him to look back upon
the problems which he has brought up and formulate
·(400) them quite definitely. For example , there is the
problem of feeling h is father ' s domination too strongly .
You should probab l y encourage h i m to express this in
definite terms and to face it with an attitude of
trying to work it out r•easonab ly rather then reacting
(405) to it with a feeling of inadequacy or persecution.
There are doubtless other problems wh ich should be
met in the same way . Of course you must be careful
not to force Cl"ystalJ.iz ation of these prob l ems on to
him , but you c an insist that he meet them and formulate
(410) them in some way .
Another point which wi ll bear consideration is the
danger which all persons face when they start cathartic
conferences in the role of teacher or advisor . This
difficulty is that the te acher will have a tendency
( 415 ) to develop some dependence upon the ch ild and will
desire to keep the co nferences up after their purpose
has been accomplished in order to ke ep~ in close
touch with t.he case. The teacher must recognize this
as her own need end not the need of the child, and
(420) meet it in some other way than in the cathartic
conference.
Your work wi ·th this case has been very 'helpful to us
in studying this type of treatment and VJ e trust that
the added insi ght that you hav e go tten has made the
(425) work worthwhi le to you. I will be i nterested to
receive further reports and the clinic will al ways
be eager to help you with any problem in which it can
be of service.
Youra very truly,
Harry Mas on
Graduate Ass ist ant

The following letter of inquiry was sent to the
Vocational Agriculture teacher in the school .

Th is man

had , at the time tha t the extension-clin ic diagnosi s wa s
made, accepted responsibtlity for training in b a sic rhythms
and bodily co - ordination .

Since t h is teacher h ad less close

contact with the case than the teacher who carried out
conferences with him, it was thought that his opinion
concerning the boy's adjustment should be of v alue i n
estimating the success of the treatment.

March 23 , 1937
Mr . F -----

K---------

My de ar ~r. F - ----:
Since our work l ast fall, I have been especially
(430) interested in follo wing the progress of P---- - .
Stuttering disorders su ch as P----- presented are
clinic a l pro blems for which a ll psychologists and
speech p athologists are i nterested i n working out
better me thods of treatment .
( 435) At the time of the clinic we re connnended that you
use certain exercises with P----- and a l s o that
Miss D-- --- try to get s ome emot ional catharsis from
him, ~e have just written to Mi ss D- - --- concerning
her treatment . In addition to the questions whi ch
( 440) we asked her, we would l ike to 1mow some t hing of the
matters to uche d upon by the f ollowing quest ions , from
your viewpoint .
1.
2.
(445) 3.
4.

· ( 450)

5.
6.

. ( 455 )

(460)

7.

Is P----~'s social adjustment more sat i sfactory?
Has his school work i mproved ?
Have you been ab le to u ~e exerc i ses to build up
rhythm in motor action?
Have these exercises had any good effects upon
h is speech?
Vhat factors seem to have af fected his adjustment
more f avorably?
Whichone of the fol l owing has presented the mos t
difficulty i n treating the case?
· a . Lack of time to work with the case .
b . Lack of definiteness in recommendat ions •
c. Lack of dooperation by the c as e .
d . Discouragement due to slow improvement
or absence of improvement .
e . Other f actors. ( describe )
Ha s better soc i a l ad j us t ment h ad a go od effect
on his speech or d oes his stuttering s e em to be
l argely independent of h is s oci a l adjustment ?

we would appreci ate it very much if you would answer
these questions in quite some det ail and in addit i on
~rite a narrative de s cription of your work with this
(4 6$ ) c as e. The descri ption wil l perhaps cover s ome factors
of .improvemen t wh ich we have n ot i ncluded in our
ques tion s . Your coope ration in ans wering t h is let t er

will not only be greatly apprec i ated by us , but -wi ll
be of great value to us ~n working out better methods
(470) of treatment for stutterers.
A stamped self-addressed envelope is enclo sed for your
reply. We would apprec i ate a long letter from you ,
but if you do n ot have time for that you may use the
bac k of this le tter for your reply .
Your s very truly ,
Harry Mason
Gr adua te Assistant

April 4, 1937
Mr. Harry Mas on
Psychologic a l Clinic
Hays , Kansas
Dear Mr . Mason :
(475) Reference to your letter of inquiry of March 23
in regard to P- ---- .

(480)

(485)

(490)

( 495)

(500)

(505)

1. The most noticeable f act of his social adjustment
if r ·understand just what you ·mean is that P----- is
very popul ar with all the s tudents . He i s very witty
and there is a charm about h i s personality that is
captivating . I think one rea son they like him is that
he amuses them i n h is stuttering speech . I have t he
first time to see him emb arrassed on account of his
faulty speech . The girls are es pecially nice to him
and see his attentions -- hardly as the y would a
virile normal boy but more because of h is lovable
per sonality and h i s amusing antics . He is inclined
to be clowni sh in a rather refine d way -- by waving
h is hands -- wal king with long strides and a de ci s ive
and emphatic way of expressing h i s opinion . He i s
qui c k to decide matters and d oes not wait for a hunch
fro m anyone els e in expr~s sing h is de ci s i on s . He does
not hesitate to differ from nnyone ., te e.cher or
schoolmates ., seems perfectly a ssured he i s right and
thos e who differ ' are wrong . He does n ot attempt to
argue the point, but stands pat even if the who le
group is against h im . I c annot s ee but that he is
very happy 'N i thin h i ms elf. Friday he rode in the
seat bes ide me on a seventy mile trip and was quiet
hardly a minu t e . His most not ic eable expressions
were tho s e of joy and amazement at the beauty of the
wheat fields, the ni ce loo king homes and f i ne herds
of stock, the fli ght of birds, the fine roads and
bridges . He had much rather have me for a listener
than the other boys due I think to my at t itude of
appreci ation to the things he likes .and wants to t al k
ab out.

2 . I have h i m only in voc ational agriculture . He is
not at home v,i th the sh6p work and I have to ass i gn
(510) speci al tasks to his liking i n order to get any
completed wor k done .
He is very artistic and takes gre at pride i n h is note
book work . He is painstaking and sys tema ti~ and has

the most qelicate touch with h i s hands of any boy I
( 515) ever s~w. Hi s books and p a per s are never muss y or
dog - eared and i t burn s h i m u p if any body tou che s
h i.s pa pers or makes h i m blunder . He turns t he pages
trt hi s book with t he ne at ness and deptness of a
pr acticed librari an . He knows whe re every st atement
(520 ) or item is in h i s notebook before hunt i ng fo r it . He
likes to arrange t h e tool s i n t he loc kers , t he book s
on the shelves , etc .
He is not much i nt erested i n t h e study of an i ma ls or
t he problems of f e ed i ng and h is mind doe s not run in
( 525) the direction of pr a ctic a l aff a ir s or of mak i ng mone y .
I would say he i s entire l y out of h i s eleme nt a s an
embryon ic f arme r . I am sugges ting to h i m tha t he be
a bookke e per, a t ypis.t, or a pa i nter a s a me ans for
a livlihood .
(530) 3 . I have not had the time or the ins i ght a s to hov, .
to succe ssfull y "build u p rhythm i n h i s motor action " .
I am ge tting so t ha t when he get s hope l es s l y tang l ed
out of breath I l ook a t h i m direc t l y in a ki nd ly way
he will i ns tant ly s t op h i s stut ter i ng and answer me
(535) in a f ew d irect st a tements wi th sc arce l y any stu t t er:in g .
I do n ot understand why . It ju s t s eems to t hrow h i m
into a diffe re n t gear and he g oes through wi t h it i n
good sha pe . I 1m s ure I never' made h i m f e e l t ha t I
am annoyed wit h h is effort s .
· (540) 4 .

Answered in 3 .

5 . I believe t h e unerring ki ndnes s I feel for h i m
submerges his h abit of s t utte ring so that he t ake s a
differen t t a ck i n order to gi ve me the ans we r h e
knows I want .
(545) 6 . (a) I have no t f ound i t poss i b le to spend much
time wi t h h im . ( b ) I have tried to make h i m fe e l
thaf his stutte ring is i ncident a l and do not Juant to
make him f e el t h at it i s i mport ant , hen ce t a l k li tt l e
with h i m ab out it . (c) I think he d es ir•es greatly
(550) to t a lk be tter . (d) I c annot s ay to what ex tent he
h a s i mproved but believe i t h as be en i n a me as ur ab le
de gree .
7. I t h i nk h is a s s oci ati ons with the l arger groups
he meets in schoo l gre atly impr ove s h i s trou.b le . At
( 555) least g ives him nwre opportuni ty f or c onver sat i on • .
However it seems to me he h ad r ather :m.ake h i s sch oo l
mates l augh than to s a y h i s say wi thou t s tutte1"i ng •
I hope this r ather lengthy le t ter will gi ve you some

insight into the case a s to any change s in P-----'s
( 560) condition and that you may pic k out t h ings- t h at wi l l
be helpful to you i n char t ing h i s condi t ion. Am
sorry that I cannot be mor e spe cifi c i n my ans vvers
to your que s tiohs. Pleas e be assured that I am anx i ous
to help the boy for h i s own good a s wel l as to give
(565) suggestion s for your future planning .
Very trul7 y ours,

Mr. F-----

April 9, 1937
Mr. F.;. ___ _

A--------TT

My dear Mr. F-----:
Your letter of April fourth wa s receive d recently .
It contained just exactly the informati on whic h I
desired. If a fter further s tudy I have some
sugge s tions to make, I' will send them to you l ater .
( 570) Thank you very much for your coope1,.,ation.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

Difficulty Number I:

Uncritical

cce ptance of the Child ' s

Story.
fter reading the report s of this teacher and noting her
difficulty in guiding the conferences to fund amenta l issue s
after t he first few sessions , we may look again at t he materi a l
she has presented for evidence of attitudes or techniques i n
conference which have prejudiced her efforts in the direction
of ineffectivene ss .

In the first report, we find a detailed

pre sentation of material which is criticised as to _trends i n
the reviewer ' s letter which fol lows .

The next report came

a fter an i nterv a l of s ome ten days , and it seemed that the
teac her had been driven to rather close adherenc e to the
guide booklet by the tas k of interpret ation set he r in the
reviewer ' s critici sm .

Th i s is mere conjecture , howeve r .

Let

us examine the report and find a more concrete and objec tive
s tatemen t of the difficulty which i s prese nted i n it .

Vie

find that the teacher has used the quest ions i n the te achers '
guide as a c a techi sml .

Her interpretation of the answers

does not suggest any thorough explor ation of the f i elds
covered.

She ·s ays: 2

li ghtening .

11

He i s not afraid of thunder or

He doe sn I t have any pron ounce d fear s , it seems .

I'd be afra i d of the turtle s t oo!u

Surely this is to o brusque

a dismissal of fe ar s a s i ndicators of pa t h ologi c a l attitudes .

1.

~ag e 18, line s 13- 14 .

2.

p~ges 23 - 24, lines 168-170.

A more critical treatment would have been to have as sumed
several possibilities:

(1)

that he really had few fe ars ,

(2 )

that the sources of his fears had not yet been t apped,

(3 )

that he might h ave been apprehensive without lmowing tre

source of his fear ; that he might have buried the objective
expression of fear, yet stil l have been bothered by a v ague
distrust of the unlmown .

The teacher, however, seemed anxious

to convince herself that t h is story represented the true state
of affairs , so she identified herself with him by saying, "I'd
be afraid of the turt l es too !"

It is import ant to note that

she did not differentiate between t he significance of her own
fears of turt l es and those of a boy who normally _would be
conditioned to such act i vities as turtle fishing .

The teacher

was sat i sfied once she had convinced herself that the fear
itself was not a great irrit ant .

The f act that she used the

questions in the guide booklet as a c_a techism is also
circumstancial evidence indicating that her que stioning wa s
more in the nature of a ritual than of an attempt to encourage
the boy to express himself .

The clinic a l psychologist would

not be c ontent until he had a more comprehensive description
of the for c es from which the fear protected the boy .

In a

l ater se c ti on of the report she said : 1 "He was very disappointed
this week- end bec ause his father refused to let him go with
the fres hman boys to a tournament .
1.

Page 24 , ~i nes 184 - 187 .

He doesn ' t like farm.__work

v-ery well, I feel. 11

A more critical attack upon the material

presented might have res~lted in some bases for the disappointment,
such as defeat by the father, or a feeling of inadequacy upon
being defeated once more by fate in his attempt to be "o.ne
of the boys ".

I nstead of this we find her willing to expla in

the disappointment as a

11

dislike of farm work '! ·.

This may be

interpreted as an attempt to dismiss the subject and so
avoid the necessity for further interpretation.
Wi th this for background , we may be prepared for the
difficulty which she experienced in finding significant
things in the chi ld I s e_x perience in which to talk, as
evidenced in her last letter 1 "The t rouble as I see it in
P----- 1 s case is that now that we have talked over everything ,
there is nothing new to t a lk about . 11

One can expect t h is

where lack of critical direction h a s allowed the child to
strengthen al l his rationalizations without encourag ing him
to examine the conflicts behind them .
The difficulty which we see operating here we may c a ll
"Uncritic a l Accept ance of the Child ' s Story."

Evidence from

other cases not presented in their entirety2 shows that t h is
difficul ty operated upon several occasions .

The following

excerpts from reports are from Experiment II .
Teacher number one, who was holding conferences with a
1.

Page 31, lines 382-384.

2.

Conference report s and criticisms are listed in Appendix
II, pages aii 13 to 138.

six year old girl , was instructed as follo ws , with ·the ide a
in mind that she should l ook for compulsive mechanism.3:l "Ask
if she has thoughts that go over and over i n her mi nd , a lso
if there are s ome t h ings which must be done 'just so 1 • 11

The

teacher' s probing in this direction cons i sted in asking , when
the child had brought up t he matter of plac i ng pict1..wes on a
frieze upon which she was working in an art class, whether
of not the pictures had to be placed "just so" or could be
placed

1

most any way ' .

The child signified that they could.

be placed ' most any way ' , so the subjec t of compulsions was
dismissed .

The teacher evidently had little understanding

of what "things which had to be done 'jus t . so ' might signifr ,
end mere ly as ked a routine question concerning it.

Furt her ,

the ques t ion dealt with a compulsion from without, and not
with a tendency within the child ' s pe rsonality .

One would

almost be prejudiced to conclude that she had decided that
the child was nnormal
of it .

11

anyway , and was only looking for proof

Another i tem in thi s case illustrates the same

difficulty .
11 Examine

The instruc ti on given the teacher was this : 2

moods , disappointments

find out what she feels

sol"ry about, whether or not she ever feels guilty . "

The

teacher ' s questioning upon this subject may be characterized
by this one question, which was taken down in the i nvestigator ' s
1.

Appendi x II, page a ii 17, lines 90-91.

2.

Appendix II , page aii 16 , lines 78-79 .

notes :

" 'fuy do we do thi ngs we shoul dn ' t?"

Obviously this

was wha t t he teacher de s ired to know , but it was s i lly to
expe ct to ge t at the true state of affairs concerning the
child ' s conflict s through such a question .

The quest i on which

the teacher asked was so phrased as to forest a ll the necessity
for interpretation .

The teacher no doubt de s ired a c andid

statement from the child which would cle ar up the point as a
matter of f act .
Teacher six reported : 1
( in games) .

She answered

1

tt I asked i f she li ked to be it

no 1 but I failed to find out why

she di dn 1 t wan t to be it . "
11

wa s ::

Do ·you like t o be

The question ,

11

'fut y

I

The line of questioning follo wed
i t 1 ? 11

"Why don I t you li ke to be it? 11

don I t you li ke to be it ? 11 is a logical one

for the .teacher to h ave i n her own mind, but it is an absurd
one t o ask direc t l y of a child of seven years, and can be
taken on l y as an attempt t o get a direct statement which would
cover the point wi thout i nterpretation .

more critic nl

approach mi ght be suggested by such questi ons as nHow do you
fee l when you are
the others ? u
them?"

n

1

i t 1 ? 11

0

Do you have much trouble in c atching

t'Do you sometimes get mad when you c annot c a tch

re you

1

it 1 most of the time , or do y ou catch the

others quic kly and make them

1

i t 1 ?"

.nother example of uncri t i cal ac ce ptance of the child ' s
s tatements is found i n the con fer ence procedure of teacher
1.

Appendi x II, page a i i 58 a , lin e n 194-195 .

number e i ght .

A que s tion aske d by the t eacher was :

afr a id in the d ark? 11

11

Are you

Th e ch ild ' s answe r was a head - shake .

The tea cher ' s re port i n clude d the f ollowi ng statement : l
doe sn ' t s e em t o h ave any fe ar of t he dark . "

"She

This statement

mi ght be acce ptab l e aft e r a thorough explorat ion of attitudes
of fe a r and i ns ecurity had been made , or after a c asua l
a ttitude towar d advent ures af ter nightfa ll had been expressed .
I n the light of t he actua l exami nation made , however, the
s t a teme n t i s ab su r d .
Direct su ggestion was used by teacher number ten .
a sked :

"You do n 't have any en emi es , do you? rt

Sh e

Such a question

c ou l d no t be i nterpre te d as a cr itic a l attempt to determine
the child ' s st a t us , no r t o ge t h i m t o express himsel f
conc ern i ng it; i t may be exp l ainea on l y as an att empt to g e t
a di r ect and prejudic e d s t a temen t whic h wou l d stand a s f act
wi t hou t cr i t i c a l i n te r pr e tat i on .
Pr ob ab l y t he most gl a~ i ng example of uncritical acc e ptance
of t he child ' s stor y i s fo und i n the procedure and interpret ation
of te acher five .

The child wi th whom thi s young man had

con f e rences was a b oy of eleve n ye ars.

He came from a

ne i ghb orhood i n wh ich there were very loose i de a s of mora lity
and a mo re or l e s s de f i n ite r e sentment of the authority of
the l aw.

Gang activi t y among t he boys was common .

t ·e acher wa s cogn i z ant of all thi s .
1.

The

The outstandi ng emphas is

Appendi x II, pag e a i i 81, l i ne 50.

in the ch i ld ' s conve r sation in conferenc e wa s defensive , a
tendenc y to distinguish between h i mse lf who wa s blame l ess
and others who we r e of ten me an and destructive ~ Such f actors
a s these should warn the te ache r to t ake the ch ild ' s story
"wi th a grain of salt" and to suspend judgment as to hi s
unde rly i ng motive s unt il further inve stiga t ing had been done .
An excer pt f r om the tea cher• '·s re port shows s ome t hing of h i s
naive acceptance of the ch ild ' s story: 1 11 The boy is reg ar ded
qui te h i ghly by hi s a s s oc i a te s ; a t l ea s t they re spe c t h i s
phys i c a l pr owess .

- - - - - - He is trus ted by h is parents in

the matter of pur cha sing a rticle s .

The play of the group is

lar ge ly random pl ay vhich often gets the group i nto trouble
when s ometh ing is miss i ng .

I t s eems as if there are some in

the grou p who wish to shift t he bl ame onto other s .
seemed to have a fine se nse of justi(.,e . 11
11

The boy

Further on he says: 2

Thi s child is a well - rounded chi l d of average ab ility if not

even abov e par .

The only r e as on he doesn ' t like s chool is

becau s e he didn 1 t l ike his l a st teacher as well a s he di d h is
former one s . n
I n this l as t s t at ement, the teacher seems n ot to be
content with t h e chi l d ' s r ationa li zat i ons , and spri ngs to h i s
ai d !
1.

Appe ndi x I I , page a ii 44 , l ines 33 - 41 .

2.

Appendix II , page a i i 45, l i ne s 51-55 .

Reports from Te a cher A are pre sented as a whole in order
that the process of accumu lation of evidence for difficulties
may be follo wed.

The short c ase - summary at the beginning of

of the record give s so meth ing of the genera l pic ture of the
c as e, and a lso of the difference between the teacher ' s
conception of the child I s problem a s. stated in the regis tr at ion
and that of the clinic a s stated in the clinic a l fi ndings .
These shou l d not be compared for number of t h ing s cited , but
rather f or their orient ation towa rd the child .

Only one

di fficulty is tr aced t hr ough t h e c ase as a whole .
Th is boy was reg i s tered as be i ng "Retarded , Re pe at~r ,
Indifferent".

He was e i ght ye ars old and i n the second grade .

Upon clinic a l examination it wa s fo und that the child
suf f ered somewhat from a ttitude s a ssumed by his f at her in
the h ome .

This man was poor and was making a desparate

s t ruggle to keep off relief .

His pride was so great that he

would not accept gifts of clothing for the children, and
according to reports from the te acher, he assumed an attitude
of a uspic ien and distrust of comn1uni t y agencies, including
the school.

This attitude was r e f l ected in the boy and

ampl ifi ed through h is being the one who pa i d a great de a l of
the price for h is father ' s pride .
Emotiona l b locking was evident in conferences, and
compensation seemed to be largely sadistic .

He pic ked upon

other children and upon ani ma l s ~ according to h is te acher .
An I Q of 92 wa s obt ained on the Herr ing Binet test in spite

of some emotional blocking and distraction.

Ordinary items

of hyg iene, such as cleanliness and remov a l or filling of
carious teeth had not r eceived a ttention.

Recommendations of

the clinic i n cluded the fo llowi ng :
Remedi a l re ading
Check diet with a physician
Catharsis for emotiona l b loc ki n g
Remov a l of pressure for s ch ool s uccess
Private sleeping arrang ements
Remov a l of nagg ing or urging by other members of the f amily

.

-~

January 18, 1937
Miss A._ ___ _

K----------

My dear Mi ss A-----:
Th is letter is to compl y with your reque st fo r our
special service of as s ist ance in c arrying out
cathartic conferences with

J-----.

The general j.dea of cathartic tre at ment and a description
(5) of the techniques employed by the teacher have been
worked out in booklet form, and you will find a copy
of the booklet enclosed with this letter.
After rev iewing t he case with Dr . Kelly, I am
recommending that you u se the fir s t level of c at harsis
(10) described in the bookl~t in t h is c ase .
After reading the booklet, we woul d suggest that you
start holding these conferen ces with the child about
two times per week. These conference s should ordinarily
be betwe en twenty and thirty minutes in l ength.

(15) Immediately after the conferen ce is f inish e d you
should make out a report of h e session on one of t he
blanks enclosed , filling . in the information suggested
by the various headings and supplementing this
·
information by a narrative account of the session .
(20) Give a criticism of the session and ask any questi ons
concerning the treatment whi ch should aris e . The
report should be ma iled to
(25)

Harry Mason
Psychologica l Clinic
Fort .Hays Kansa s State College
Hays , Kans a s
Your report will be reviewed promptly , and suggestions
will be returned to you to guide you i n further
conferences .
Yours very truly ,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

February 10, 1937
Miss A------

K----------

My dear Mi ss A- -- --:
(30) Since sending you the ma teri als and r eport s f or

carrying out c ath artic confer ences with J----- ,
I h ave be en wondering how you have been pro gres s i ng .
Have you encountered any difficultie s ? The Cl inic
is eager to be of service to you in t his ma t ter .

n
( 35) Please l e t us kno w how you ar e get ting along .
addressed envelo~e i s enclosed for your conveni ence .
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assist ant

FORT HAYS KANSAS ST TE COLLEGE PSYCH OLOGIC AL CLI NI C
F orm 10 . 6
Re port of Cathartic
Conf erenc e

J--- --

Case

B.

GENERA L
:Mu t e .

Te a cher

A-----

Numbe r

1

TTI T11DE OF CASE DURING C CNFERENCE •
Th is fir st _me e ti ng a l l an sv1ers were nods

( 4 0) and shakes of the he nd .

C•

QUEST I ONS ASKED BY CASE .
None.

D.

QUESTI ONS ASKED CASE BY TEACHER .
You aren ' t h appy as oth er boy s , ar e you ?

( 45) i ren ' t you h appy ?

dre am?

I s i t pl ay ?

I s it work ?

I s i t other boys and girls?

Vhy

Do you

( There wa s n o

answer to t h i s one , even when re peated i n other terms 5)
Perha.p s you cou l d tel l me anothe r. t i me .
E.

DREAMS , DAYDREAMS , A:tll ) FANT SI ES , AJ\7D CONNECT I Q1\1S

( 50 ) APPARENTLY ASSCC I ArrED .

None .
F.

NARRATI VE DESCRI PT I ON OF THE SESS ION.

J-----

h ad be en es peci a lly be ll i geren t all day .

a s ke d h i m to s t ay .
( 5 5) be scb l ded .

I

I know he thought he vrn s going to

(I h ave s colded hi m at s i mil ar t i mes ) .

He

be c ame fr i endlier i n h i s standing and sitting but I
could ge t no voc a l re-sponse .

V, e

pa rted vii t h a da te for

Thursd ay evening , when a nod of hi s head to l d me he 1 d

be re ady to tell me ab out h i s _being unh appy .
(60)

I feel inadequate bec aus e I have antagonized the
child so much previous to the day of the clinic .

He

ha s not been cros s ed s i n ce t hen, t hough ~often he ha sn ' t
fitted in the pl ans with t he r oom .
A fe w d ay s before I got the mat erial for work ,

(65)

J-----

st arted being il l .

Whe n I got your l ~t ter of

inquiry, I was quarantin ed for s c ar l et fever .
Consequently I am j ust n ow ge t t i ng started , an d it is
slow going I f e ar.

Am I even start ed?

March 12 , 1937

Mi s s A-----

K----------

My de ar Mis s A--- - -:
Your report of' your first con fe r en c e wi th J-- - -- h a s
(70) be e n received . In sp i t e of the f a ct that you s e em t o
fee l qu i te i nadequate both t he re port and t he pr ogress
you are making are satisf a ctol''Y . The ques ti ons whi ch
you have aske d him. :sp.ow a g ood gr a sp of t he t ac t f u l
appro ach to the child ' s problems . The fa ct tha t the
(75) child woul d not answer the que stion co n cerning other
boys and g irls would suggest t ha t h e f e lt t h a t h i s
so ci al diffi cult ies were a gre at problem, pr ob ab ly h i s
greatest . If his inabilit y to answer c8.ll!!le p1•etty
l argely ( so f ar as you can tell) f rom emot iona l
( 80) insecurity, this would be all the more li ke l y to be
true .
Everyone who starts cathartic work be c omes i mpatie nt
at the s lowness with which the child ge t s around to
telling a bout h is real troubles . I t is well to bring
(85) them up ( a s you h ave don e) in the firs t conf erence ,
so that the child will get a s l i ght ide a of t he purpose
of this conference . Then it t s usually wise, depending
upon the emotional strengt h of t h e child, t o avoid
pressing h i m a great de a l to t a l k abou t h i s tr oub l es
(90) for a time . Allow h i m to t e ll abou t t h i ngs wh ic h seem
mo re or l ess indifferent, even t h ings which are l a r gely
impersonal, s o tha t h e will build up some confi dence .
Du~ing this time, you c an observe t he trends of h i s
wishes and thoughts . You mi ght a s k 1rourse lf, nwh at
( 95 ) wishe d - for l and i s h e exploring n ow?'
I t is not ne c ess ar y to avoid d i s ciplin a ry mea sure s
completely during the time when J--- -- i s having
conferences . I t would n ot be g ood fo r him nor for
your roon if he should 11 get away" ·with too much . I t
(100) is not too h ard , usual _l y , h owever , to make d i s cipl i ne
i mpersona l and to make the a t mosphe r e of co nf e r ences
s o much different tha t h e vdll not bring muc h of his
inhibited attitude int o confe rences . Th e y will be
pl aces where he feels secure .

(105) Do not feel defea t ed if a confere nc e ends without
J----- hav ing s a id much . If he merely fe e l s t hat
someone i s · i nterested in him an d will s pend a f ew
minute s with him , he shoul d ga i n some emotiona l

stability . I would s1-,gge st that for the next we ek or
(110) two you keep him i nterested in convers ation , no ma tter
what the subject of t he convers~ion may be , a nd make
him f ee l that he is not being " kept i n" , but that he is
mere l y visiting with the teacher . Hi s problems will
probably come out of t h eir own weight after a fe w
(115) conferences . I f they do not , we will try to work out
some method of going i nto them which will not upset
him too much . I f it be c omes necess ary for you t o
initi ate much of the conversation i n t he next fe w
conferences , I would suggest tha t you t alk of thing s
(120) in which he is interested , without trying to ge t him
to expose his personality fur ther .
You need not feel inadequate . You have opened the
con ferences we ll, and you may be surprised to fi nd him
quite ready to t al k of his troubles next time . One
(12 5 ) can never tell which way these c a ses will start going
at this stage of the treatment . He may te ll so much
of his troubles that you will have to stop him to keep
him fro m be coming too depressed . I have descr i bed the
technique to be sued i n the oth er c as e , however , since
(130 ) it would be more like l y to c ause you troub le . Please
l et me know what diffic ultie s you encounter, and let rre
kno~ if my suggestions are not sufficientlz cle ar or
he l pful. I am very eager to follo w J -- --- s pr ogres s .
A stamped enve l ope is enclosed fo r your convenience in
(135) s ending your next report . Il l es s cannot be avoided
sometime s , it seems, and we hope that it will not
inte rfere with your work further .
Yours very truly,
Harry Ma son
Graduate Assistant

FORT

Case
A•

(140)

H YS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE P SYC HOLOGICAL CL I NI C

J-----

Teacher

Form 10. 6
Report of Ca thartic
Conference
A---- Nun,~er
2

GENERAL TREND OF MATERI AL PRESEN TED

BY CASE •

A lack of response when s poken to , sometimes
seeming so much like stubborness, yet isn ' t .
stoppage i n ready speech .
B.

GENERAL _'I TTITUDE OF CAS E DURING CO NFERENCE .

I mpr oved in frie ndliness over first meeting
(145) quite ret ic ent sti ll.
C.

QUESTIONS ASKED

BY CASE .

None.
D.

QUEST I ONS ASKED CASE BY TEACHER .
I s it boys and girls who make us unhappy?

( 150) do they do ?

vbat can we clo to help?

good to them?

Are we al ways

Jha t boys do we like best?

Why?

you al ways think you a re as good as you can be ?
do you t h i nk about ·when you a.re a lone?

Wh at
Do
Vhat

I n wh at way

are you not al ways g oo d?
(155) E ,

D YDREAMS ., DREAMS, AND F ANTAS I ES REPORTED , AND

CONDI T I ONS

P PARENTLY ASS OCIATED .

Says he _doesn't dream .
F.

NARRAT I VE DESC RI PT I ON OF ·THE SESS ION .

He answered yes to 1.
(1 60) No ans wer to 3. or 4.

"Hit and call names 11 to 2 .

Named one -- because he is a l ways

good to him.
to 9
evening.

11

No II to 7.

No answer to 8, no answer

but says he 1 11 be ready to tell me Monday

March 18 , 1937
Mi ss A-- - --

K----------

My de a r Mi ss A~- ---:
Your r e por t number t wo of confer ences with
(165 ) been received ;

J-----

has

I t is encour ag ing that h e i s wil ling to fa ce his
pro b l ems eve n to s ome degree at thi s s;t age of the
confe r ence s , and you shou l d be careful not to make
h i m feel that he i s being qu i zzed too much . I n order
( 170) t ha t we may get J----- 1 s v,i ewpo i nt , let us put ourselves
in h is pl a ce . He i s not happy , and f eels that he has
done wro ng . He a l so feels t hat he .i s "giving in" or
y i eldi ng t o author i ty when he fel l s the te acher his
t r oub l es . Although you may have assured him t hat he
(17 5) is n ot t o be puni shed f or what he tells you , he cannot
i mmedi ate l y g e t r id of the fe eling that he is a
young ste r being corre c ted by·an older person .
Conscious ly, h e i s n o doubt t r y i ng to cooperate , and
tha t i s a very good si gn , but we must remember that the
(180) con acious part of h i s pe rsonali ty i s not all of it .

(185 )

(19 0 )

( 19 5 )

( 20 0)

Th is suggest s t hat our fi rs t job is to get the conferences
on a convers a tion al l evel, not s o much a level of
exchange of ideas be t ween the teacher and the child as
equ al s , but a l eve 1 where ·t he ch ild talks spontaneously .
You c an a s k yourse l f , 11 \'Jh a t woul d I dream about if I
were h i s age ?" and then try to induce convers ation
be t ween yours elf and h i m. You mi ght e1<pe1.,iment in this
by introduc i ng some p l ay - a c tivity such as b l ackboard
drawing , " straightening up 11 t he room, or some such
activity in which convers at ion wou ld be natura l and
n ec essary . You should be careful, however , to keep
these act i vi ties from be comi ng too impo5t ant to the
con f e rence. Th ere should always be som9t i me for
conference after s uch ac tiv i t y has be en c ompl e t ed . In so - f ar a s it i s po ss i b le, y ou shou l d avoid using a
gre a t many qu..e stions , s i nce t hey make the child feel
t hat h e i s on the "rac k". Assumi ng that the child is
al v.e ady strugg ling to express hims elf , a quest i on can
oft en be use d to he l p h i m a long , t o make h i s difficulty
more · cle ar cu t f or h i m; but an excess of questioni ng
tends to drive h i m ba c k behi nd his defenses . This is
just a s true fo r the ch ild who wi shes to cooperate as
fo r t h e one who i s not eager . Sometimes a long period

of silence c an be used effectively . After activity
(205) has been stopped you may initiate the convers ation or
wait for the child to do so. You can judge whether or
not h e will take the initi a tive, but after he has
developed s ome s elf-con fi dence, you may wa it as long
as a full mi nute or even t wo in silence . He is l es s
(210) l ike l y t o be defensive if he himself initiates the
conversation .
I arn enc losing a second prin ti ng of the c athartic
manual which is, I think , more nearly readable than t he
one you have. I t is st ill not free from t ypographical
(215) errors. I n order to fix in mind the points I ha ve
mentioned i n t h is letter , I sugge st that you read aga i n
tne paragraphs marked on pages three and twenty- tru~ee .
These paragraphs may be he lpfu l , though I c an see now
that they are inadequate explanat i ons . They do not
(2 20) sufficiently stre~s the need for a ctive c oo per ation of
t he child, and me t hods for gai ning it • .
You may be sure that you are getting along quite we l l.
You seem to be get~ i ng good cooper a tion fr om J---- -,
and I hope that the suggestions g iven ab ove will he lp
(225) you to make it more act iv e . Pleas e f eel free to report
any difficulties you encounter withou t fear of censure,
for you are attempting a cha lleng i ng t ask in v,hich the
diffi culties are likely to be as gre at as are the
re wards for whi ch you s trive .
Yours very truly ,
Harry :M ason
Graduate Ass is tant

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCH OLOGICA L CLINIC

(230) Case
A.

J- ----

A-----

Te acher

Form 10 . 6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number

3

GENERAL TREND OF MATERIAL PRESENTED, BY THE CASE .

Ra ther on guard as to remarks -- c areful to give
out no persona l information .
C.

( 235 )

QUES TIONS ASKED BY CASE .

None .
D.

QUEST IONS ASKED CASE BY TEACHER .

Did you d i s cover what you thought while alone ?
as mo ther right or wrong ?
with her ?

r ere you rather pr& vo ke d

Have other boys and girl s h it you or called

(240 ) you names ?

Vhy didn't you want to stay to visit thi s

evening , J --- --?

ill you he l p me fi nish setting out

the flower s?
E.

DREAMS , DAYDREAMS , A1'Jl ) FANTAS I ES REPOR TED, AND

CON NECTIONS AP PARENTLY ASSOCI ATED .

(245)

None.
F .

NARR.ATIVE DESCRIPTI ON OF THE S ES S IO..N .

Je d i dn I t

say much .

about going out to play .
because of the storm .
( 250) angry with her .
about it .

Saturday when a lone he though t
Mother wouldn ' t l e t h i m

He felt she was wrong and he w~s

He didn 1 t say what he wanted to do

We finished the flo wers .

He ' d like t o do

those things or hammer and saw a ll of the time .

Your letter of yesterday expl a ins all questions I had
in mind and nothing of enough i mport ance t ook pl a ce
( 255) tonight to c a ll up more que st ion s .
Tuesday A. :M .
Our sch ool h a s just been clo s ed f or scarl et f ever .
The1 efore there will be a bre ak i n thi s work , to o .
1

March 18 , 1937
Miss A-----

K----------

My de ar Mi ss A- --- -:
Your r e port of conferences wi th
( 260) h as been re ceived .

J- -- -- , numberea t hree

The same suggestions as appl y to the l ast report will
apply . The saw - and - hammer idea . should be go od if you
coul d giv e h i m training with it , since it mi ght offer
some catharsis of a slightly different type than the
(2 65 ) confe r en ces .

Ot course , you will have to use your own judgment, but

it might be wel l to offer the explanation that even if
mother may be wrong in some things she is r i ght in a
great many others , · and t ha t ge tting angr y will not help
(270) to change her mind .
There is some talk of closing our schools on account
of s carlet fever too . I hope that you will esca pe
il],.ness .
Yours very truly ,
Harry Mason
Graduate Ass i stant

FORT HAYS KANS S S TATE CJOLLEGE PSYC HOLOGI CAL CLINI C

J-----

Cas e
( 275) B.

Form 10 . 6
Report of Cathartic
Conferen ce
Te acher

Numbe r

4

GENEfu L ATTITUDE OF CASE DURI NG CONFERENCE .

Qui te friendly and conversa tiona l l y inclined .
C•

QUESTI ONS ASEED BY CASE .

None.
D.

QUEST I ONS ASEED CASE BY TEACHER .

Wh at do yru. t h i nk about when alone?

( 280)

Whom do you p l ay with mos tly ?

Family?

·ih at do you t h ink about

school?

Is it i mport ant t hat boys and g irls be n ice

to you?

What do you want to be when you grow up?

F.

(~85 )

NARRAT IVE DESC RIPTI ON OF THE S ESS ION .

.nswers to questions and a story about an old l ady
who was sick i n a f arm house a lone.

Wants to live on

a f arm - have a wife and a l arge house .

He rubbed hands

together all t he t i me we were visiting .
G.

(290)

QUEST I ONS CONCERN I NG TREATMENT .

I seem still to have d ifficulty in getting
to t ell anythi ng r e a lly personal.

J-----

March 27, 1937
Miss A-----

K----------

My de ar Miss A-----:

( 295)

(300)

(305)

(310 )

(315)

(320)

(325)

(330)

Your r e port number fo ur of confe rence s wi t h J----has been re ceive d . I t seems that you h ave accomplished
the objective which I sugg es t ed i n my l as t letter , that
of getting J----- t o t a l k i n a friendly and conver sa tio na l
manner . From the inf ormat i on g i ven , hovvever , I would
judge t hat he i s still s omewhat i nhibited . You may
expect s ome d iffi cul ty in getti ng him to t al k of
personal ·matter s . I have f ound in my work of t his ki n
that it is very hard :ea wa i t for the ch i ld t o II get do vm ·
to business" and f a ce things . One c an be more sympatheti c ,
however, if he can look bac k i nto h i s own life and
remember ins t ances when it wa s i mpos s i ble f or him t o
think out the proper a ttitudes to t ake towa r d emotiona l
problems . A fe w ye ar s l ater , the soluti on s e emed
1
perfectly obviou s. Like wise we mus t r e a lize t h at
s
problems of getting along with h i s pl aymat es are as
serious to h im as death of a de ar f riend or an intense
disappointment in a l ove- a f fa i r might be to an older
pers on. Th is should no t l ead one t o pi ty him , however ,
but to wait patiently and t o apprec i ate the di ffic u l ty
which he h a s in meeting h i s prob lems . Of course , the ·
te acher 's busine ss i s . t o speed up , as much a s s h e can ,
f a cing these prob l ems. Th ere would be n o need of
conferences if her problems v1ere jus t t o 11 get over 11 his
helpless attitude s in the n atur a l cours e of affa irs .
The mere fact that he gains some st at us or se lf- security
by talking to so meone who will n ot critici se him i s a
great factor in s pe eding u p h i s re co very . I n questioning
h im, I v'lOuld suggest that you u se j ust a f ew questions
at a conference, prob ably only one or t wo , and that you
space t hem so as to coincide ~with hi s short pauses or
silent spells. It mi ght h elp al so tm make the questions
concern some s pecific event which has h appened wi t hin
the last day or t wo, t h ough at fi rs t y ou must be
careful not to touch matters that are t oo h i ghly
charged with emotion . Such a que s tion a s "How did you
get along playing Blackman today?" or, 11 Do you pl ay
marbles much with the other boys?" mi ght be useful. If
t h is brings up some problem of adjustment you shou l d
help him to meet it straighforwa1"dly and not t o excu se
himself; though he ·may not be able to solve t he problem
completely at once.

J-----

I feel that you are progressing well with this boy.
{335) I will be _looking forw ard to further report s .
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGIC AL CLINI C

Case
A.

J-----

Form 10 . 6
Repor t of Cat hartic
Conference

A---- -

Teacher

GENER.AL ATTITUDE

Number

5

OF MATERI AL PRESENTED BY THE CASE .

The most predominating atti tude is

11

1

am r i ght ,

I already lmow and i t doe sn ' t make any difference . "
(340) D .

QUEST IONS

ASKED CASE BY TEi- CHER .

It h as been some time sinc e we ' ve vis i ted .
you like to toni ght?

Would

How di d we ge t a long pl aying?

Do you like to play c a t and mou s e ?

I f we expect the

other children to be n ice to us should we not be nice
( 345 ) to them? .
F .

NARRATIV E DESCR IPTION OF THE SESSI ON .

My first question me t ·,·J i t h a surprise -to wa i t , I 1 d li ke to st ay . u

11

I have

I have fe l t he di dn ' t wish

to take par t i n t h is busines s .

At the pre sent moment

(350) he i s buildi ng s h elves i n a bo x whi ch wi ll be our
scho olroom post office .
G.

He is h a ppy , to o!

QUE STI ONS CONC ERN ING T REATI\fiENT .

our next conference will be Monday even i ng .

1Jh ile

he is hammering shal l I a sk him if he still t h i nks he
(355) is not a l ways a s good a s he should be
n ot meet it directly?

or should I

He s ti ll sit s and lo oks down at

his nose and f umb l es his fi ng er s when vie are jus t
c arrying on conve rsat i on .

Just now when I went to help him with some nails we
(360) found some we couldn't pull -- shall I liken them to
people who will never do what is wanted of them yet
avail themselves nothing -- Is it too complicated for
him to see the point?

April 5, 1937
Miss A-----

K --· --- . --

My dear Miss A-- -- -:
Since the Child Guidance Clinic at----- last J anuary ,
(365) I have been interested in summari zing the progress of
J----- · I am particularly interested in the re sults
of your c athartic confe r ences with J----- and also wi fu
the improvement in his r eading . Below are some questions
for which I would like answers in order that I can
(370) better picture J-----' s prog1•es s and a l so in order that
the Clinic ciin develop bette r methods for t re ating such
difficulties.

(375)

1.

Has J-----'s reading improved?

2.

Has J----- lesa tendency to retreat into
h is sh ell?

3.

Does he tease other children less and
manifest less cruelty?

4.

ihich has seemed to be most helpful , removal
of pressure for sch ool success or cathartic
conferences?

5.

Have conferences with J - -- - - he l ped you to
have better insight into the problems of
others?

6.

Which of the following have g iven some
difficulty in treating J ---- - 1 s problems?
(a) l ack of time to work with the case .
( b) lack of definiteness in recommendations .
(c) lac k of cooperat ion by case .
(d) l a c k of cooperat ion by case ' s pa rents. ·
( e) discouragement due _to slow i mpr ovement.
(f) other factors (describe).

(380)

(385)

(390)

You might also take the opportunity t o criticise t he
service we have been giving you with rega~d to cathartic
conference reports . Have instructions been suffic iently
(395) definite? Do they seem to he lp you understand J - ----'s
reactions?
e would appreci ate a very l ong letter
telling of your progress .
Yours very truly ,
Harry Ma son
Graduate As sistant

May 17, 193'Z
Mr . Harry Mason
Psychological Clinic
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr . Mason:
(400)

C.405)

(410)

(415)

(420)

(425)

(430}

I will answer first the questions regarding J-----.
1 . His re ading has improved slightly.
2. His tendency to retreat into h is shell is
less marked in the everyday schoolroom, but if we have
company it is very distressing to him.
3 . Difficulties on the playground when I am on
duty have almost disappeared; when another teacher is
out (he had her for two years in the first grade ) he
is nearly as unruly as previously. Going to ·and from
school he eccasiona lly does the cruel things , Once he
chased two smaller boys into the loft of a barn and
kept them there with treats of "cleaning up on them"
until a father c ame to the rescue .
4 . I believe the conference s were mostly helfful.
He knew so well what he could do that when he wa:sn t
made to do he got t h e notion he was 11 putting something
over'! . ·
5 . Yes.
6 . (a) Lac k of time is a very serious drawb a ck
to a regular teacher carrying on this work. After our
quarantine situation ended my work became so heavy that
I had to end the conferences and it has been too
bad
for I can see a difference in J----- though I 1 ve hever
learned wherein he thinks he ' s a bad boy.
(b) I think I understo-od what was to be done .
(c) Parents didn 't he l p any and J----- -felt
that he had to 11 stay in 11 when we had conferences. You
remember they didn't attend the clinic ,
(d)
re s ented the situation at first
but c ame l ater to enjoy our visits and asked if he might
stay to do this or that and of course t e. l k.•.
(e) I thihk my di scouragement was due to l ack
of time for the work .

J-----

think perhaps to begin with I knew too litt le of what
After a fe w tri a ls it worked out nicely .
Perhaps more definite discussion of the work before I
began would have helped. I feel there shoul d have been
(435) some closing of the confere nces rather t han ,just quitting
as I die!. .
I

I wa s to do.

(The rest of the letter concerns another case).

-B-ifficulty Number II:

Teacher Dea l s ifith Problems the Child

Creates, Rat her than Vii th his Persona l Problems .
Beginning ,nith the registration bl ank in the case treated
by teacher A, we find the teacher' s statement of the child ' s
diff iculty.

It is striking _that this is in the nature of a

complaint against the child .

There is no suggestion of his

conflict s , his feelings , only the statement : 1
Repeat e~, Indifferent ."

"Retarded ,

If this represents the traditional

teacher-versus-pupil attitude, we c an expect it to cause
trouble for the teacher when she attempts to hold cathartic
conferences .

A

little study will show that this traditional

attitude , so far as the teacher is concerned and regardless
of the child's part in creating it, may be expressed a s a
tendency for the teacher to deal with the problems which the
child creates rather than t hose he faces as internal conflicts.
' e may examine tea cher

A 1s

report s further .

She h as said: 2

"I f ee l i nadeqµate because I have antagoniµed the - child so
much previous to the day of the c l inic .

He has no t been

crossed s i nce then even though often he hasn ' t fitted in the
pl ans with the room . 11

r- e see here that in a ttempting to turn

away from the problems whi ch the child has created, the teacher
is made to feel inadequate.

1.

Page 4'7

2.

Page 52, l ines 60-63 .

3.

Page p2, line 68 .

Her further querry3 "Am I even

s tarted ? 11 f urther a cc entuates the idea that she feels herself
upon unc erta i n ground .

I n the next report, 1 we see both

attempts to encourag·e catharsis and to deal with the child as
a citizen, that is, to exhort him to do better with regard to
the social situation . The first t wo que stio ns asked by the
t e a cher2 " I s it boys and girls that make u s unhappy?" and 11 What
do they do ? 11 encourage catharsis . The next two 3 are appeals
to the cit izen, and rece i ve no answer .
help? 11 and ttAre we always good to them?"
11

11

What can we do to
The que s tions4

Do you al ways t h i nk you are as go od as you c an be ,'' and

11

In

what way are you not always good?tt ar e al so appea l s to the
citizen rat her than questions c a lculated to achieve unburdeni ng
of the heart . In report number fiv e 5 the teacher crossed out
the word " trend" on the hectographed form in favor of "attitude" .
Then she said :

11

The most predomi nating attitude is

I already know and i t doesn ' t make any difference . 111
this att i tude the teacher put this quest ion : 6

1

I am right,
Aga inst

"If we expect

the other children to be n ice to us should we not be nic e to
them ?"

She wa s again focusing attention upon responsibility

1.

Page 55 , lines 149 - 154.

2.

Page 55 , lines 149 - 150 .

3.

Page 55, l i nes 150- 151 .

4.

Page 55 , lines 151 - 151.

5.

Page 65, lines 337 - 339 .

6.

Page 65 , lines 343 - 345 .

to society rather than upon the child 1 s problems .

I f the

attitude of the child had been recept i ve, she might have
u sed such a question as:
to us?n

nHow can we get othe rs bo be nice

This would be permissible only if the child had

determined already to court the favor of others, and would
be out of place with this child a t this time .

The social

emphasis is still evident in the teacher's last repbrt: 1
nJust now when I we.nt to help h i m with some nails we found
some we c ouldn!t pull

shall I liken them to people who

will never do what is wanted of them (the child, by i mplication)
yet avail thems elves nothing? 11

Here we see that after the

teacher has come to recognize that this child has persona l
problems , she c annot thi nk of them as matters of internal
conflict, but must couch them in terms of soci a l problems to
which the child must be roused.
The child who needs catharsis is one who has unsolved
persona l problems .

A teacher who c annot divorce these

problems of the child 1 s own personality from the problems
which his unbalanced behavior creates in the social milieu
i s naturally a poor director for his catha1... tic expression .
Opinions may differ ·as : to the exact role of a director of
cathart ic conferences, but if the conferences are to remain
cathartic in character their main emphasis must be upon
spontaneous expression by the child.
1.

Page 66 , lines 359 -3 62 .

This is manifestly

impossible when any attempt to convin ce the child is used .
The director may, if she feels sure of herself , help the
child to put his thoughts into words , but she must use tact
and judgment i n doing this.

We may see in the case quoted

above . that the tendency to interpret material presented in
terms of problems created by the chi ld rather than in terms
of his own problems is a s erious difficulty.

Evidence from

cases not reviewed in f u ll here (Appendix II) shows that this
difficulty oper a tes i n a gre at many case s .

_The follo wi ng is

taken from the l'eport of teacher number s i x, Experiment II ,
who wa s holding conferences with a very shy little girl.
The child showed a great deal of resistence to probing into
h er feelings .

There was ambiva l ence , however , since the child

made obvious efforts to come into rel ationship with the t e achel::
by reciting poems, singing songs, etc .
h er report: 1

The teacher said in

"When asked.why she quarrelle.c1 with her, she

answered, ' because she quarrelled with me '.

I do not hold

this aga inst N----- ( t he child must be judged ! ) as I know tre
other girl is very difficult to get along with .
If I had N----- in school I would try to he l p her by
having her be l eader of a small group of children of her age
in some small classroom or pl ayground projec t.

I believe

that association with children would tend to make her more
sul"'e of herself • 11
1.

The1 e has been no attempt made here to
1

Appendix II, page a ii 50, lines 33 - 42 .

1

differentiate between conditions which might break or submerge
the child's personality and those which would favor its
gaining strength .

Therapeutic responsibility is shifted

from the child to the child - s ociety .
Teacher number ten reports, in answer to questions,
"What significant things we re revealed?" "Why do you think
the child revealed them? 111 "The most significant things
revealed were what she wanted to be when she grew up , and her
work at home and school .

She mi ght have revealed her ambition

because she realizes that being a musician is quite a
recognizable ts.lent.

Perhaps she want s people to know that

she has a high ambi tion. 11
In answer to the question,

11

\fv'ha t does this conference

indicate as the most significant considerations in te aching
this child? " the teacher wrote : 2 "I think it would be wise
to see if she dislikes other subjects since she talked so
much about music and art .

If she does , we should try to stress

the import ance of other subjects along with music and art .
Show her she must have these other subjects. 11
This is interesting evidence since it deals with the
child almost entirely as

II

something to be moulded" rather•

than as a person who may be directed to a certain extent in
solving her own problems .
1.

Appendix II, page aii 97 , lines 43 - 48.

2.

Appendix II, page a ii 97, lines 57 - 61 .

Teache r number fourteen , in her conference report , s11id:l
11

Aft e r my co nvers ation with D--- -- I wonder what her motiv e

is in wanting and mak i ng new fr i ends .

Is it that she really

likes friends for friends ' sake or is it fo r popul arity ' s
s ake?"

Thi s statement contains the closest approach to an

analys i s of the child ' s personality that the inve stigator
coul d f i nd in this teacher ' s reports; yet the motives referred
sugge st no S)nnpathetic penetration of the child ' s personality.
Teacher eight ' s characterization of the chi l d with whom
she held conference s may be seen in this excerpt from her
2
first conference report: . 11 I think she is se lfi sh and quite
shy .

She seems very se l f - conscious.

authority .

She is quite independent

I think she resents
that is she does thm gs

her own way . 11

Suggestions for treatment are after the pattern
of the following excerpt: 3 11 I don't believe that force shoul d

be used, but by encouragement she may be helped very much .
However , she must le arn to take and not fe e l everything is
bo1"esome . 11

The teacher sees, ev i dent l y, that the child does

have problems , but the emphasis i n therapy is entirely upon
manipulating the child into her proper place in t he social
milieu.
Teacher number one said of the child with whom she he ld
1.

Appendix II , page aii 127, lines 77-80 .

2.

Appendix I I , pa ge aii 81, lines 46-49 .

3.

Appendix I I , page aii 82 , line s 75-78.

conf erences : 1

11

She seemed to be a normal ch ild e xcept i n

her ability in relating past events.

------- I would like

t o know if her restlessness wa s due to the situation or i s a
characteristic of her .
She l ikes action g ames and t oo much pl ay mi ght c au s e her
restlessness .

I wonder if she i s interested i n draw i ng .

Her

drawing of t he chec kerbo ard would s eem to i ndic a te t h i s .

I

would want to help her so that he r t alking would be an asset
and not a li ab ility .

I would like t o know why she l ikes fa i ry

stories . "
Th e ch ec kerbo a rd to whic h t he t ea che r r e fe rred was a
diagr am drawn upon t ~ e t able-to p by t h e ch ild to ind i cate that
on alternate days s he wa s

11

good 11 and "b ad".

Wh ile t h i s mate ri a l

does not present ob jective evidence of consi de ration of the
child 1 s problems from s ociety ' s vi ewpoint rather t han from
one sympathetic t o h is con f l icts, it shows an obtuseness in
looking for signs of internal conflict and an emphas i s upon
superfici a l consider ation s .

The i nvesti gato r ' s i nte r pretat i on

of the same m~teri a l presented by t he ch ild shows a contrast
i n poin t of vi ew .

It may be seen that the behavior described

is the same , but the investi ga tor ' s i nte rpre t at ion s tre ss e s
the possibility of mechanisms within t he pe rsona lity rather
t h an react i on to the child as a
1.

11

lump" .

Appendix II , page aii 15 , lin es 41 - 56 .

ltrHer f earful dre ams , from which she t ool{ her _mind away
voluntari l y , ma y show that her ego or cen tr a l ch ar acter _is
g ain i ng· strength, though they a lso suggest . compul s ive
mechanisms.

Her ability to di agr am t h i ngs , s hown by he r i dea

of telling h ow she wa s good one day an d bad t he next , sho ws
some power of ab s traction.

Th is, coupled with her a ctive

i mag i nat ion , would make one l ook for a sli gh t compulsive
tendency . 11
Fur the r evidence of a tendenc y to dea l with the pro b l ems
the child c re a tes rather than t he conflict s h e experi enc es
is found by examin i n g the conferen ce tec hni ques of some of
the tea chers .

IJhere t h e te ach er has s e t a goa l for a c on f erence ,

such as finding out ab out s ome p articul ar t endency , and h as
pursued that g oal wi thout due regar d f or the chi l d ' s tendency
to resist probing , we ma y say t ha t she h a s empha s i zed
problems cre ated by the ch ild or by i nte r ac t i on of the ch i ld
and teache r ( conf e·rence goa ls) a t the expense of a
consider a tion of h is pe r sona l conf lict s .

The t endency bf

t h e teacher to tt pound away" with que st ion s , ev en aft e r the
child has f allen into a s tereotype of ans wers such a s "I
don ' t known, indicates tha t s h e h a s little apprecia tion fo r
the tensi ons within the child ' s pe rsona lity •
a ·report of teacher B follows: 2

.,n excerpt f r om

(Q.uestions asked c as e by

1.

Appendix II, page a ii 16, l ines 68 - 76.

2.

Appendix I, pa ge a i 20, lines 424-427.

teacher )

"You wan t to be a 4 -H State le ader .

you will be one?''

11

vby?"

" fuy do n ' t you know ?"

you have to do to be one?"
need ?"

11

Do you think

"How much sc hoo ling will y ou

How f ar do you intend to g o in school?"

description of the s ession ) 1
an s we r was ' I don I t kno w1 •

"What will
(Narrat ive

" ------------ Ea ch time the

v'i hen she said she didn I t know

whether she wou ld at t a i n this or not , she said t and I don ' t
care, Daddy and Mother will take c are of me '' and l aughed .

I

asked her if Daddy and Mother would a l ways t ake c are of he r .
She replied

I

I don I t know . '111

An appreci a tion for interna l conflict would have indicated
that resistan ce to expression was too high to be overcome by
direct questioning .

Yet the te a cher unconscious l y set her

g oal ( to find out something about the child ' s occupational
orientation ) over against t h e child ' s persona l i n t egr a tion ,
and tried · to break down t h is inte gration i n order to a chi eve
her goal .
Two exarnples of the s ame t ende n cy may be cited from
observation of conferences of te a c he rs in Exper i ment II .
Teacher number s ix , a t the beginn i ng of a conference , asked
a ver y shy and defensive little g irl to te ll a story about
he rse l f .

The child was i mmediate l y unab l e to say anything .

Th en the te a cher to l d her a story and ag a in asked the child
to tell a story about her s elf •
1.

.,_ little l a ter she suggested

Appe nd i x I, pag e ai 20, lines 426 - 437 .

that t h e lit t l e girl and t he tea cher togethe r make up a
story about t h e little gi r l .

The i niti a l resistance to

g i ~i ng pe rsonal inf ormat i on seemed to spre ad , and there was
litt l e more di sclosed duri ng the conferenc e .

Here aga in the

t eacher ' s g oal had been def i n i te ( to get the chi l d to tell
about he rself ) and she h ad been wi ll i ng to test the ch ild ' s
persona l ity to the break i ng point i n order to a ch ieve it .
Te ac her numbe r e i ght spent -s ome minutes trying to get
a g i r l t o t e ll about things whi ch made h er angry .

This

insistence mi ght have g otten resu lts with another chi ld , but
the s i gn i fi cant thi ng about the proc edure wa s that the teacher
did n ot s to p af ter the child ceased try i ng t o c ooperate .

In

the first t wo of t he c ases ci ted i n thi s c onnect i on ,
corr obor ative eviden ce of the teac her ' s l ack of appre ci ati on
for internal con f lict is of fered in reports .
t h at the ch ild was
the situation .

11

Teacher B said: 1

stubborn 11 and made no further analys is of

Teacher six waid : 2

11

I tried to ge t her to

te ll a story about herself but she wouldn 1 t .1t

(not ll she

couldn ' t ") .
I n the ca se of te a cher B,

3

the re is like wise a tendency

to deal wi th and characterize the child in terms of her
reac tion against her environment rather than in terms of her
1.

Appe nd ix I , page ai 24, line 515 .

2.

Appendi x I I , page ai i 58 a, l ines 179 - 180 .

3.

Appe ndi x I , pag es a i 3 t o 24 .

personal conflicts .

cur s ory examination of the reports

sh ovvs that t h e teacher was well aware that the child was
wery de pendent from the outset .

She makes frequent references

to the ude pendent i deas 0 and ttdon 1 t care attitude n .

Her

inability to extend her interpret ation, either in conferences
or in everyday observat ion ., into the underlying reasons for
this dependence is ev ident in her fin a l l etter in response
to a follow - u

some time a fter t he confe rence s

discontinued .

I n this let ter she cha racteri zes the child a s

follo ws: 1

11

1 ----- is very -st11bborn .

- wha t happens .
have to read .

sd been

She does not seem to ca:re

She will not read a word which she doesn ' t
Perhaps this is due to the f a ct that she cannot

read and vJi ll not try .

I, as well as her pa rents , have been

worki ng with her and giving h er special time in learning to
read .

The more we try to help , the less she works and wil l

n ot try.

She al ways says,

11

I don't c are. "

She d oesn 't know

her lette r s ounds and wi ll not practice them .

Theref ore she

cannot read or spe ll."
Evidently the teacher had not been apt at interpreting
the effect of the

11

help 11 she had g iven the child upon the

ch ild' s personality integration .

She did not mention the

ch ild' s fears and compensatory me chanisms nor suggest that
they -mi ght be connected with the child' s

11

stubbornness 11 •

The investigator• d oes not mean to i mpl y cri t ic ism of the

1.

Appendi x I, page a i 24 , lines 515 - 524 .

teacl~r because she was ba l ked by a part icul ar l y d ifficul t
cas e , but cites this mater i al as evidence of the tea cher ' s
inability to interpret the child ' s rea ctions i n oper ationa l
conce pts .

The terms:

little about the ch ild.

11

stubbor11 11 and

11

c1 on ' t c are '' tell v e ry

They a re expre s sive of so ciety ' s

opposition to the child ' s c onduct.

"Don't care 11 is merely a

dismissal of t h e pe rson ' s prob l ems ; "Eltubborn" tel l s nothing
of the child except t ha t she resists s ociety .
That some teachers are able to make a more adequate
ana lysis of the child ' s personal ity i s sho wn by the follo wing
excerpts .
Te a cher number three said: 1

11

He t old one of his dre runs

about a huge bird with a ruler in its claw.

It chase d P-- ---

and h is sister out of the bedroom and trie d to scratch and
h it t hem.

He said it a l ways se emed to be after them and they

couldn't get awa y .

It may be that he had se e n t he N. R . A.

sign b ef ore then er it might be a carry over tha t he wa s
afra i d someone mi ght punish him . "
" I p l an to meet with P----- sometime next Tuesday .

I

would like to ask him more about his dreams to see if he often
has d.veams of usometh i ng after him . 0

------

I would like to

be able to h elp h i m see that he want s to go to school to r ead
and le arn what othe r things are happening in the world .

How

I will do thi s I don ' t exactly know, at present , but I want
1.

Appendix II, pages 27 and 28 , lines 35 - 53 .

h im to come to the conclusion by himself. "
Such an analysis as this could at the most do the child
no harm.

Although the teacher had no cle a r conce pt ion , as

indeed fe w psych olog i sts have , of wh t the ba l ance of forces
v,ithin the personality is, she rea li ze d tha t it must be
adjusted, and wa s se arching for some way to make it evident
to the ch ild tha t h e should make the adjus t ment f or h i mse lf.
I n the reports of te a cher s even there is some penetrat ion
of the child ' s conflict s .
a je a lous desi re to be

11

Distinct fears of kidnapping , a l so

first 11 were d i sc los ed i n the conferences .

The f ollo wi ng i s a part of the teacher ' s interpretation of the
1 11
mater ial presented:
I am rath er at a loss to know how to
tre at the t hings br ought out by this interview, but it seems
to me that t h is l ittle g irl ' s fears of be ing ki dnapped or
hurt -by rough peop l e c an be overcome by getting her to see
that she has inv ented a not ion or attitude toward these things ,
which in her c ase , a re unreal , and t hus be ab le to rid he rself
of thes e feeli ngs of fright . 11

Here we see some i mplic a tion

of opp osed forces with i n the pe rsona lity .

The sentence ,

nshe ------ be able to r id herself -- --- 11 implies that there
is some force with i n the child which may be controlled by a
more dominant sector of her personality .

Th e chief critic ism

of the analys i s is t hat it offers n o hint of how the dominance
mi ght come about, and sugg est s a rather b lunt didactic approach
to the d i fficulty .
1.

Appendix II, pages a ii 64 and 65, lines 47-53 .

Difficulty Number III:

Dida c tic Procedures I mpro per l y Used.

Th i s heading refe rs to using the c athartic conference
as a te a ching s ituation rather than a s one in which the
child achieves free emotional expression .

While it ma y

overl ap consi derably with the previous title, it is discus s ed
separately because it might be treate d as a mechanic a l
diff iculty to be overcome through direct instruction of the
teacher .

On the other hand , it i s prob ably better t o pre s ent

overlappi ng c a te gori es than to fo rce material under concepts
whi ch may n ot des c ribe proper l y a ll its f e a tures .
Although we must be extreme l y careful in drawing
conclusions concerning the actual mechanics of conferences
which were report ed by mai l, the follo wing s eems incontrovertib l e
evidence of clun1siness in using dida ctic proce dure s .

Teac her

B, who gave up conferenc es after a time b ecause the ch ild wa s
too defensive, had reported a lready tha t she wa s hav i ng little
success i n getting the chi l d to f a ce he r problems.

In a

report , she s aid : 1 "We talked about cultivating the h abit of
becoming angry and she Cl"'ied . 11

I t is ev i dent tha t t h e ch ild

did not initiate the subject of "cultiva ting t he hab i t of
becoming angry".

Such a d irect dida ctic effort wou ld

doubtless strike a death- b low to any effective c a tharsis.
I n a l ater conference , the tea cher had dec i ded to t a l k about
occupations .
1.

The follo wi n g are the questions which were used

Appendi x I, page a i 13 , lines 259 - 260 .

by the tea ch e r , and are the ones to which she refers in the
narr at ive des cr i ption of the ses s ion : 1
4- H State l ~ader .

11

You want to be a

Do you think you will be one? 11

(Th is

suggest i on c ame from the teacher in a previous conference .
The ch ild had expressed interest in 4 - H work , so the te ach er
had suggested becoming an outst anding leader in the fiel d .
There i s no ev i dence tha t this ambit i on va s ever heartily
endorsed by the child) .

11

Why?"

11

will you have to do to be one? 11
need ? 11

11

Why don 1.t you know"

11

1 - - - - - woul d n ot s ay anythLn g

of her own , so I questioned her on the ab ove .
1

(Narra tive

We sat do vm quite restfu l and

as appeared for a litt l e visit .
ans wer was

VJhat

tr How much sch ooling will you

How far do you intend to g o in s c hool ? 11

I'.) e scription of the Se s sion) :

11

Eac h t i me t he

1 don 1 t know '. "

Here we may see quite definitely a te a che r who has h eld
h erself respons i ble for te aching in t h e conferences to such
an extent tha t catharsis a s an

11

u.nleading 11 by the child was

c omplete l y disreg arded .
Another i nstance of this difficulty c omes from t h e repor t s
of teacher A.

Her case was a boy of six years wh o was qu ite

inhi b i ted and defensive .
report , was 2

His attitude , according to t he

" I am r i ght , I a lready know and it doesn ' t make

any di ff erence . 11

I n the s ame conference in which t h is

1.

Appendi x I , page ai 20 , lines 424- 432 .

2.

Page 65 , lines 338 - 339 .

a~t itude was present, the teacher used the follo wing question:l
"If we expect the other children to be n ice to us , shoul d we
not be nice to them?"

I f the ch ild had shown ev i dence of

having begun to take t h i s att itude himse lf, and the teacher ' s
ques tio n mere l y crystallized it , it vvould be permissible, but
when used aga inst the att itude described ab ove, it is a poorly
p l a ced attempt a t teaching .

I t is intere st ing to observe

that after the teacher had substituted activities such as
wat ering flo we r s for such d i dactic attacks, some catharsis
was effected .
The tendency for two of the teachers in Experiment II
to continue que st ioning after definite resistance was
2
encountered may also be interpr~ted as mispl aced didactic
effort.

The fo llowing questi ons were asked by other te a chers

in Experi ment II.

They show the use of di rect ijuggestion in

an effort to make up the child I s mi nd for him .

(Teacher 5)

"But you don 't steal when you ' re with them, do you ?"
(Te acher 10) "You don ' t hav e any enemies, do you?"
"But you don ' t worry about that , do you?"

1.

Page 65 , lines 343 - 345 .

2.

Pages 77 and 78 .

( Teacher 13)

~B±fficulty Numbe r IV:

I nept itud e a t Fo ll owing Trends in

the Ma teri al Presented.
Direct a nd enlighte ning evidence conce rning this di f ficulty
is found by study i ng the reports of the teachers who worked
in Experiment II whe re the i nve s tigator could observe t he
conferen ce s .

The first evidence beari ng upon thi s difficulty

is i n ob s erva tion s which have be en made as to lead s which a
clinical p s ycho lo gis t would see a s pointers toward possible
s i gnificant materi al, but which we r e passed u p without
further explor atio n by the te a chers .

The teachers' l a c k of

a cuity in letting these opportunities pass will acquaint one
with the lo ss of time and consequent opportunity for

By continued lack

ra tionali zat ion by the child which ensue d .

of i nte r est i n signif ic ant material, some of the teachers
s eemed to discourag e the children i ns of a r as conversation
concerning their personal problems wa s c onc ~rned .

Some

de s c r iption of the child in quest ion may be given where his
pe cul iar character bears u pon the significance of the le ad
given by his conversat ion.
Teacher number one had a g irl of six who presented
consider ab l e verb a l output, and whose convers at ion indic ated
s o~ ething of a te ndenc y to oversys temati ze thinki ng .

Though

exploration by the teacher was not suff i c ient to est ablish
such a tendency definite ly, compulsive mechanisms se emed li kely .
In the first confere nce, the ch ild said:
to dream about wild tigers and lions.

11

0ne time I s tarted

I statted to get sc ared

so I made myself quit . u

Th is might well h ave been followed

to see the nature of the force which wa s active i n "making
herself quit 11
mind were:

•

Some que s tions which were in t h e investig a t or' s
as t h is tendency an introje cted mother' s voice?

11

a s the child in terror?

•1

Did the child h ave an amb iv a len t

tendency to ward the dreams, first unconsciou sly courting tre m
and t h en finding that the y were too much for h er?"
Instead of t ouching upon these, the t eache r st ar t ed a
new subject of conversation , nor did she return to t h is ma teri a l
l ater.
Te acher number t wo h a d a child of n ine who se eme d to be
in retreat from competitive s itua tions and who di spl ayed
considerable abi li ty in f antasy .

The child -said:

0

I wouldn ' t

want to drive a ga s truc k , though, the y mi ght ex plode. 11
Th is mi ght well have been fo llowe d fo r the ch ild' s gene r a l
attitude toward dangers .

No attempt wa s made by the teach er

to fo llow t he material presented for such indic at i ons .

Such

que stions as the follo wing suggested thems elves to the
investigator:
explode ? 11

11

11

Are there some other b i g things t hat mi ght

i/hat do you do when you are fri ghtene d ?"

eve r make up stories about t h ings t hat sc are you?

"Do you

11

Another le ad prese n ted b y t h is child wa s h is s t at ement
to the effect that he l iked to play with girls better than
b oys .

This seemed to represent a good opportunity to discov er

whether his preference for girls was b a sed upon erotic
considerations or mere l y upon more f avorable competitive

conditions in games.
Teacher numbe r fiv e he ld conferences with a child f r om
a section of town n oted f or l ow mor al and economi c s t andards
and for gang activity .

Thi s boy was e leven years old .

In

describing h is p l ay , he made severa l references to g ang
activity of which he s eemed n ot t o approve , but about which
h e lme w almost a ll de t ails .

Th i s suggests that it would be

de s irab le f or t h e child t o f ormulate and express h is i deas
con cerning propert y and h is att i tude toward the property of
oth e rs .

Th e child said :

11

The other kids steal sometimes ."

Th is s e emed to the investig ator to be an opportunity to talk
about pro perty.

Some qv.e stions which came - to mind were these :

Doe s the child fear arre st ?

hat is h is a ttitude toward

11

pro perty?" 'Does he i dentify with the robber or the victim? "
11

Vould h e stea l i f others didn ' t t hink it were wrong?"
The child wi th which teacher number s ix worked was very

shy , s ix of seven years of age .

:Jhen asked a question

c oncer ning herself , she was very much emb arrassed and could
s eldom fi nd any adequate expre ss ion .

After being told a

stor y of a dog chas i ng a kitty , the child told a story about
a ki t ty.

One wou l d natura l l y think of following up such a

le ad to allow the child to express her ide nt ification with
the k i t t en which was eha sed .

Such que s tions as

11

Vvhich do

you li ke best, the dog or the kitty? 11 or "How do you suppose
t h e kitty fe e l s ?" suggested themselves to the investigator .
Teache r numbe r s even had a gir l of n ine years who

exhibited a great deal of jealousy toward her favorite
playmate.

In relating a dream , she told of dreaming that she

was smothering the other g irl.

It would have been desirable

to bring thi s out more vividl y , with further quest ions ,
perhaps in a l ater confe rence .
Teacher number n i ne had a boy who was n ot seriously
worried or troubled, ye t the one le ad which seemed to the
investigator to present an opportunity to penetrate the child ' s
conflicts was passed up .

The child, spe aking of some others

who went on a picnic, said with some show of disappointment ,
"The y di dn I t invite me."

The investigato1 though of following
1

this up to determine what the child did when disappointed ;
whethe r he found other activity or felt unhappy and lone ly
for some t i me , a lso whe ther or n ot he f antas i ed revenge .
Teacher numb e r ten had a ch i l d who was quite talented ,
and who had little to say concerning internal conflicts .

The

child sa id t h is one thing , however , which s ~ggested further
exploration.

"I made a mistake at school . It

This seemed an

excellent opportunity to bring out h er att itude toward
mis t akes, and her reactions toward maki ng them, a l so from
when ce came t he se lf-condemnat ory voice which owned the
mi stakes .
Teacher number e l even had a gi rl of seven years who
seemed quite worrie d ov e r debts owed by her parents .

Followi ng

a suggestion made by the inv estigator , the teacher asked the
child if she had ever imagined that she had other parents

than her own .

She repl ied that she did, yet the teacher made

n o effort · to f i nd out what s ort of people they were .
·The child with whom teacher fourteen held conferences was
a g irl of fourteen ye a rs who was just entering senior h i gh
s choo l work .

She talke d in a very superfici al vein and left

very few openings through which one mi ght encourage her t o
express her real mo tive s.

Some activiti es which the g irls

of the ne i ghborhood were carrying on duri ng the surrnner we re
mentione d , the child c ommenting tha t they g ot "extra credi t"
at school for them .

Th is suggested t o the i nvestigator some

que stions concerning the nature of " extra credit 11 and why one
worked for it, s i n ce the gir l showed evidence of ampl e
intelli gence to handle the abstract conce pt s involved in such
a di scussion .
I t is not supposed that any t v10 pers ons direc ting
conferences would follow the same l eads in al l i ns t ances , but
when such ieads as those presented ab ove were passed up i n
conferences in whic h very little signific ant expres s ion was
a ttai ned , the teacher ' s inab ility to s ee and follo w some of
them presents a di ff iculty i n di re c t i ng c athart ic conference s .

Diff i cu l ty Number V:

Disruption of Regular Arrangements ,

Di sci pl inary Pr oblems .
I n a spec ial let t er writ t en between conferences by
1
teac her D we find that another teacher in the school system
f e lt that the attention given ~t he case in cathartic conference s
had tende d to make him more

11

coclcy" in classes .

This

c ondition was not noted by the teacher w~o was holding the
conferenc es .

The difficulty was interpreted by the

invest i gator as being due in some measure to a feeling of
superficial assurance upon the boy's part bec ause he was
becoming freed from some of his old fears and inhibi tions .
Another factor in the difficulty might have been the complaining
teacher ' s preoccupat i on with strictly old-school idea s of
d i scipline .
11

good

11

,

The boy , who :.h ad been inhibited and therefore

and who now began suddenly to develop into an individual,

would seem to offend the dignity of the scho~lmaster .
Another c ase in which the special attitude t aken toward
the chi l d caused some disciplina1: y difficulty was that of
1

tea6her A. 2

This boy had been a difficult behav ior prob l em ,

and when the teacher be$an conferences, she was obliged to
change her manner of approach to the boy from one of opposition
to one of at tempted unders t anding .

The inadequacy which she

felt bas been r e ferred to in discussing difficulty number two.

1.

Page 25, lines 19 0- 19 1.

2.

Page 51.

Although a chan ~e in dis ci pline was indicated in this case
whether or not , 'catha_rtic conferences were used, the difficulty
is noted be c ause introduction of c a t hartic methods often
necess it a te s rather broad adjustment s in the teacher's method s

of dealing with a child, especially if she has b~en disposed
to think of him as a noxious inritant rather t han as a
person ality s trugg lin g to ma i n t ain itself .

-Di f fic u lty Numbe r VI:

Trans f erence Deve l oped by the

Te ache r Upon t he Conference Situat i on .
The ch ild treated by teacher B1 was extremely tense and
fearfu l and s eeming ly could not stand the self-examination
i mpl ied by the conferences .

Consequently the Clinic

recommended that they be discontinued, or that the teacher
wait unti l the child asked for a conference be fore suggesting
one .

In her repl y to the Cl inic ' s letter , 2 the teacher asked

thi s que stion , which indicates that she had developed some
transference upon the conference si t u ation .

"She is not very

eager for them ( the conferences) and might not ask for one .
11

Vii hat should I do then?"

I n a l ater letter ; 3 she said:

11

I

be.l ieve if I let L--- - - wa it unt il she wanted a coi:iference,
she wouldn ' t ask for one , since she is that nature."
This suggests very strongly that t he teacher had deve lo ped
transference or dependence upon the conference s ituat ion if
not upon the child herself .

Here the des ire to aid the child

in he l ping herself i :s submerged, an d the teacher seems to
lean upmn the conference a s an opportunity to escape from
some feeling of inadequacy upon h er own part .

Report s from

teacher D, who continued conferences after there was "nothing
to tal k about 11 ind i cate . something of the same difficulty .
1.

Append i x I, page s a i 3 .to a i 24 .

2.

Append i x I, page a i 14 , l ines 276 - 278 .

3.

Append i x I, page a i 17 , lines 350 - 352.

Mechani cal Di ffi culties
Seve r a l di ffic ulti es are described a s mechanic al , that
is , the y seemed t o ari s e from direct errors in conference
technique .

There is no doubt that they are conditioned b'y

deeper causes in the teacher ' s personality or in her
understandi ng of the task at hand , yet they seemed to be
thi ngs which could be corrected by practice and respon se to
s i mple sugge stions .

They are listed here, therefore, as

difficulties in the mechanics of the conference .

They are

di s cussed under topic headings .

1.

Questions Call for Censorship or Give Assurance.

Teacher fourteen used questions such as
characteristics of a good sport?"

11

1/Jhat are the

The convers ation was

carri ed on in a superf i cial and academic vein, and suggestions
t o prevent analysis of attitudes was used in some cases
through speeches such as :
wouldn ' t you ? 11

uBut you ' d rather have true frie nds ,

Quest i ons c a l ling f or an enumeration of

activ i ti e s were used, and convers ation was not guided beyond
the s e cons i derati ons .

A great deal of time was s pent in

asking such questions as:

11

ifhat subject s do you take? 11

what a cti vit i es do you participate ? 11

11

In

Such procedures allmved

the chi l d t o crystal l ize a sophisticated and " posed" attitude.
Answe r s were conventional rather than spontaneous.

A better

manner of approach would have been to have used such ques ticns
as the follo wi ng :

11

1vhat subject do you li ke be st?"

t-he ans wer to be ' English '}.

11

( Assu.ming

Which do y ou like the better ,

literature or composition?"
like best? 11 or,

11

" vhat pieces of literature do you

\li hat do you like to write about? 11

This

approach favors recitation of actual activities, and offers
the child a chance to expres s real trends of inte rests .

The

obvious answers to the questions used by the teacher are:
0

English, Anc ient History, Typing, Algebra, a nd Physic a l

Education ."
querry:
2.

Few persons would respond spontaneously to the

"What are the charactersitics of a good sport? 11

Blunt Attack is Used.

Teacher number seven started the co nferences off by assuring
the child that nothing she said would be reported , even to her
Pappa or Mamma.

The child 1 s respons ibility to "tell just how

you feel" was stressed so much a s to make her part in the
conferences a solemn duty .

It would have been be tter• to

start with casual convers ation, using some such remark as :
"I want you to tell me something ab out the things you like to
do. 11

When a subject was brought up by the child which might

tend to incriminate or embarrass h i m, reassurance in the ma t ter
of personal confidence could be given.
In one or two cases teachers used such statements as
"Tell me something about yourse lf! 11
t he small children especial ly.

These seemed to embarrass

Asking the child to tell abrut

what he does or likes to do, h owever, gives h i m something
more impersonal to start upon .
the imperative:
- their integrity.

Most adults would consider

"Tell me about yourself!'' an attack upon
Children are quick to s ense somethin@

threatening in this direct attack .
3.

Tensene ss , Lack of Freedom in t he Confe rence .

Most of the teachers were ab le to r•emain rel axed duri ng
con fere n ces, but t here wa s a tendency to become t ense when
a ttempting to guide the conversation to significant material.
In the c ase of teacher seven , the first conference was filled
with nervous manneri sms .

In the next conference s he was

quite well controlled but made n o effort to follow l eads
presented by the child .

I n the next conference , when he was

trying to make some interpret at ion of the materi a l, a great
deal of his tenseness re t urned .
Only two teachers , t eachers three and eleven, seemed
able to be relaxed and alert at the same time .

The rest of

the gr oup was almost equally divided between t hose who were
relaxed and inatte ntive and those who we re tense and ill at
eas e.

The fact that this work was done under observation no

d oubt handicapped the teachers by making them feel at once
dependent and defensive, and tende d to make them more tense .
4.

Conference Planning .

The matter of conference p l anning i s discussed from the
vie wpoint of hav ing too-definite conference goa ls under a
previous heading . 1 There was a marked absence of plan on the
part of tome of the teachers .

Thi s would probably be

preferable to too strict planning, which tends to make the
1.

Pages 69 to 81.

session didactic rather than c athartic.

It seems that a

plan for each conference is desirab l e , provided the te acher
is able to admi n ister it flexibly .

Practice in p l anning

and holding confe rence s under direction seems to be indicated
in tr a ining teachers for this type of work .
5.

Que stions were often phrased for the wrong age -levels .

This has a lre ady been referred to under the difficulty of ·
uncritical a c ce ptance of the child ' s story .l

It is poss i ble ,

howe ver, that the difficulty can be corrected by training,
and it is c ertain that most teachers need pract ice in this
respect .

Ques tions asked of ch i ldren of six or seven years

should c all for simple stor i es of concrete events .
que s tion as :

11

Such a

Why are we not as good as we should be?" is

too har d for mos t adults, even for most psycholog ists .

A

be tt er formul a tion for lower age - levels wou l d be:

"Tell me

about some of the times when yo u have been bad ! 11

A critical

s tudy of questions designed to sugges t re a l catharsis at
certain age le ve l s , rather than to br~ng out conventional
answers , should he lp any teacher i n approac hing the material
presented from a more helpful point of vie w.
6.

La c k of Progressive Order i n Ques tioning .

Oftentimes , the teache r would beg in b l untly with very personal
matet•ial , g iving the child no time to become adjusted to the
conference situation .
1.

Pages 40 to 46 .

Other te a chers would s t art in a caaua l

manner, but refused to take advantage of leads toward significant
materia l when they were presented spontaneously by the child.
There is little doubt that specific training in interviewing
woul d improve teachers ' techniques in this respect.

OU

Suggestions
The concepts under which the difficulti es discovered
have been subsumed suggest two possib le lines of attack in
dealing with them.

The first of these is a direct attack

upon the technic a l deficiencies of the t eac hers by providing
them with more intensive and inclusive tr aining; the second
is an attempt to find a basis for some of these difficulties
in the personalities of the teachers and i n the so ci al
arrangements of the school .

The headings under which these

atta c ks are discussed have been named Difficulties Clo sely
Related to Lac k of Technic a l Training , and Difficulties
Closely Related to Schoolroom Relationships .

No attempt is

made to consider these as mutua lly exclusive categories .

The

relationshi ps ment i oned are only suggestive , and represent a
com.man- sense view, rather than conclusions from experimentation .
The di s cuss ion of "Mechanica l Diff'iculties" 1 suggests
consi derations in an -a ttack from the point of view of the
first of these headings .
Difficulties Clo se l y Re l ated to Schoolroom Relationships .
Louttit {10) fo und by a s tudy of the results of various
inve s tigations that teachers were prone to interpret behavior
pro b lems in terms of the disturbance they created in the
schoolroom, while mental - hygenists were prone to interpret
t hem in terms of their danger to t he integration of the child ' s
1.

Pages 93 - to 97.

per sonality.

One might suppose that constant contact with

the problems of the schoolroom would weaken the abi lit y of
the menta l hygenist or clinical psychologist to consider the
pupil's prob l ems as such, while freedom from schoolroom
toutine and discipline would make it poss ible for the teacher
to view the child I s personal problems with a better
orien t ation .

I f this were t.aken as true, the tas k of making

teachers competent to interpret a child 1 s c athartic expression
would imply one of two alternatives :

(1)

the teacher would

be re l ieved of discipl i nary responsibilities of the schoo l room
(which would be equivalent to turning cathartic work over to
a visiting teacher ) or ( 2)

she would be taught to base

discipline upon ,i ndividual needs of t he children rat her than
upon forma l

11

classroom rules 11

•

The first a lternat ive would

not solv e the prob lems of the teachers in sma ll schools .

The

second would i mply opposition to a very tenacious be lief in
the nature of democracy .

The American ideal of justice,

common to school children and college deans , seems to be that
one should 8 e t up infallible rules and make every one equ a l
before them.

vhi l e theory is more advance d , current practice

in schoolroom discipline seems to be we ll expressed in the
words of the Mi kado in Gilbert and Sulliv an ' s popular ope ra :
My object all sub lime
I will achieve in time;
To make the punisb.m ent fit the crime ,
The p1.mishment fit the crime . "
11

I n organizing discipline around individu a l needs, however ,

such an ideal is i mposs ible, but to introduce a change in
classroom administration which would provide for individual
differences more adequately would almost inv ariably entail
a great deal of effort upon the teacher ' s part , and require
tact and judgment if she were to keep her job.
I mproper use of didactic methods in the conference is
probably related to the system of "doing things by ru lerr in
the classroom.

The fundamental opposition which the teacher

attempts to overcome is between the child and certain
inevitable rules of society .

The idea that a conf lict may

be resolved within the child, and that he vvill then be able
to adjust to society spontaneously is hard for the teacher
to conceive.

The present emphas is in dealing with behavior

problems may be analogous to rivAting extra - thic k plates upon
a weak boiler, at the same time keeping the fire hot and
making no effort to look for an adjustment on the safety - valve .
Approach through catharsis is ana logous to cleaning out the
pipes of discharge into the engines so that pres sure c an b e
dissipated into useful channels.

The new and flexibl e

curricula represent a step in the direction of catharsis .
Here the child is g iven a l a rge and flexible outlet which may
be adjusted to the areas of pres s ure in h i s -life .

The

areatest defect in the new curricul a seems to be in the f act

C

that it cannot become eff®itiv e until its re a l purpose s have
become a part of the working plan of individual teac h ers .
The pr ob lem of the teacher who develops tr ansf erence

upon the conference situation is related to the ppposition
of i ndivi dua l needs to ordinary methods of classroom
organi zat ion .

Fai l ing to achieve the tea ching and disciplinary

g oa l s she has set up , the teacher will turn to any dev ice
which seems to offer hope that she will be ab l e to ach ieve
her' pur poses .

Thus her a ttitude toward any therapeutic

- procedure might be verbalizes.:
have failed . "
11

V' hen

"This must succeed

011

I will

this need of the teacher for s ucce ss i n

moul dingH the life of the child is too great , she will be

very l ikely to overlook the i mportant f a ct that the matter
of adjustment is entirely within the child ' s hands .
will tend to keep the child dependent upon her~

Thus she

The

relationshi p of this attitude to ward d idactic pr oce dures i s
that the teacher accepts responsibility for s etting g oa ls and
driving toward them, rather than furnishing optimum ·conditicns
under which the child c an discover goals of h is own.
Th ese consider ations suggest that teachers represented
by those in these experiments need to make a sharper
distinction between things that they o an accomplish
independent l y of the child ' s coo peration and ad justments which
c an be achieved only by the child himself .

Surrnnary
The difficulties encount e r ed by teachers h olding
cathartic conferences with school children diagno sed in
extension clinics of the Port Hays Kansas State College
Psychologic ~l Clinic were found to corres p ond quite closely
to difficulties encountered by fourteen students i n t h e
summer school, ten of whom we re te achers whose exper ience
v arie d from one to sixteen years , in h oldi ng cathartic
conferen ces with children picked at random from homes ne ar ·
the colle ge campus.
Difficulties wh ich appeared have been subsumed under t h e
following con ce pts .
1.

Uncritical a ccept ance of the chi ld ' s s tory .

2 . · Te ndency to de a l wi th t he problems wh ich the ch ild
cre ates rather t han with t h os e h e f .a c es

i:J S

inte r na l

conflicts.
3.

I mprope r use of di da ctic procedures.

4.

Ineptitude a t following trends in the ma teri a l
presented.

5.

Disrupt ion of regul ar arrangenIBnts, dis ci pl i n ar y
prob lems .

6.

Transf erence developed by the teacher u pon the
conf erence situ a tion.

7.

Mechan ic a l difficulties.

Suggestions for further research are that s tudy of the se
dif ficulties be attacked by controlling the experience and

pre par ation of te acher s for t h is work by:

( l ') cre ating an

appreciation of the i mport ance ·of the individu a l and h i s
conflicts as opposed to discipline based upon formal cla ssroom
rules, (2) improving t he t eache rs' t echhical knowledge of the
structure of personality through s tudy of the ps ych ology of
personality and through practice in holding cathartic
conferences under expert directim.
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Form 10.6
Report of cathartic
Conference
Number

General tren~ of material presented by the case.
I

I
I

General attitude of case during conference. ,
Questions asked by case.

Questions asked case by teacher .

I

II

Dreams , Daydreams, and Fantasies reported, and connections apparently
associated .
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I

I
I

Narrative description of the session.

I

Questions concerning treatment .
1,

II
1,
1,
II
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(5) Case

A.

L-----

Teacher

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference ,
Number
1

B-----

General trend of material presented by the ca~e.
Rather unconcerned.

She knows she daydreams but

says she does not know what about.

She hates to study.

Once in a while becomes mad at sisters.

Fear of dark is

(10) becoming less.

B.

General attitude of case during conference.
She was quite nervous; did not cry.

Rather shy in

talking .

c.

Questions asked by case.

(15)

What do you think makes me daydream?
ference she asked 11Do I w rry?u

Not in con-

(she had been thinking

about this because Dr. Kelly asked her.)
D.

Questions asked case by teacher.
What do you think your trouble might be?

(20) you dream about?

Are you afraid of the dark?

What do
'When you

become afraid in the dark, what are you afraid of?
E.

Dreams, Daydreams, and Fantasies reported, and

connections apparently associated.
None.
(25) F .

Narrative description of the session.
She seemed to want to see if she could help her-

self.

The way she answered questions and talked off the

subject, led me to believe that she was not telling what
she should.

She was becoming more brave in the dark

(30) until her sister scared her a short time ago .
G.

Questions concerning treatment .
When thing s go wr ong she is sent to bed, which she

dislikes and is afraid of.

When I see her daydreaming

is it all right to quietly ask her what she is dreaming
(35) about?

Shall I let her talk ab out anything not concern-

ing our conference f or a gr e at length of time or onl y
for a few minute s be f ore I questi on her?
Are these reports to be sent in on a weeks conference (3) or each separa t e one?
(40)

Since the cli nic she has t r ied harder to keep busy,
but something had been worrying her, which she wanted to
te ll but was afraid to .

Monday, she told me that she

had gotten up nerve enough to tell her mother something
and someday she would try to tell me.

That eveni ng,

(45) when we were alone, she t old about Dr . Kelly asking her
if she worried and her answer that she didn't know.
She then said that she was not sure if that was correct
or not, but didn't know.
she did?

Then she asked me if I thought

Naturally, she does, for she had been worry-

(50) ing about that one questi on.

January 30, 1937
Miss

B--··w
·-

K------- ---

My dear Miss B-----:
Your report of the first conference with L--- -- , has
been received.
The material revealed in this confe:r•ence confirms the
impression we gained at the extension clinic in
(55) Burlington. You have here a child who has a great deal
of inhibition and who has a great many fears. You will
no doubt be disappointed that the problems cannot be
brought out am dealt with promptly. Almost everyone
who has worked with cases has deplored this fact, yet
(60) it remains. There is no very quick way to get a person
to realize her problems, or to face them.
It appears from the report that the girl is taking the
treatment a bit too conscientiously, that is, she is
straining her faculties a bit too much t ·o bring out
(65) material and face her problems. In the cathartic conference, the child should fe e l completely outside a
schoolroom. If her talk star ts wandering from her
troubles, so much the better. She is relaxing in
doing this, and the material presented will indicate
{70) what is important in her thinking without doing i t s o
boutly as to "freeze 0 expression up completely. The
"touchy" material will be brought up graduallly, and
she will learn to face it as she goes along. After
quite several more conferences, you can begin to l ead
(75) her a.round to seeing her tvoubles more directly.
You have asked several questions. You will find them
repeated below, wfth my answers to them.
1. "When I see her d~ydreaming, is it all right to
quietly ask her what she is dreaming about?"
(80) Not at present, and never except in the confe~ence

its~lf. After a period of relaxation in the conference,
you may wait a minute or two (which seems like a very
long time in a conference) and then quietly say, "what
are you thinking about now?" if this does not seem to
(85) frighten or inhibit her too .much. Daydreams will
finally come out without forcing. The most important

thing to learn ab out conduc t ing confe r ences 1.s that
you are continually at the mercy of t he chi ld . But
as you may wish to bring up matter and thresh it out,
(90) you cannot do it until the child i s r eady . Even if
the child wishes to do this, he must sometimes be led
away from his problems until he can face it without
disintegrating emoti onal l y.
2. "Shall I let her talk ab out ai ything not concern( 95) ing our conference for a gr e at l ength of time, or onl y
for a fe w minutes before I question her?"
At present, let her talk quite freely, am ma i ntain a
passive attitude. If she spends thir ty minutes in
idle talk, fine! You can get a good gener al idea of
(100) her thought-content, and she wi l l f eel relaxed am
more confident. She will probably bring up her f ears
herself.
Are these reports t o be s ent on a week's conferences,
or each separate one?"

11

(105) At present, si nce there might need to be ohaiges quite

often in the manner of handling conferences, a report
should be mailed after each conference. Each conference
should be rec orded separately, and after treatment is
further under way it i s poss i ble that the report (110) blanks can be bunched to s ave postage.
When L--- ~- worries about worrying , you may explain
that worrying is simpl y wonder ing what to do instead
of doing something, and that everyone has done it at
some time. After a f ew conf erences, you may say,
(115) "Telling your thoughts and t r oubles to someone helps
to keep you from worrying . The things that you tell
to me don't worry you much , because you know they
aren't so . terri bly bad af te1.. all . 11 In view of the fact
that your description shows her as being somewhat
(120) strained, I am suggesting that you begin your next few
conferences with a period of re l axation . You mtght do
this systematically, t hough slowly, participating in
it as well as directi ng it . I inc l ude her e a paragraph from a manual prepared by Mr. Hadley, one of our
(125) clinicians.
"In learning to relax, an exercise embodying progr es- sive relaxation is usef ul. Something of the order of
the following may be used: relax the hands, shake . them,
roll them until t hey feel c omplete ly l oose . First,
(130) relax each arm singly and then both t ogether. Next,
relax the legs following much t he same technique as

with the arms. Let the head tall forward and let the
jaws hang loosely, dropping them from the back. The
facial muscles are difficult to relax, but with con(135) s iderable practice the tenseness can be removed. The
chest and abdominal muscles should be allowed to sag
with all tension removed. After the "feel" is obtained
in the separate organs, relax all at the same time,
then talk while relaxed. The instructor mu.st be able
(140) to relax himself completely in order to demonstrate the
technique."
These relaxation periods might well take .up one-third
to all the next few conferences. The important thing
at present is to let the material come out. If the
(145) striking things about it do not fit the report-blanks,
simply write up a narrative of what was said and done
and send it to me.
You might be able to encourage a less intensely emotional attitude by shifting from personal problems t~
(150) ambitions, or if she is not interested in this, in
what people should do, or something of this nature.
I would not suggest using these leads if she starts
to talk spontaneously, however.
You seem to have gotten away to a good start, material
(155} seems to be coming out, and with a little lessening of
tension, things should go qu te well indeed.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

February 10, 1937
Miss B--~--

K----------

Mr dear Miss B-----:
How are you getting along in your cathartic treatment
of L-----? Did you receive the suggestions which I
mailed to you?
(160) The Clinic is very eager to assist you in this case,

and to follow your progress . Please write us , telling
us how you are getting along, and what difficulties,
if any, you are encountering.

Yours very truly ,
Harry Mason
Gradu~te -Assistant

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE C,OLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Case
(165) B.

L-----

Teacher

B-----

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
. Conference
Number 2,

------

General attitude of case during conference.
Uneasy and afraid the other children were

watching.
D.

Questions asked case by teacher.

Why do you seem afraid the others will come in?
(170) F .

Narrative description of the session.
The most of the twenty minutes was spent in the

period . of relaxation.

~he s:eemed to think this. fun,

but could not relax all together.
her legs her arms became tight.
(175) again tomorrow.

When she relaxed
We plan to do this

She told me she had the earache so

bad the other night she could not sleep and became
so nervous.

Her nervousness has not changed since.

She has become interested in remedial reading and is
really quite disappointed if something happens which
(180) prevents us having it.

The reason you have not heard

from me is because of illness on both L----- 1 s and &
own part.

Also, I can not hold conferences when the

weather is bad or cold as I can not send the other
EUPils out of doors and we only have one room.

I am

(185) sorry of this delay, but they may be irregular for
awhile until warmer weather comes.
not think much of the conferences.

L- ---- 1 s folks do

G.

Questions concerning treatment.
How can I get her to feel easier or will the

(190) relaxation for several days do this?

February 22, 1937
Mis:'8

B-----

K--- -------

My dear Miss B-----:
. Your report numbered two of conferences with L----has been received. I am sorry to hear that you have
been ill, and hope that you will not suffer another
attack soon.
(195) The uneasiness. and seeming fear of the child is
probably more deep-seated than just a carried-over
nervousness from an attack of earache. Perhaps something happened at that time which led her to feel
that there was a difference of opinion between her
(200) teacher and her parents as to what ·should be done for
~er. Perhaps she was already aware of this, and the
earache simply formed an excuse to fasten the
nervousness upon. _ She is probably not consciously
aware of such a mechanism, however, if it is operating.
(205) The child's interest in r~medial reading suggests thlt
perhaps in it she finds escape from the disconcerting
difference in opinion or practice between her parents
and her teacher. Even though _this difference may not
seem to be very great to you, it is probably quite
(210) important to her, since a child expects. the grown- up
world to be consistent and in agreement, and gets a
great deal of security from feeling that this is true.
If L----- continues to be restless, it is impossible
to ac-h ieve much in the way of relaxation or catharsis.
(215) Whi le this makes one feel helple ss, it is necessary
for a child to achieve a certain state of security
before he can start cathartic conferences, just as it
is necessary for a man to have so much strength before
he can undergo an operation. In view of this situation,
(,220) I would, if .I were you, tell L- ---- that I thought it
best not to schedule regular conferences for a time,
but that she could let me know when she wished to
have one. In doing that, you would be sure that the
initiative crune from the child.
(225) The difficulty that L----- has with t he relaxation
exercises is to be expected. Very few people learn
to relax well in less than several weeks' practice.
Of course, · it is impossible to relax unless :o ne can

first put out of her mind anxious thoughts, and give
(230) quiet attention to feeling relaxed.
You might also consider the hypothesis that L-----•s
parents have a vague notion that L-----•s catharsis
might uncover some family skeletons, and for that
reason are not particularly friendly toward the idea.
(235) Please do not feel that you have failed in any way in
this situation. In clinical practice, we have been
thwarted many times by similar situations, !lld we have
found that the only thing to do was to be steady and
wait for the other person's attitude to become favor(240) able enough to allow us to begin work again. If you
feel, however, that L----- will not be obliged to feel
that she is under ambiguous guidance by having the
conferences with you, you may continue them as you
have planned. You should, however, keep in quite
(245) close contact with us, as in a case of this kind a
person can possibly do more harm than good.
Please write me soon, telling me if you think this
analysis of the situation fits the facts fairly
closely, of if you feel that I have overestimated the
(250) tension in the case. Remember that the Clinic is
always eager to serve you.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

-FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Case
B.

L-----

Teacher

B-----

Form 10 . 6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number 3

General attitude of case during conference .
Quite upset and began to cry.

(255) F.

Narrative description of the session.
She had been dressed during the morning by her

sister.

While we were relaxing she thought about it

and became angry, partly because she could not relax.
We talked about cultivating the hab it of becoming
(260) angry and she cryed.

Conference was dismissed.

Before

dismissing her, I told her a happy story which
brightened her up.

Was this the thing to do ?

intended a sking about what

I had

he intended to do when she

grew up.
(265) Other comment .

I received your letter this evening.
decided, the tension is very great.

As you have

And as to the

parents, I do not know why they are not in favor of
the idea, except that they possibly think just a
(270) confe rence can not help and it is time wasted .
I seem to be not making any headway with L-----;
however, we have a conference scheduled for tomorrow
at which time we plan to discuss occupatibna.

If I

can not accomplish anything but "I don't know and I

(275 )

don't care 11 I may wait as you suggested, until she
decides to call one herself.

She is not very eager

for them and might not ask for one.
do then?

What should I

March 1, 1937
Miss B-----

K----------

My dear Miss B-----:
Your report, numbered three·, of conferences with
(280) L----- has been received. This report is quite
illuminating, as it shows some of the difficulties
which you are encountering. I think that you are
right in leaving the initia tion of further conferences
up to L-----. I believe that I would do this regard(285) less of whether or not she "seemed to get anywhere"
in her next conference.
You will notice in the manual which I sent you, that
three levels of cathar sis are descrfbed. Since there
seemed to be quite a great deal of emotional inhibition
(290) in this case, we suggested that you attempt the third
level. In view of the great lac le of security which
L----- feels, however, I am suggesting that you carry
on catharsis (if she cares to continue it) at the
first level instead. Her personality seems to be too
(295) unstable now to face many of her problems, and the
probing implied in the t hird level of catharsis is
entirely too much for he r .
You will notice that in the first lev e l of catharsis ,
the teacher takes little part in the procedure. First(300) level catharsis must spring directly from the child's
felt need. The teacher can only let the child know
th~t she is willing to know about his troubles, and
that she will not make fun of them. Such conferences
need not be held on a rigid schedule unless the child
(305) desires them to be. ~t the end of each conference,
however, the teacher should say something like the
following, "will you want to see me a.gain soon?"
"Shall we make another appointment, or will you let
me know when you wish to see me? 11 The teacher should
(310) not, however,i make these conferences so informal that
they become 'love-fests 11 , and physical contact with
the child should be avoided.
The last question in your report seems to indic ate that
you feel some anxiety as to whether or not L----- will
(315) ask for further conferences. You nru.st keep in mind
that this matter is out of your control, and that it
is one in which you are unable to help the child. Of
G-o-urse, we all dislike very much to see our efforts

~ail, but often they must fail temporarily in order
(320) that they may be more successful later on. Furthermore, it is absolutely essential that you appear as
calm and assured as possible when in conference with
L-----• This is extremely difficult to do if you feel
some concern over the outcome of the whole matter.
(325} I would suggest that you go into the difficulties which

you have been having in connection with the conferences
more in detail in the next report. Try to describe
the situation, to picture the confe~ence to me, telling
me how you felt while in conference, and how you have
(330) been feeling about the whole matter. In developing a
service of this kind, it is very important that we know
how teachers get along with different types of cases,
and what difficulties they encounter in various
situations.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

February 26, 1937

Mr. Harry Mason

Psychological Clinic
Hays, Kansas

Dear Mr. Mason:
(335) I do not have my blanks t o fill in with me.
delay, I will write it this way.

To avoid

At the beginning of the period, we relaxed which is
grtdually becoming easier for
Then we talked
about occupations.
was undecideq as to what
(340) she wanted to do. She is very interested in 4-H Club
work, so I suggested being an outstanding leader as ·
part of her work. She seemed quite interested in
this and we decided that it would take considerable
studying. She likes arithmetic and wanted to know if
(345) she wouldn't have a lot of book work to do . I told
her yes.

L-----

L-----.

L-----

The day before when the children were visiting,
made this remark: "Well , anyway, I 1 11 be sixteen some
day and then I can quit school . "

(350) I believe if I let L--- -- wait until she wanted a
conference, she wouldn't ask for one, since she is
that nature.

We are planning on talking more about 4-H Club work.
Is this all right t o do? I believe she will talk
(355) more and forget her troubles .
Sincere ly yours,
Miss B----Conference 4.
case

L-----

March 3, 193?
Miss B-----

K----------

My dear Miss B~----:
Your report of your fourth conference with L----has been received. It is encouraging that she is
beginning · to be able to relax physically. It is
also encouraging that she feels fr ee to talk about
(360) her ambitions and desires to become dominant. In
reviewing the case, I find that she probably feels
that her older sister dominates her, and that she is
probably unconsciously afraid of every situation which
may test her ability or in which she would be likely
(365) to fail. This would suggest that at present you should
avoid building her ambitions too high, since she may
s ense the conflict necessary to attain them at any time,
and react with shrinking and fear.
at present, it would seem wise to keep practicing

(370) physical relaxation and to guide conversation along

general lines which capture her interest, though too
much motivation should be avoided. Doe s L----- initiate
a great deal of the conv rsation, or do you have to
suggest a great deal? Her ambitions in 4-H work will
(375) probably serve to ease her somewhat at present, and
help her to feel more secure. You should keep in mind ,
however, that this security will probably be only
temporary, and that it _may be swept away by any emer~
gency where she feels that she is liable to fail.

(380) Greater security may come about when she conquers two
things which seem to be the double keystone to her
difficulty. The first is her attitude of fear; the
second is her . natural tendency, conside ring her fears ,
to interpret all things as personal reactions to her(385) self, rather than as indifferent actions which take
place in a larger world . Perhaps this last needs some
illustration. Let us suppose that L-----'s older
sister should report at home that L-.--~- had failed
in spelling. Another person might be able to realize
(390) that there was a weakness in the older sister's makeup
which made it desirable from her point of view to
tattle, and adjust to the tattling on this basis.
L-----, however, though she might recognize that this
were true, would react with a feeling of personal
(395) resentment, unworthiness, and guilt.

As L-----' s teacher, you cannot say directly to her,
"Here are some of your old fears, ha- ha, aren 1 -t; they
silly !" She should, however, finally get around to
discussing them herself eventually, and to facing them:.

is, of course,
up to you. The first1 thing t .o do now, I believe, is
to achieve in
a feeling of relaxed assurance
in conference. In order to do this, you may have to
initiate some of the conversatton, but you should keep
(405} in mind that as fast as possible you should use her
interest to change her orientation from a personal one
( where everything that happens has a personal meaning)
to a more objective one (whel:'e things may happen which
have no personal significance, but are interesting in
(410) themselves). Of course, you cannot do this all at
1
once, and you must judge from
s attitude how
fast you can, go ahead.

(400) The actual handling of the conferences

L-----

L-----

I would suggest that you continue to leave t he matter
of further conferences in L---=-'s hands, though you

(415) may suggest a conference if you see an emotional

emergency developing in her life and she seems ashamed
to approach you for help.

Yolll:'s very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

FO T HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGI Ci\. L CLINIC

Case
A.

1---- -

Form 10.6
eport of Cathartic
Conference
Number 5

B-----

Te acher

General trend of material presented by the case .

( 420 )

'11he 1tl.on I t care 11 and de pendent ide as •

B.

General attitude of case during conference.
A little more restful and ~mconcerned .

D•

Que $tions asked case by teacher.
You want to be a 4-H State le ader.

( 425 ) you wil l be one?

fuy?

VJhy don 1 t you know?

you have t o do to be one?
ne ed?
F.

Do you think
What wi ll

How much schoo ling viill you

How far do you intend to go in school?

Narrative description of the session.
We sat down quite re s tful and as appeared for a

(430) little visit .

1----- -- would not say anything of her

own, so I questioned her on the above~
answer was "I don I t know. 11

Each time the

'Jhen she s s id she didn I t

1

know whether she would attain this or not, she s a id
"and I don ' t care , Daddy and Mother w!i.11 take care of
(435) me 11 and l aughed .

I asked her if Daddy and Mother

would al ways take care of her .
know . 11
11

She replied "I don't

Al l answers are that snd never vdll she answer

Yes 11 or

0

No 11 nor add any comments .

you suggested in today ' s letter .

I am do ing as

From now on (if she

(440) wishes to continue) I will use the first level of

catnarsis and perhaps that will help.

March 10, 1937
Miss B-----

K----------

My dear Miss B----- :
Your report, numbered five, of conferences with L----has been received . While it appears that this may be
the last conference . that you will have with
for
(445) some little time, it is particularly interesting for
the light which it throws upon her personality and her
attitudes toward responsibility. She reacts much like
a child who has found adjustment to social pr oblems
very hard, and has found some measure of safety in
(450) putting the re sponsibility for decisions all upon
someone else . Thus, she was willing to come to
conferences, though she did not want them particularly;
because she could get some relief in the conference
by bringing up (or having you bring up) some of her
(455) diffi culties, and then disowning them.

L-----

By leaving the appointments up to her, you are making
it necessary for her to assume a certain amount of
responsibility. If she does not accept it and
schedule conferences, probably little is lost, and if
(460) she does accept it, it re resents a gain in treatment.
Of course, one cannot put responsibility directly upon
such a personality, because they will not take it,
and probably are not able to bear any more that they
will allow themselves to take.
(465) In using the first level of catharsi s , I would suggest

that you be as impersonal and unemotional as possible,
and that you not encourage her to feel s or r y for herself, but rather to make as clear-cut a statement of
her problem as is possible.

(470) Your splendid cooperation in tbis case has been deeply

appreciated by myself and by Doctor Kelly. Of course'1
I, like you, hope that you will have further conference
reports to send in, but if you do not, let me assure
you that you have a great deal to be proud of and
(475) nothing to be ashamed tf in your treatment of this
case. This type of case looks easy to the uninitiated,
but by this time, I trust that you have found out
differently.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

April 6, 1937

B----K----------

Miss

My dear Miss B-----:
Since your last report in which you indicated that
(480) L--- -- would probably drop the cathartic conferences,
I have been interested in checking up on her progress
in a more general way . Below you will find a list of
questions, the answers to which will be of great help
to me in estimating L----- 1 s progress and in criticiz(485) ing reconnnendations which we made concerning this case.
1.
2.

(490)

3.
4.

(495)

5.
6.
7.

(500)

(505)

Does she read with less difficulty than
before?
Does she seem to exhibit less confusion
in reading?
Does she seem to exhibit less confusion
in other activities?
Have you used any exercises aside from the
cathartic conferences?
Frankly stated, what is your opinion of the
value of cathartic conferences in this case?
What methods seem to have gotten best
results with L--- - -?
Which of the following have presented
difficulty in your work with the case:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Lack of time to work with the case.
Lack of definiteness in recommendations.
Lack of cooperation by the case.
Lack of cooperation by the parents.
Discouragement due to slow improvement.
Other factors (describe.)

We realize that you are quite busy, especially at this
time of the year to answer the above questions, but if
you can find time to write us concerning L-----'s
progress, it would help us very much. If you do not
(510) find time to write a long letter, you may use the back
of this letter in reply. A stam~ed envelope is enclosed
for your convenience.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

April 20, 1937
Mr. Harry Mason
Fort Hays Kansas State Teachers College
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr. Mason:
I cannot give a lengthy report concerning L----·- ,
since I have accomplished very little, if anything.

L-----

is very stubborn. She does not seem to care
.what happens. She will not read a wora which she
doesn't have to read. Perhaps this is due to the fact
that she cannot read and will not try. I, as well as
her parents, have been working with her an:1 giving her
(520) special time in learning to read. The more we try to
help, the less she works and will not try. She always
says, "I don't care.'·' She doesn't know her letter
sounds and will not practice them. Therefore she
cannot read or spell.

(515)

(525) L----- is of the type that always has the school stirred
up by quarreling or wanting her mm way. , Neither
reasoning nor punishment seems to affect her.

L-----

The only thing
seem
to like in connection with
reading was a Girl Scout book which she and I read
(530) together. She had great difficulty in reading her
share of the book.

I have put a great deal of time in helping L--- - -, but
I might have accomplished more had I more time to

spend with her. I believe, however, that I became
(535) rather discouraged since she did not improve.
If I have not explained anything enough in detail, I
shall be glad to answer any questions which you wisp
to ask.
Yours very truly,
Miss B-- ---

Miss V----- ·

K----------

My dear Miss V-----:
Since our clinic in K-----, on March 11, we have been
(540) interested in following the progress of W-----. we
reconnnended the use of cathartic methods in treating
this case • . Aa you may know, these methods require
considerable application upon the part of the teacher,
and also some skill. It is one thing to say that the
(545) child needs to "get thing off his chest" and quite
another to set up a situation in which he can do this.
Since our clinic at K----- , we have worked out a
detailed method for carrying out this type of treatment .
If you would like to have the service of the clinic in
(550) carrying out your treatment, we are prepared to give
you the benefit of our experience in this field . In
doing this, we will give you instructions for carrying
out conferences and furnish you blanks upon which you
can conveniently sununarize the results of the conferences
(555) and make notes. These summaries of your conferences
can be mailed to us, where they will receive my prompt
attention, an::1 suggestions will be worked out and sent
back to you to aid you in further conferences.
Since it has been found unde sirable from the child ' s

(560) point of view to initiate a series of conferences of

this natui~e and then drop them alblruptly, we cannot
offer this service unless you will assure us that you
will carry out the conferences according to the methods
we suggest, as best you can. We are sure that you
( 565) will find that such effort upon yom, part will give
you a challenging opportunity to help the child who is
under your care.

In any event, please write us concerning w-----, telling
us how he is getting along, and what success you have
(570) had in carrying out our recommendations. We enclose
a blank for your reply. If you wish to accept the
special senice in connection with the cathartic treatment, please let me know, arrl I will explain it to yru
in detail.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

J anuar y 24, 1937
Mr. Harry Ma s on
Fort Hays Kans as Stat e Teachers College
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr. Ma son:
(575) A few day s ag o a letter which you wrote to Miss V- - - -was given to me .
W- - - - - is now attending our school--a private school-and I have W- - --- i n my care since the beginning of
last fall.
(580) I know nothing about t hat of which you speak, but I
~e ~y so on found that W- ---- could not be a ppro ached
like the average child . However with considerable
1
effort I hav e bee n f airly successful in gaining
s
confidence; mor eove r he has been doing average work as
(585) fa r as mental work is concerned, but h is mu s cular
coordination i s ve r y poor . Yet at times he tries his
utmost, and h e succeeds to a certai n extent .

w-----

If I can help you in your offer of special service in
carrying out a suggested treatment for W----- I shall
(590 ) be glad to do so .
Since1"ely your.s ,
Miss

c-----

January 29, 1937
Miss

c-----

K----------

My dear Miss c-----:

Your interesting letter concerning W--- -- has been
received. It is certainly encouraging to u s to know
that our follow-up correspondence h as been forw arded
to the peraons responsible to the cases, and that
( 595) these children are so obviously receiving conscient i ous
expert care.
We saw W----- at an extension psychological clinic
which was held under the auspices of your city school
superintendent last March. The purpose of t hese clinics
(600) is to examine the child, his parents and his school
situation and to make rec ormnendations to hi s t eacher
and parents which will better help hi m to adju st to
home and school lif e, and which will help h i s school
and his home to adjust their progr ams t o hi s s pecial
(605) needs . This examinat ion covers fami ly h i stor y ,
developmental history 7 of the chil d , a check of
physiological items which may affect psychological
adjustment, sociologic al history of the child ,
educational hi s tory, and examination of the chi ld ' s
(610) emotional re ac tions , a nd mental achievement te s ts .
In doing this work, we unc over a great deal of a very
intimate material relating to the case and his family ,
and since the teachers are t he only profe ssional
people who are responsible to the case with whom we
( 615) come into contact, we recogn i ze their professional
status and discuss some of t he more intimate phases
of the cases with them in or der that they better know
their pupils' problems. Of course, very intimate
material given in confidence is n ot made known to any(620) one beyond the clinician. The i ntere st you hav e shown
in your letter and the re spons i bility you bear t o t he
case make it desirable f or us to di s cuss t hese matter s
with you. Of c our s e our di scuss i on of t he case is to
be mutually confidential. After conferenc e with Doc t or
(625) Kelly and other clinicians who examined W-----, we have
prepared the following review of the ca se, t oge ther
with some suggestion s which we hope will be helpful.

w
----- s
probably
1

lac k of motor coordination seemed to u s
to be neurologic al, and t o be i ntimately

(630) ~ssociated with a lack of dominant one-sidedness or
handedness. such conditions as this are found more
often than one would suspect, and are quite often
closely associated with disorders of reading or speech.
What happens is that the child loses right-left
(635) o~ientation in some activities, usually t hose which
are symbolic, such as reading, writing ·or speech.
This would suggest that whatever exercises are used to
develop motor coordination should build up the use of
the right hand (in this case, since it seems to be
(640) preferred) esP3cially in gestui~ing and making motions
which have a meaning . In this particular case, it
would be desirable to stress right-handed activity even
in non-symbolic activities, such as kicking, dancing,
cutting, etc., since the lack of orientation seems to
(645) extend beyond the purely symbolic functions. we hope
that this dis~ussion will be of help to you in planning
W--- -- 's gymnasiun1 program, and in finding opportunities
for him to express himself in gesture and dramatics.

The reconnnendation for impersonal but firm routine was
(650) given to furnish a situation in which
would be
given encouragement to stabilize his emotional life.
H~ving definite things to do at definite times, and
adhering rather strictly to this schedule should help
to keep restlessness and a feeling of insecurity from
(655) becoming too intense.

w-----

(660)

(665)

(670)

(675)

The reconnnendation t hat catharsis be used probab ly
needs some clarification. In treatment of emotional
difficulties, we mean by catharsis, "getting things out
of one's systemu. Dramatics, composition, music, are
all cathartic outlets which normal adults use in order
to keep their emotional energy directed toward satisfying ends rather than accumulating and causing feelings
of insecurity, loneliness, or unworthiness. The
specific treatment to which we refer is one wherein
the teacher hold conferences with the child in which
she attempts to get the child to talk about his problems .
While this seems simple e~ough, it requires considerable
thought and skill upon the part of the teacher.
Enclosed with this letter you will find a booklet
which I have worked out under Doctor Kelly's direction,
which explains the purpose and methods used in such
treatment in some detail. You will find that three
levels of cathartic conferences are described. We are
recommending t h at you use the second level described
in the booklet in this case. Blanks are enclosed witti.
the booklet s o that you may make reports of conferences.
These should be filled out immediately after conferences
with the child, and mailed to

Harry Mason
Psychological Clinic
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Hays, Kansas

(680)

The headings on the report blanks suggest the material
which is to be included _u nder them. It is especia'lly
(685) important, if you undertake this type of treatment , to
keep in close contact with the clinic, and to obse r ve
very closely the cautions concerning discontinuing
conferences while the child is still dependent upon
the teacher, or breaking appointments with the child.
( 690) We would suggest that y6u hold conferences about two
times per week, and that they be from twenty to thirty
minutes in length.
An examination of vision was recommended in this case.
we thought that some of W----- 1 s trouble might come
(695) from lack of visual acuity. It would be desirable to
have this examination made and the reconnnendation of
an oculist followed.
Your progress with this case has been commendable,
and we hope that your success continues. Please call
(700) upon the Clinic whenever it can be of service to you .
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduat.e Assistant

. ,.

February 10, 1937
Miss C-----

K--- · ------

My dear Miss C-----:
Since sending you the materia l s and reports for
c arrying out cathartic conferences with W- ----, I
have pee~ wondering how you have been progressing.
Have you encountered any difficulties? The Clinic
(705) is eager to be of service to you in this matter .·
Please let us know how you are .- getting a long .
enve 1.ope is enclosed for your convenie nce.
Your-s very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

An

February 15 , 1937
Mr. Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant
Psycho l ogical Clinic
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr . Mason :
The fact that I had not written earli er is that when
I got the material and the reports for carrying out
(710) the conferences,
was absent from school on
account of illness for about two weeks .

V-----

After his return to school my first attempt was met
with the excuse 11 Please Miss C- - - - - , I want to play . 11
I did not approach him again until this morning . I
(715) watched my opportunity and could talk wi:t h him at le ast .
I shall fill out the re sults on the report blank.

I hope that with patience and repeated indifferent
approaches I shall gain him to tell me of existing
difficulties. He is a boy who really seeks love and
(720) any kindness is greatly appreciated . There are t imes
too, that I wonder whether I do understand him or not.
Let me tell you of an experience today. His mother
visited school this afternoon. He assumed an altogether
a~titude . He began to grunt at intervals, and at the
(725) same time watched his mother and me. I told him to
copy his spelling words as the rest of them did. He
ignored it. Yet he continued his ill-behavior. I told
him again, and again he disregarded it. I saw at once
that he wanted to test my authprity,-- perh?PS his mother 's
(730) presence g ave him confidence . I said nothing more .
When he repeated it-, thereby provoking giggling and
laughing, I told him t hat he and I would go to see the
principal if he wouldn' t be quiet. He saw that I
meant it and he stopped.. h:t.s ·annayance, yet I could see
(735) his ill-feeling portrayed in his face.
Did I approach him wrong ?
Yours truly,
Miss_

c-----

I would so like to he lp him .

-FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

W-----

Case
A.

Teacher

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
C----Number 1

----

General trend of material presented by the case.
He disliked one gi.r l especially--ssid she spat

(740) in his face, kicked him, wouldn't let him walk home
from schoo 1 and the like •

B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Rather joking· attitude .

c.

Questions asked by Case.

(745)

Why do you want to know, teacher?
Do you l ike this book? --(Had a picture boo~ in his
hands)

D.

Questions asked case by teacher.
asked him whether he liked books?

(Observed his

(750) paging without paying attention to pictures.

him what he thought of the pictures?
he thought just then?

Asked

Asked him what

Have you anything that troubles

ou?
F.
(755)

Narrative description of the session.
Dru~ing the session he continued to page in the

book without apparent interest in the pictures whatsoever .

Once or twice he put his arm around my neck

- - he likes to do that--and told me about the above
mentioned girl . -- This is not true; he told me that

(760) before an d I had looked into the matter.

February 17, 1937

c----K----------

Miss

My dear Miss

c-----:

Your report of your first conference with W----- has
been received. The report is encouraging, and it
seems that he has started to gain confidence in you.
It seems to me that you did the only thing possible
(765) when W----- _defied you in putting him in his place.
It seems to me, however, that his demonstration may
have been a reaction to the double authority of mother
and teacher, rather than an alliance with the mother
against the teacher . Of .course, you can best judge
(770) this, but I thought that this suggestion might offer
another possible explanation or his behavior. If this
were the case, it would suggest further that
waits until there is an occasion which he feels demands
some action, and thus baclred up upon his recourses,
(775) does something more or less drastic.

w-----

In using this type of treatment, it is not necessary
to relax discipline in school~ In fact, no change
should be made there in most cases. The child's
"world" should be left as nearly the same as possible,
(780) the object of the cathartic conferences being to
change his attitude toward this world rather than to
change it to fit him. We have felt in this case that
a rather firm but impersonal routine would be the best
type of disciplinary treatment_in the schoolroom.
(785) The important in discipline with this child is probably
to avoid any emotional reaction concerning the problem;
to let discipline be more or less a mechanical
procedure. His desire for understanding and sympathy
may be met in situations where no particular disci(790) piinary problem is present.
In his story of the little girl, it is not particularly
important whether or not such a thing happened, but
the more important thing is that he feels this way
about her. we should find out whether or not this is
(795) a restricted personal feeling, or whether it applies
to all little girls, this one being but the symbol
or representa~~~e for all of them. This can be found
out incidentally, without direct questioning. In
conferences, do not ask or expect him to distinguish

, ( 800-) between fact and fancy for some time.

The important
things are not facts and events, but feelings, hates,
fears, and identifications qf se lf with things or
persons.
l

Yoµ seem to be getting started on cathar sis quite
It can be expected that the child will not be
very serious at fir.st, and that he will have to have
considerable confidence in his teacher before he will
discuss his problems very freely. The main thing to
remember is that you cannot face his problems for him,
(810) or "drive" him into facing them himself. This makes
the work of catharsis quite slow at some times. You
may ask a few leading questions, and generally guide
conversati'o'ila bit, but that is aoout all, especiall-y
at first. It is probably necessary that he have the
(815) physical comfort of being near to you at present, but
you should probably bear in mind that as he begins
to feel more secure, to "stand upon his own feet'' , you
will have to 11 wean 11 him. This can be done by
continually encouraging as much of a matter - of-fact
(820) attitude as you feel that he can stand without
beginning to feel helpless.

(805) well.

The goals in catharsis for this case would, seem how
to be something like the following, though these may
have to be revised later.
(825)

· To underst:and the s ocial world of the school,
and thus to Iose fear and self-consciousness
. concerning it.
To gain a feeling of adequacy, so th.at it will
not be necessary to "lean" upon someone.

(830) Please let me know if these suggestions are not as

nelpful as you feel they should be, and let me know
upon what points you wish moi•e lucid treatment. Do
you have any difficulty in understanding the little
manual? I am contemplating getting out a revision
(835) of it, and would appreciate any suggestions you can
offer as to mald.ng it more thorough or more understandable. Though we may offer many suggestions ,
you must remember that you are handling the child,
and that all we can do is to give you advice of a
(840) general nature. I hope that the Clinic can be of
help to you in your efforts to help this child .
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

Mr. Harry Mason
Psychological Glinic
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Hays, Kansas
Dear Mr. Mas on:
For a while
because the
· rather than
(845) not be back
been absent
Yours truly,
Miss

c-----

I shall be unable to make any reports,
case preferred to stay away from school
be vaccinated for small polt. He wi ll
for at least two more weeks . And he 1 s
for over a week .

March 5~ 1937
Miss 0-----

K----------

My dear Miss C-----:
Your card explaining that you will not be able to
send reports for some time has been received.
This situation helps to give us further insight into
It is evident that he comes into contact
with very little of a dynamic interpretation of social
responsibility at home. It would be interesting to
know whether his fear of vaccination were a physical
fear or a resentment at being 11 handled". You may
(855) expect that W----- will be somewhat more dependent
and babyish when he returns to school. Thank you
for keeping me informed of the progress of the
treatment. I shaD.l look forward to further reports
when and if W----- makes up his mind to return to
(860) school.
(850) this case.

You.rs very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

F-ORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Case

A.

W- ~---

Teacher

c-----

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number 2

Gener~l trend of material presented by the case.

w----- told

activities.

A

about his interests outside of school

little kitten seemed of special interest

(865) to him everything seems to center about her.
B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Very comrnunic~tive

c.

Questions asked by Case.
None especially.

(870) me Miss C-----?
D.

But - Do you like to talk to

I 1 11 visit with you.

Questions asked case by teacher.
What interested him especially - and why?

FORT B'AYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Case ·
A.

(875)

W
-----

Teacher

C-----

Form 10.6
Report of cathartic
conference
Number 3

General trend of material presented by the case.
Very little result.

W----- expressed his like-

ness for me and that he tried to please me, that he
liked it in our s chool and so on .
B.

General attitude of case during conference .
Friendly and amiable

(880)

c.

Que stions asked by case .
None.

D.

Que stions asked case by teacher.
Pe rmitted him to talk without really any

questioning .
(885) our school.

Merely asked him why he liked it in

March 29, 1937
Miss

c-----

K------·----

My dear Miss C-----:
Your reports dated March sixteenth and March t wentythird of conference s with
have been rec eived .
It seems that you have succeeded i n getting him to
talk rather freely with you. Since he has come to
(890) feel quite at home in the confere nces , I would suggest
that you guide your conversation toward the matters
which may represent problems to him . For instance if
he has trouble on the pl ay ground you might open the
conference with such a question as "How did you ge t
(895) along playing marb les today?" It seems that younger
children must be tre ated more on the basis of what
happens every day than upon such questions as
remembered feelings of frustrati on on past problems.

W
-----

From your reports it seems that W--- - ~ is finding a
(900) great deal of personal security in you; no doubt he
needs some of this so t hat he will have a more stable
feeling in the wor ld than he has probably ever had
before. However, you sho _ld help h im to formulate
his problems as objectively as possible and to stand
(905) on his own feet in more trying situations as his
strength of characte1" de ve l ops • •
Since I am particularly interested in checking up on
the result of various types of treatment in such cases
as this I would appreciate an answer to the following
(910) que s tion. Does W-----'s better adjustment in school
seem to come more from exercises to build up motor
coordination, or do you think that his expression in
cathartic conferences has been a greater factor? You
need not give a clear cut answer to this question ,
(915) but I would appreciate a d iscussion on it so that I
could better evaluate the effects of the two types of
treatment i n the case.
Have instructions and suggestions been sufficiently
definite? Please let me know if there is any way in
(920)which the Clinic can be of greater help to you in
solving your problems of teaching.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
Graduate Assistant

FORT HAYS KANSAS ST TE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Case
A.

~-----

Teacher

C-----

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number 4

-----

General trend of material presented by the case .
V- - --- related how he and Gerald- -with whom he

(925) plays a great deal--had had much fun playing marbles .
Sometimes Gerald would win and then I--W--- -~ was

very free and de lighted telling me about it .
B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Assumes a most congenial attitude .

(930)

c.

Questions asked by case.
Doesn ' t ask any--merely continued with his report .

D.

Questions asked c ase by teacher .
Did you play marbles today?

along?--Also a fe w minor ones .
(935) opened him up .

How did you get
These questions

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGIC AL CLINIC

Case
A.

W-----

Teacher

C- ----

Form 10.6
Report of cathartic
Conference
Number 5

General trend of material presented by the case.
That some boys had the peeping tendency etc.

that he didn't like.

0

I don't want to be a bad boy

( 940-) l ike so - and - so, 11 he said .

He elaborated somewhat on

this .
B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Very open, not depressed in the least .

C.
(945)

_Q,~_~ sti~ns asked by case.
None of importance.

D.

Questions asked case by teacher.
Why he had stayed so long in rest-room.

(It was

the f i rst time i t happened)-~Answer--a big boy had
taken h is sweater and put it where he couldn ' t reach
(950) it .

Result--above discussion.

Other comment .
I n answer to your request I would say this:
Sometimes I have thought that the conferences have
contributed t owards his better adjustments.

Previous

(955 ) to the se he'd assume an attitude which seemed to say,
"Well you won ' t be sat isfied with what I do anyh~w •
so why should I t r y."

Now , with all he does--although

still far from being good he i s sati sf ied and proud

wb:en h e rece ives an encouraging remark .
(960) don 1 ·t you?

Next t ime I 1 11 try to get it be t ter yet . "

This is just a r emark he'll make to me .
tries .

"You like i t ,

And he really

April 15, 1937
Miss C-----

K----------

My dear Miss C-----:

Your reports numbered four and five conferences with
W----- have been received. It seems that you have
(965) been successful in getting him to express qu ite
intimate material . You will notice that your fourth
report dealt mostly with surface things which were
not hard to fac e . The fifth conference ;· building
upon the trust which W----- had developed in hi s
(970) teacher, is fairly successful in bringing to light
a problem of more intimate nature; t his sugges ts
that your big job in conducting the conferences is
one of balancing conversation concerning trivial
matters with conversation which touches more intimate
(975) concerns. A f ew months ago W- - --- would probably
have been much more defensive, had you asked him why
he wou ld stay in the rest-room so long .
The peeping tendency which W----- attributed t o other
boys was doubtless a projection of the same tendency
(980) in himself, that is e felt such a tendency and was
ashamed of it and be i ng ashamed of it projected out
into other boys. It is probable, however, that if
you should call W- -:---- 1 s attent.ion directly t o the
fact that he was speaking about a tendency within
( 985 ). himself he would respond by shutting up and becoming
quite fearftl. You might suggest a very little bit
concerning such tendencies by saying th.at they arose
tn other boys because these other boys did not understand the things about which they were curious and i f
appears to manifest some curiosity, you might
(990)
use such information as is indica.te.d.

w-----

In your report concerning W--- -- 1 s progress I note
that his security still seems to lie in someone
outside himself, that is he does things because they
(995) please the teacher rather than because he likes to
do things well . If it is probable that you will be
his teacher next year, it would seem wiser not to
shake this dependence at the present time, but to
plan on making him more self-reliant through the
(1000) coming school year. If a change of' t eachers is
probable, however, it would be nece s ,3a.ry to begin
to encourage him to stand upon his own in so far as

he is able before the school term ends especially if
he were likely to have a teacher who would not be able
(1005) to give him a great deal of attention and affection.
Yo'Ut' work with this boy has been quite enlightening
to us and we have been continually surprised to· find
that you were getting along so well. Please call
upon us whenever we can be of service to you ~nd keep
(1010) us informed as to w-----'s progress. Enclosed are
self-addressed envelopes and a few report blanks.
Yours very truly,
Harry Ma.son
Graduate Assistant

F ORT HAYS K.l\.NSAS STATE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

Form 10.6

case
A.

W- ----

Teacher

c-----

Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number 6

General trend of material presented by the case.

I l ike to play with G~rald and Raymond.

we play

(1015) ·marbles, I like that best but I also like to play

"tag" with the girls .

He rambled on telling of his

likes and dislikes.
B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Very congenial--oonversational.

(1020)

c.

Questions asked by case.
"Do you like me teacher?n

"I'll try and always

be good. "
D.

Questions aslced c a se by teacher.
0

How did you get along today? -- above result.

(1025) Then " I s there anything that troubles you?"

FORT HAYS KANSAS STATE COL.LEGE PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC

W
-----

case
A.

Teacher

Form 10.6
Report of Cathartic
Conference
Number 7

C-----

General trend of material presented by the case.
None of great consequence.

I think marbles, pets

and schoolmates--also his reading seem to interest
(1030 ) him most.

That was the general trend of his

conversation.
B.

General attitude of case during conference.
Very free and coimnunicative.

c.

Questions asked by case.
Especially about his school work.

( 1035)

my reading?

Better now than at first?

think I can write be ter now?

nDo you like
Don't you

1 1 11 try harder yet,"

and so forth.
D.
(1040)

Questions asked case by teacher.
tDo you like school?

Why? --answer--as change of

activity--play and work quite interesting.
like to read?

Do you

Write? 11 --and so on .

Other connnent.
Further conferences with W----- seem useless, I
(1045) think.

He seems to enjoy himself with his playmates

very much, also his tasks in school are undertaken
without reluctance .

He endeavors to do his best, and

he fairly succeeds.

A little encouragement spurs him

on, and acknowledging his work with some favor, grants
{1050) him the greatest pleasure.

I trust that I have been

of service to you .with W-----'s case.

May 12, 1937

c----K---------Miss

My dear Mis.s

c-----:

-Your replies, numbers six and seven, conferences
wit~
have been received.

w-----

As you have stated in your replies, it seems that
Your
work with this case has been very good and we extend
you our congratulations on your success.

(1055) there is no reason for further conferences.

We hope that the Clinic has been of some help to you
in handling this case and that we will be able to
(1060) assist you from time to time with various problems
which may arise in teaching.
Yours very truly,
Harry Mason
GraduatB Assistant

Material Supplementing Tea chers Guide
Experience in directing teachers in de a ling with
children who have need of catharti c conferences or other
a ctivity directed toward emotional c a tha rsis has shown some
of the d ifficulties which the y encounte r.

ve are listing

these difficulties, and making brief n ote s suggesting ways
in which they may b e met.

·vhere an apostroph~· ( 1 ) follows

the number heading the suggestion, this suggestion is one
whi ch comes from gener a l c linic a l experience and is thus
gener a lly accepted by clinic a l p sych olo g i s ts who dea l with
school childr en and their problems.

1here no speci a l no t ation

is shown, the material was g le aned from re port s of teachers
who were using the special f ol lo w-up service of the clinic
in carrying out catha rtic conferences.

1.

The condition of intoler ance or l ~c k of

understanding between child and teacher mani fe sted in her
r _e ference to the children as "onery brats 1' and their
repeatedl·y expressed hostility toward the te acher.

This

attitude may be attributed to v arious c ause s , m~d it is
probable that it has always existed, if not between ch ild
and teacher, between youth and age.

The te acher c an best

meet it by re-e~aluating the aims of teahcers, and see ing
her everyday problems in terms of serving the child's
best interests rather than in terms of running he r
schoolroom with a minimum of inconveniences to herself .
No teac her will consciously admi t that her t ea ching is

more influenced by the des ire to keep away from troubles ome
personal problems of her pupils than by the needs of these
pupils, but the evidence of her own mouth is turned
agains t her.

u outtit, in his recent book on clinical

psychology, s ays that in various studies, teachers ra t e a s
most serious t ho se conduct problems which most thre a ten
the peace of the classroom or the authori t y of t h e te acher,
while mental hygenis~s, n ot being h andic apped by the
necessity of kee ping an order~y clas sroom, c an see the
child's problems more cle arly, a nd rank as most i mportant
problems of shyness, seclusiveness, and othe rs i ndic ating
neuropathic states in the children.

A child who i s

quietly unhappy often presents gre a. ter dange r of serious
maladjustment than one who keeps the cl assroom i n an
uproar, yet he receives much less of the te a cher ' s
a ttention.

Doubt less, if mental hygenists were compelled

to t ea ch sch ool day afte r day , they would r ev ise estimates
of the seriousness of problems, but they would do it,
not as intelligent expe rts, but as j aded sch oolmarms.
The teacher must, in f a irness to t he child, cons i der h is
behavior, not as an i n sult to h e r authorit y , but a s a ctivity
which will build or break h i s characte r.

This is t h e

first step in tre ating ch ildren 's pers~nality prob lems;
yet it is probably the harde st to t ake.
2.

A tendency for the te a cher to make errors in

interpreting the thing s which a child s ays .

If he s ays,

aii 3

"I'm not afraid of the dark," the teacher assumed t hat he is
not afraid of the dark.
persona lity sc a l e makes .

This is the sort of error t hat the
It shows the condition of the

child's censorship of his i deas , n ot h is ide as and a ttitudes
themselves.

The circumst ances which l ed u p to t he _d is cus s ion

of fears of t he d ar k , the tone of voice of the reply, t he
general habits of t a lka ti veness or l ack cf express ion, t h e
tendency of the child _to compens a te for his difficulties or
to run away from them, all must be we i ghed before the true
signific ance of his reply to such a simple question c an be
ascert_ained.

THE TEJ.CHER MUST CONS IDER THE CHIID 1 S STORY

SYMPATHET ICPLLY

ND SERIOUSLY, YET SHE MUST REi LI ZE THAT

I T REVEALS LITTLE ABOUT HI S PERS ONALI rY WI THOUT SOME
1

I NTERPR~TJ TION.
3. I n the c a t hartic conf erence, t h e child must
convince h imself.

This takes time and make s d ida ctic

procedures d an gerous.

The ch ild cannot a l ways f a ce h is

problems i mmediately.

The teacher must nev e r take the

attitude of preach ing or moralizing i n the cathartic
conference.

Its purpose is to aid t h e ch ild in re organizing

his fundament a l motives of life; this c annot be done
through mere le arning of mor a l princi p l~s.

Th is principle

of personality is well illustrated in the lives of adults.
There are few persons who do not possess the logical a cuity
necessary to fi gure out what is the proper course of conduct
in most situa tions.
their heads".

Yet they often act without "using

A' minister may pre a ch for years to a boy,

trying to get him to stop smoking, yet the boy, admitting
all the minister's arguments, keeps on smoking.
decides. to make t he football team.

He is not particularly

clever, and knows he will need al l h is strength.
smoking spontaneously.

Why?

Then he
He quits

S i mpl y because his b a sic

motives are changed ~
"CONVINC I NG THE CHILDn I S USUALLY A

ASTE OF EFFORT.

HE

MUST, THROUGH IvI KI NG HI S O ~'N I DEAS MORE DEF I NI TE , CHANGE
THE ~FOTIVES OF HI S LIFE . THE TEACHER Iv1 \ Y HELP HD~ FORMULATE
HIS I DEALS , BUT SHE CANN OT HAND THEM TO HI M REl-IDYMADE .

4.

Some personalities, because their centr a l cores

are strong in rel ati on to prob lems they f a ce, c an reorg anize
their lives quite re adily - othe rs need to t ake a slow
course of f acing t he ir prob l ems , and their adjus tment
t ake s a gre at deal of time .

These less strong persona liti e s

will tax the teacher 1 s emotional strength, and require a
great deal of "le aning " on the teacher .
5.

Ordina ily, it is e a sier to he l p the child to

build h imself up t han to change the world in which he lives.
Even t h ough a ch ild's home is poor, it is quite li kely the
_best one for h i m, bec ause of the difficulties which would
beset a change.

Often a te a cher , li stening to a child's

sad story, will be fille d with ri ghte ous i ndi gnat i on, and fee l
that something mus t b e d one a b oUt J.·t •

There are some situa tions

where t h is is true, but the teacher must ob s erve the c auti on
under (2) above, an d b e Sur

,:::,,v

that she is vie wing the s ituati on

objectively, rather than as the chi ld' s n arr ative has colored
it.

Even if there are minor inequa lities which work aga inst

the child, he mus t never be encou~·aged to indulge in selfpity.

If the teacher pities him inw a rdly, she will be likely

to generat e self-pity in the child.
6.

Teachers lack interpretive skill.

Everything the

child says illustra tes h is inner conflicts in some way .
This material cannot be pr operly rela ted to the problems of
the child I s life unless it is systematiz_e d in some way .

For

this reason, the teacher should be more or les s acqu ainted
with various systems of psychol ogy .

While each system h a s

its advocates, any one of them i s a s omewhat well thought out
descp i ption of behavior.

I t may n ot fit a ll parts of the

child 1 s behavior, but it will help one to keep oriented
toward the main consider at.i ons in the child I s problems.

A

thorough study of the follo wing s ys tems of psychology is
desirable .

1.

Psychoanalytic psycho lo gy ; this g ives one

system of or ganiz at ion for drives within the personality , and
whi le it does not fit all behavio1•, it gives a workable
picture of the strivings of life a nd the interrelation
b.etween conflicting desires .

2.

Functiona l psychology; this

system stresses the developmental aspect s of the child's
behavior.

3.

Gestalt psychology; while this sc~ool of

psybhology is not too well develpped in the field of pel." s onality
problems, it a ccustoms one to looking at a personality as a
pattern of a ctivities, the essential re ality of which is in

V. ...L.J..

the whole, rather than ±n any of its parts .

V

Vhether or n ot

this i s true in the philosophical sense ., this concept i s
useful in dealing wi~h personality problems .
Wh en the teacher is unab l e to make i nterpretations of
the child 's conv ersation, one of the follo wing things is
usually i ndicat e d.
1.

The teacher is unable to interpret the mate ri a l

presented ., a lthough it indicates the child ' s way of thinking
to a marked degree if the proper interpretation is put upon it.
2,

The ch ild is talking of n onessen tials, evading h is

prob lems.

Sometimes one mus t allo w the chi l d to do this ,

because he c annot face h is own problems at the time .
3.

A cert ain level of adjustment i s rea ched , and

further discovery conc erning t he child ' s personality is
dependent upon further probing .

If the teacher is ab le t o

undert ake the t ask., and the child shows the necesse.ry ab ility ,
she may probe more deeply and encourage adjustment upon a
hi gher level of integr ati on i n to the so ci a l mi lieu .

If it is

probable that the child cannot organi ze life suc cessfully at
_a h i gher level , the present l eve l of life must be accepted .
Th is can be illustrated by an i maginar y case .

John h as

been quite afraid of life, of the dark , and of t h i ngs i n
general.

Tb.rough catharsis he has formulated h is motives and

found the basis for h is fears .
fe ar .

Now he faces life wi thout

He is oriented toward society quite se l fishly , howev er .

As one mi ght say , he cannot see beyond the end of h is own
n o se .

Should h i s teacher urge him to probe more deeply than

that into his motives and find out why he canno t trust his
whole fate to society, now that his physical fears are gone?
If John has a great deal of intelligence and ability to feel
himself into social situations, this is the indicated course ,
but if his social intelligence is limited, further probing
would be likely to result in anxiety

~D

discouragement, and

might bring on a return of his old problems.
7.

Teacher benefits - child suffers .

Sometimes the

teacher feels too much responsibili ty for conferences and
the child's recovery; this is usua lly an indication that she
is unconsciously using the conferences to solve her own problems rather than those of the child.
do one thing at a time effectively.

Most of us can only
When the teacher finds

herself depending upon c o ferences with the child for some
satisfaction, she should seek catharsis for herse l f , with
someone to whom she does not stand as teacher.

THE TEACJ:iER MUST HAVE AN ADEQUATE EMOTIONAL LIFE IN ORDER
THAT SHE WILL BE ABLE TO STAND THE STRAI N OF THE CHILD*S
TROUBLES.

ADEQUATE EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION ALS O ENABLES HER

TO UNDERSTAND THE CHILD'S PROBLEMS WITH BETTER INSIGHT.

s.

Often teachers fear that they will not be ab le to

maintain discipline while giving a child special treatment
of this sort.

Being disciplinarian and confidant at the

same time is a test of the teacher's ability to face conduct
problems objectively and impersonally.

Although some few

cases may present difficul~ies due to the lack of strength

in the child's personality, failure to maintain discipline
while being the child's confidant is ordinarily evidence tro.t
discipline has been upon a superficial basis.

iJha t The Studen t Is To Do
1.

Fill out a s h ort b l ank g i ving det a i l s conc ern i ng her

te a ch i ng expe rien c e an d amount of tra i n i ng in pra ct i ce
teaching and te ach ers' training cour s es .
2.

Study t he book l e t whi ch has be en v1ri t ten to gui de t each ers

in h olding c a tha rtic confe r e n ces, togethe r with suppl ement ary
ma teri a l which will be furn i shed .
3.

Secure a ch ild wh o is be t we en t h e a ges of s i x an d

t h irteen, bri ng him t o t h e of f i ces of t h e ps ycho l ogic a l
clin ic at a time conveni ent to her s ch edule and h ol d
conference with h i m in which she a ttempt s to ge t h i m to t e ll
a s much a s po ss i b l e ab out h i s persona l i ty · and i n wh ich she
a ttempts to i nt erpre t t h is. materi a l .
4.

Afte r e ach c9nfe rence, arrange wi t h t he ch ild fo r the

next, write .up a narrat i ve r e por t of the s e ss ion with a
te nt ative pro gram fo r t he n ext con f er en ce , s t udy t he
experimente r's criticism of t he first con fere nce, and r epl an
t h e procedure fo r t he ne xt co nference wi t h t h i s critici sm i n
mi nd .

Ordinarily t h ree conferen ce s of t we nty t o t hi rty

minutes dur a tion should be held with e a ch c h i l d .

PERSONAL .DATA
Name ___________ Sex ________ Age
Number of ye ars te a ch ing experience
NUJnber of c ol le ge hours i n methods c ourses
Number of c olle ge hours in pract ic e teaching or te a chers '
training
Do you li ke te ach ing ?

If you hav.e not taught , do

you expect to ente r te ach i ng as a profes s ion ?

Teacher's Repo rt of Conference

1.

Narrative Description of Conference.

2.

What significant things were reve a led ?

Why do

J OU

the child revealed them?

3.

Outline your plan for _your next conference.

4.

Vha t does this conference indicate as the most
signific ant conside rations in teaching this child?

think

Check Li st for Mechani cs of Con f erence
1.

Questioning too b lunt ____________ xx xx x

2.

Attitude too tense ______________ xx xx x

3.

Suggests answers to ch i ld __________ xx xx x

4.

Brings out censorshi p rather than rea l
feeli ngs - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- XX XX X

5.

Doe s not direct conversation to signif ic ant
materia l ____________________ xx xx x

6.

La c k of organiz a tion of conference-p l an

7.

Passes up points whi ch should be follo wed

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

s.

Miscell aneous Criticism:

xx xx x

PERSONAL DATA

Name
Number

Sex

Te acher 1

or

F ema l e

year s teaching experience

Age

23

1

Numb er of co llege hours i n methods courses

6

Number of c ollege hour s in practice teaching or teachers 1
( 5)

t r ai ning

•
8
-----

Do you like teaching ?

Yes

If you have not taught , do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

------- ------------Des cription of Case

Th :isg~r l of s i x yea.rs presented a great deal of
materi al.

She was willing to cooperate and tol d stories

(10) at gre a t l ength.

There was a hi ghl y structured fantacy

system evident i n her tal k , but the conf l icts and
frust rati on s upon which it was built were not brought
out .

aii 14

Report on first conference: Teacher 1.

S-----

seemed to me rather unusual in her ability in

(15) carrying on a conversation.

She needed only a suggest-

ion in order to have a story or incident to tell. She
didn't seem backward or shy in the least.

(20)

~he told a

story that was told to her last winter.

She seemed to

remember the character and story well.

She was rather

practical in her reasonings.
went to the moon and

S-----

In the story the children
suggested that perhaps

there was a high hill that looked like it touched the
moon.

She said she liked fairy tales.

When asked to tell about herself she said she was good

(25) half the time and bad the rest of the time.

She com-

pared the week to a che ckerboard and she drew a checkerboard on the table using each square to represent a day .
When asked what she thought other children thought
about her, S - ---- said that they might say she was nice .
(30)

This was the only answer given to this question.

She

seemed to have no reason for her statement.
She did not sit still during the conference , although
she did not leave her chair.

This might have been be -

cause of her age or the strangeness of the situation.
(35) This was the only evidence she gave of being ill at

ease.
She has a baby brother.

She sleeps by herself.

said that they used to dream .

She

When she would wake, she

would get in bed with her parents.

She said she wasn't

{40) afraid of the dark.
She seemed to be a normal child except in her ability
in relating past events.

She likes school and wishes

she were there this summer.
Some things I would like to know if her restlessness was
(45) due to the situation or is a characteristic of her.

I

would like to know if her talking is done to assert
leadership.

I would like to know how she gets along

with her playmates and why she wishes she were in school
this surmner.

These are some of the things I would lire

(50) to find out.
She likes action games and too much play might cause her
restlessness.

I wonder if she is interested in drawi~.

Her drawing of the checke rboard would seem to indicate
this.

I would want to help her so that her talking

(55) would be an asset and not a liability.
know why she likes fairy stories.

I would like to

C~1ticism of first conference:

Teacher 1.

6/16/37

Mechanics of the conference:
The beginning of the conference was a bit too abrupt,
although this had little effect upon this child.

It was

(60) probably we ll to let her talk a great deal without
interrupting.

One would probably have to be qu ite careful

about using direct questions i n this c ase if there were
some quite definite problem in the child's thinking.
Significant material:
( 65) The child is a bit overactive - has very vivid imagery,
evidently, and can tell a story well.

She seems very

cooperative and wil ling to do activity suggested by others.
Her fearful dreams, from which she took her mind away
volunt ari ly, may show that her ego or central character
(70) is gaining strength, t hough the y also suggest compulsive
me chanisms.
Her ability to diagram things, shown by her idea of telling
how she was good one day and bad the next, shows some
power of abstraction.

This, coupled with her active

(75) imagination, would make one loo k for a slight compulsive
tendency.
Suggestions for next conference:
Examine moods, disappointments - find out what she feels
sorry about, if she ever feels quilty.
(80) Treatment from indications of this conference: .
She will probably have to be supervised to keep her from

being too active and becoming too excited.

Should be

given opportunities to use her symbolic powers , that is,
to construct systems in which one thing stands for ano ther.
( 85) r,[ill prob ably respond well t'? affection.

Imag inative

activity should be developed, but related to everyday
activity to keep her from getting too much satisfaction
from fantasy rather than from play with others.
Next conference - additional:
(90) Ask if she has thoughts that go over and over in he r mi nd ;
also, if there are some things which must be done just so .

Report of second conference:

Teacher 1.

Narrative description of conference:
1.

The conference seemed to drag.

S---~- was not nearly

as restless as she was before, but neither was she as
(95)

talkative as she was during the first conference.

We

talked about some of the things she was doing this
summer.

She responded very briefly to direct questions.

I don't believe this one was effective as the first
one.

I wa s more confide nt this time but I didn ' t

(100) very much this time.

learn

Perhaps it wa s due to over-

confidence on my part.
2.

s-----

seems to have fe ar of high places as revealed

by her telling how high she li ked to swing.
not seem to feel sorry when she was naughty .
(105) art - or ratber she likes to draw.

She did
She likes

She told about a

poster she made at Easter time.

3.

I would like to find out if she would want thing s

just so.
4.

I think art should be included in child's school

(110) and home life.

She should be encouraged in this.

I

think her activities should be supervised perhaps in
a daily schedule.

Critic ism of second conference: Teacher 1 .

6/23/37

- Mechanic s o~ the c onference:
The child was at ease , and talked freely , but there
(115) s eemed to be l ittle effort upon the part of the

t e acher to direct the conversation toward sub -j ects
which would gi ve some ins i ght into the structure of the
per s onali ty .
bl unt .

The few attempts at questions were too

It is too much to expect a small child to re-

( 120) spond inte lligently to a question such as, "Why do we

do t hings we shouldn ' t ?"

A

better formulation would

be , "V'fuen do you u suall y have to be corrected?n

"What

do you usually do that mother ha s to correct you for?"
Any show of emotion suggests to the child that some
( 125) speci al at titude shou d be taken toward the conference .
Laughing often t ends to put the conversation upon a
superfici al plane and argues against catharsis of
emot i ons .
Significant materi a l : _
(130) The answer that misbehavior was

0

Just a habit" indicates

something of confli ct in the child ' s life, though it
may not be i ntense .
Th i s t eacher seems to have no conception of what she
want s to know from the child, not how she may find it
(135) out.

PERS ONAL DATA
Teacher 2
Sex
Male
Age
28
----------·
------------Number of years teaching experience
6
----------

Nrune

8
------

Number of college hours in methods courses

Number of college hours in practice teaching or teachers'
(5)

training

120

•

Do you like teaching?

Yes
-----

If you have not taught , do you expect to enter teaching as a profession?

------------------

De scription of case
This boy was nine years old , and very apathetic in his
reactions .
(10)

Almost everything he said indicated a calm

resignation to the more active wills of others .
was litt le evidence of unhappiness .

There

The child had a

great deal of trouble in grasping any ideas which were
the l east bit abstract , and later had diffic ulty in
assembling some pe~formance - test formboards in the
(15)

outer room.

It was hoped that something of the nature

of his frustrat ions could be discovered in another
conference, but his illness prevented this .

A general

appearance of apathy , together with anamolous distri bution of fat suggested a glandular pathology .

Report of first conference:

Teacher 2 .

(20) The subject of my conference was G-- --- , aged 9 .

very

little difficulty was experienced in getting him to
talk.

He began with a neighbor lady , but he propo sed

that he was entirely innocent of any wrong - doing .

He

doesn ' t like fights and makes it a point to get away
( 25) from them .
en him.

He loves to swing and height does not fright-

He objected to the fact the children occasion-

ally make use of his wagon when he is away at school .
His mother forgets to take the wagon in.

He likes to

play alone with his wagon because in thi s way he gets
(30) more rides .

When his brother is with him , he usually

lets him have the l arger share of the rides , because he
doesn't like to quarrel.

Winter school is a bore to

him because he doesn•t like ar ithmetic, but since summer school requires him to work no arithmetic he enjoys
(35) that .

He seems to have quite an interest in earning

money.

He would buy a car for his father and a bicyc le

f or himself.

When he grows up he would like to drive

either a bus or a gas truck .

Between the two he would

choose the bus because there isn ' t the danger of an ex(40) plosion .
I think the conference shows t hat G-- --- is probably a
little selfish, especially as regards his wagon .

Evi -

dently he avoids quarre ll s , rather letting other people
dominate in order to maintain peace .

It seems that he

- (-45) has a feeling tha t he is inadequate in some of his school

subjects, n otab l y i n ari tbme t-ic.

It seems fur•ther that

G----..- does not poss-ess a v er y dete rmi ned r es olve t oward

some things , es peci a lly towar d attac k i ng such d iffi cu l t i e s
as arithmetic.

Since he a l s o showe d a r elu ct ance toviar d

(50) driving a ga s truck, with which a ce r ta i n amount of

danger is con.riected, it seems t hat he mi ght be af ra i d
to tackle t h ings whic h a ppe ar dange r ous and difficult.
Since the b oy sh owed har d l y any hes it ancy in te lling h i s
story it is prob ab le t h a t h e i s a lre ady beginning t o
(55) realize h is shortcoming s and i s look i ng forward to ha ving

them elimi na t ed .

I .b eli e ve he des i res help and advise .

In my next con f ere nce I shou l d like t o have h i m te l l me
more ab out his d islike f or arithmet ic.

I n genera l I am

eager to know mor e about t he mot ives for s ome of h i s _
( 60) answers in t he f il'• s t conferenc e .

I wou ld like h i s

troubles to appear more v ivid l y before him and have him
reali z e that it is i mpor t ant fo r him to be more courageous .

If G----- were a pupil in my sc hool, I think I should
try to be an encou~agement t o him .

I should probab l y

(65) ask h i m to take over ce r tain dut i es and make as signment s

in his le s son whic h would h elp to es t ablish se lfconfidence in h im, bec au s e· it se ems t o me that he has
never experienced a gr eat dea l of succe ss in h i s lit t l e
life.

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 2.

6/17/37

(70) Mechanics of the conference:
Mechanics were good.

The child talked we ll, and the

conversation was guided by the te acher without inhibiting
the boy's responses.

The fir st question was somewhat

~lun-t, but it is desirable to make the purpose a s clear
(75) as possible without frightening the child .

Some other

children mi ght not be approached quite so abruptly .
Significant material:
The boy esc apes or

11

wilts 11 at almost every occasion.

His ideas of being dominant are all in the f ar -off future.
(80) Suggestions for next conference :

Follow up choice of playmates, see if he prefers smaller
children always, see if he wil l admit to himself that he
doesn't get along well wi t h boys his own age .

nother

question worth investigating may be his feeling for hi gh
(85) things, such as ferris- whee l s , etc.; are these compensatory

fantasies, or does he actually li ke to go up in them?
How much does he fant a sy and h ow much does he a ctually
do?
Treatment suggestions based upon acqua int ance thus f ar:
(90) Get the child into some activity in which he c an ach ieve.
He is b adly

11

backed out" of things now.

Compet ition with

others who are more clever should be avoide d , and a
gre at deal of reassurance g iven when t asks are done well.
- Active attempts at socialization should be defe rre d

(95) until the child has more confidence.

A thorough

physical examination with check upon diet is also
indicated.

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 2.

Has fights sometimes; escapes usually, doesn't stand.
Otber boys get his wagon.
tlOO) Retr•eats always, it seems.
Looks to compensate when grown up by driving bus or
truck.
Afraid of gas trucks exploding.
If I'd get started, I 1 d make lots of money.
(105) Are there disappointments in school?
Doe sn I t like winter school, especially arithmetic.
strength-hypochon and s elf pity, and day dre ams.
Child likes ferris-wheel and big machinery.
Has big ideas, but saves t h em until

11

I get bigger 11 •

CA.L.L

t::.U

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 3
Sex
-----------

Female

22 -7

---------in methods courses
6

Number of years teaching experience
Number of college hours

Age
4

------

Nunlber of college hours in practice teaching or
(5)

teachers' training

5

•

Do you like teaching~s

If you have not taught do you expect to enter teaching

--------------------

as a profession?

Description of case
This six year old boy was more than willing to cooperate
by taking part in the conversation.

He asked almost as

(10) many questions as he answered, and gave his story with
a great deal of candor.

He seemed to feel no apprehen-

sion and enjoyed his two conference s imrnensely.

A great

deal of father-identification was evident, but it seemed to cause no great conflict .

Report of first conference:

Teacher 3.

(15) The conversation held Saturday afternoon with P----six ye ar old boy, seemed to be rather successful.
became acquainted easily.

We

He answered questions re adi-

ly, and was very curious about the sham window and my
work.

P----- did not seem to have anything that

(20) bothered him greatly.

He seems to get along we ll with

his friends, large and small.
minded for a child of his age .
a golf enthusiast.

He is very "sports"
Evidently his father i s

College boys have influenced him as

to football, basketball, baseball and tennis.

His

(25) mother wants him to be a doctor, but he wishes to go to
Chicago to be in the large ball clubs.

He doesn't like

to be idle and has decided that he needs to learn to
do other things because ball players aren 't busy all
the time.

He says he doesn't like to go to school but

(30) thinks he needs to go to college so that he can practice
sports .

He mentioned that he might like to be a priest ,

and that his mother wanted him to go to Bible School
this summer.

He doesn 't object to that .

He sleeps alone and does not seem afraid of the dark.
(35) He told one of his dreams about a huge bird with a
ruler in it 1 s claw.

It chased P----- and his sister

out of the bedroom and tried to scratch and hit them.
He said it always seemed to be after them and they
couldn't get away.

It may be that he had seen the

(40) N.R.A. sign before then or it might be a carry over
that he was afraid someone might punish him.
I plan to meet with

P-----

sometime next Thursday.

I

would like to ask him more about his dreams to see if
he often has dreams of "something after him".

I think

(45) it would be well to talk more about school, and find
out reasons why he doesn't like it and see if we can't
help him to see that he should like school, for the
reason that it would help him to go furthe r in the
world of tomorrow.

I would like to be able to help him

(50) see that he want.s to go ··to school to read and learn
what other things are happening in the world .

How I

will do this I don't exactly lmow at present, but I
want him to come to t he conclusion by himself.

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 3.

6/12/37

Mechanics of the conference:
(55) Mechanics were generally very good .

The child sat

naturally, the teacher well relaxed.

Qu~stioning began

with c asua l inquiry about play-interests, led gradually
up to more si gnific ant thi ngs, such as others' attitudes
toward the child, dreams , etc.

Spontaneous interest

(60) and curiosity of the child were we ll used .
Material presented which may be significant:
Probably the ·greatest motivation in this child is
father-ident ific ation .

Golf sticks, pride in possession

of a stick which his daddy cut off for him, all were
(65) prominent as satisfactions.
11

The casua l remark that

The1"e was too much food at the picnic" would indicate

that there is some mother -censorship operating, especially
since the child di d not get sick on this occasion .
Parental pride is probably a motivating force of some
(70) importance.

The child's remark, "I know every !)eople

in our block, 11 sugge s t s mo1"e reflection of parental pride
than actual e got1.sm.. The f act that the child lmows all
the arrangements for the next year ' s school working
schedule suggests t hat he may fear the testing which it
(75) will involve, to a certain extent.

This would not be

so notic eable were it not for the fact that the child is
quite curious.

This l ast , however , is probably only a

reflection of t he attitude of the group with which the

child associates, and may not be deep-seated in his own
(80) consciousness.

From his generally curious attitude, it

would seem that curiosity can be well used as motivation
for school work .
Attitude of insecurity:
1.
(85) 2.
3.

The child thinks next year at school will be harder.
Appeals to teacher when others do not play f airly .
Speak,s of

11

pinching people and making them pay fines 11

when he is a traffic cop.
4.

Dreams contain such fearful elements as Indians

shooting, dust storms, big birds which chase or drive
( 90} t he child.
5.

Possessions play a great part in the child's talke

Probably there is no pathological condition associated
with any of the things po inted out above, but they give
some idea of the probable mechanisms _underlying this
(95) child's expression in the conference.

VJhile they do

not suggest a special program for the child, they do
suggest some ways in which this personality can be
reached, a nd some expl anation of any behavior which
might arise in the schoolroom or elsewhere.
(100) Suggestions for next conference:
Investigate sources of personal secui ity more fully,
1

find out if he is more insecure a t home, on the playground, in school.

Does he feel that assignments are

likely to be unreasonable?

Is his sadism directed

(105) against his own persecutors, or is it only a surface
reflection of the family attitude; in either case it
would be important to the teacher.
behind the dream of a big bird?

What was the emotion

This mi gh~ bes t be

done by referring to elements in the dream, rather than

( 110) a.bout the dl"eam itself.

You might say, "Did anyone

ever• slap your hand with a rule1~? 11
they would? 11

11

Vere you afraid

"Diel you feel badly?" etc.

If the child I s

attitude permits, you might begin exploration of his
moods, imaginings, fantasies, and disappointments,

(115) remembering that one must proceed slowly a t such work.
Suggestions for treatment if no further conferences

were held:
Use the child's natural curi osity more in motivating
school work.

Try to build up confidence in achievement.

(120) Self-confidence should go hand in hand with development
of confidence in others.
Avoid fear of future, and build an attitude of facing
the future as a source of intere sting adventure.

Teach,

not too directly, that there is more satisfac tion in

(125) aqhieving with ot~ers than in achieving dominance over
them.

"After all, why not make people pay fines?"

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 3.

The child was seated with back to light.
Converss.tion was begun in a casual tone.
"We· play at school."
( 130) ''What do you do?"
Seems to fear next year's school subjects somewhat .
Knows details of next year's school day.
Child asks teacher if she heard the rain last night,
saw it in the streets.
( 135) t'Do you get along well with other children?"
"What do you do when they are unfair? 0
Just tell teacher.
Spontaneous -"We had a picnic on the l ast day of
school.

We had too much to eat."

(140) Quiet about sports, etc .
What do others think of you?
"I had to sit on the back fender."
"What do big folks think of you?"
"Do you like to be with them?"
(145) Child seems to ge t much security from possessions.
Daddy cut off a golf'-stick for me.u

11

"Do you forget where ypu put toys?"
Talks of college -asperations toward sports, etc .
Have to learn many things.

(teacher)

(150) "What are the figures Oil the SO!'een?U

"Boys play baseball and basketball in college."

!!What do you want to be?"
"A .traffic cop or someone. ti
"Why?"

( 155) "So I can make

I

em pay fines."

Like to go to bed by yourself?
Do you have to go to bed by yourself?
What do you think of?
Do you dream?
(160) What about?

Indians - shot - dust storm come up.
"Did they chase you?"

"Others?tt
"Big bird with big bill. "
(165) Bird pinched - hit wi t h ruler.
"Are you in college?n

(child)

"I teach in winter - come here in summer. 0
"Don I t you go to Picken?n

(child)

"Mamma will send me to Bible school."
( 170) "Do you like Bible school ? 11

nDo other children go? "
"I know every people in my block."

Outline of activities for second conference (presented
by teacher before the conference):

r.

Educational Ambitions:
1.

How far do you want to go to school?

(grade

school, high school, college)

(175)
2.

Don't you like to go to school, or are some
things too hard?

3.

Was it hard to get your lessons last winter?
(each year older and so not h ard)

(180)

4.

\I\Jhat do you like best in school?

5.

What things did you find out about in school?

6.

Do you h ave any ide a what you wi ll have to
find out next year?

II. Insecurity :
1.

(185)

Did anyone eve r slap your hand with a ruler?
If so, why?

2.

Were you afraid they would?

3.

Did you feel b adly?

4.

What things are you most afraid of?

(190)

(People,

God, parents, anima ls, storms)
III.

Home Influence:
1.

Does your daddy play with you?

2.

Do you like for him to?

3.

Do you like to go ar•ound with daddy whi le he
works?

( 195)
4.

Does your mother play wi th you?

5.

Do you have a "big time" together?

6.

Do you have picnics?

h at do you eat?

Are

they all good for you?
(200) Most probably these will be too many questions for one
conference, but they can be used in the next conference.

..--

Report of second conference:

Teacher 3.

P----- came to the college and met me at the Lily
Pool.

He hold me that he could hardly remember whe ther

he would know me or not .

We had a very good visit but

{ 205) P----- did not seem to have quite so much to talk 8b out
this time.
I asked most of the questions in the outline .

I found

that he doesn't dislike school as much as I had gathe~ed
at first~ · He doesn't seem to be afraid

of punishment .

{ 210) He idolizes his parents, evidently they make muoh of hi. m.

I believe he is t4e only boy in the family. .. He is
quite used to conversation with grown folks.

He is

ve1--y imaginative and is afraid of animals and cops as
in story books or movies.
{215) to be a priest.

His desire seems quite strong

I do not believe this is because of

any fe ars but probably caused by his mother's opinion.
I plan to have one more conference the middle of the
week after• next.

Criticism of second conference:

Teacher 3.

6/15/37

Mechanics of the conference:
(220) Mechanics were again very good .

Questions were spaced

to take advantage of conversation in progress.
Significant material:
There seems to be some fears which , although they do
not amount to terrors, may later influence his choices.
(225) The fears of .animals might be learned from "T all tales" .

The fear of roofs falling may indicate some distrust of
the world in general.

The motivation toward being _a

priest may give rise to some fee ling of i _n securi ty,
although this is unlikely.

Cl.LJ.

VO

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Sex

Teacher 4

Female

Age

Number of years of teaching experience
Number of' college hours in methods courses

19
0
0

Number of college hours in practice teaching or
(5)

teachers' training

O'

• Do you like teaching ? No

If you have not taught, do you expe ct t o e nte r teachNo
-----------------

ing as a prof ession?

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 4 .

6/23 /37

Mechanics of the conference:
Mechanics were qu ite good.

(10) responded well.

The ch ild was at ease , and

A number of le ads we r e brought up vn~ich

might h ave been followed for fu~ther materi al, but if
these are remembered, it is often better to bri ng them
up during the second confere nce t han to pr e judi ce t he
chance of a good start.

(15) Significant ma teri a l:
There i s some evidence of a trend t owar d re tre at from
evil tendencies.

Points which support t h is are :

child does not like boys.
naughty and rough.

The

She indicated t hat they were

In her dre ams, she is s truggling t o

( 20) escape ·fro:rn some sort of dominati on, a lthough her actions
would lead one to expect a pers onal i ty wh ich domi nate s
others her size.

The dre ams of Santa spanking the

children also follow in this line.

The t al k about the

cut on her he ad may be signif ic ant of hyste1~ical or
(25) narcisarstic tendencies.
There is a defini t e r e si s t ance to war d authority .

The

ch ild's ideal of becoming a te acher is qui te def inite ,
and is probably consciou sly as soci ate d wi t h a des ire t o
make others do things r at her t han to be made to do them
(30) herself.

This sadi stic tendency is ~l so shown by her

evident delight in telling of t h e de pre dations and
punishments of hel" playma te s .

J e alous l y in t he matter

of playing with her big doll is also a part of this

picture.

Further inquiry should be directed toward

(35) finding out the basis of this jealousy.
When mother and others go to town, the child does not
seem to miss t hem, but is actually glad to have them
gone•

1·

hat sort of pleasure does she ge t from her play

with her brother?

Vhat sort of things do they do ?

(40) Questioning concerning this may have to be delicate and
well planned so as not to discourage t he chi ld in further
catharsis.
Suggestions for next conference:
Keep conversation as free as possible, but begin to
(45) guide it toward answers to the questions suggested above .
This can be done without a great deal of direct questioning .
For example, in exploring the reasons for the child's
dislike

o·r

boys, you mi ght ask,

is naughty?"

11

What do boys do tha t

If this leads to some reply, to on to

(50) find out as much as possible about the child 1 s attitude
toward boys.

If a great deal of resist ance is encountered

you may go to some other topic, or let convers ation
drift for a time and then take up one of the other
significant trends.
(55) Treatment suggested from acquaintance gained so f ar :
Dislike of school can be overcome by making a genuine
appeal to the child's interests, and avoiding giving
orders which will arouse antago.nism, working up to the

more odious tasks after a feeling of loyalty to the
(60) school has been built up .

Her sadistic tendency, since

it does not seem to be too intense, might be h andled by
encouraging her to learn things so that she could direct
the others in doing them.

After a certain amount of

activity had been built up around these t h ings , t he
(65) sadistic tendency should be dissipated, bu t if it
persists one should investigate the possibility of a
need for more adequate sex information, or for repressed
feelings of desire of a mor e or less

11

brutal 11 sort.

Notes - first conference:

Te acher 4.

"I don't like boys!"
(70) Child wants to be a teacher, to teach children and tell
them what to do.
Sister in a hospital.
Ch ild told of a cut on her he ad - te a cher did not follo w
t his up for hypochon-driachal attitudes.
(75) Dreams of struggle to get out.

(n ot follo we d )

S anta spanked sister and bro t her - they were nau ghty .
Jealous of playthings.
Has doll that wets pant s .
Boy throws doll do wn.
(80)

11

A boy got into fi ght with us. 11

Talks of other's depreda t i ons a gre at de a l.
Other girl pulled hair - got licking.
Other g irl pulled sister's h air ( how di d you f ee l)
Child likes to be at home alone with her brother .
( 85) "Grandma and Grandad had a golden wedding anni ver. sar y . ir
They got hundred dollars - we just gave them fi ve.
"I don't like to deb t h ings, I li ke t o make ot he r peo ple
do things."
Doesn't like to go to school, but would li ke to be
(90) teac her.
"I don't draw so good."
. I don I t have to ·study hard - I will when I get big •
C-hild likes spelling , doesn't like other subject s .
Child doesn't like to study about birds.

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 5

Sex

Male

Number of years teaching experience

Age

22

0

Number of college hours in methods courses

2

Numbe r of colle ge h our s in practice teaching or
(5)

teachers' tra ining

•
5
----

Do you like teaching?

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

Yes
Description of c ase

This boy of eleven years used s wearing and obscenity
with satisfa ction, and took a great deal of pains to
(10) distinguish himself as a ngood guyu from "some guys 11 •
He told a great deal about gang activity and uncovered
a great deal of material about others, s~~ming to becon-e
secure. as he made the status of h is companions more
uncertain.

After the first conference, it was very hard

(15) to contact him for another, and nothing more t han
superficial work could be done at the second me eting .

Report of first conference:

Teacher 5.

The child which I interviewed was a boy of eleven years .
He is the youngest chi ld i n a f amily of five.

The

father is a laborer of none too well means .

(20) I attempted to become acquainted with t he b oy on our way
to the clinic and to ~stablish a friendly rel ation
between the two of us.
In the intervi ewing room, I tried t o get him to re l ax
and also did what I could to re l ax mJ'-se lf.

I ·fe 1 t

(25) awkward trying to get t h e convers ation started but -it

wa~ n't long until t h e boy did virtually all t he talking
and often afte r a momentary pause, h e would continue
without any urging .

I closed the interview at what I

considered the mo st opportune moment.
(30) at t he screen a s if he t hought

He often glanced

s omeone was li stening

in.
There were several significant things reveal ed at this
conference.

The boy is regarded quite highly by his

associates, ·at least they res pect h i s phys ic al prowess .
( 35) In the home
mother.

he

is li ked more by the· f ather than the

He is trusted by his parents in t he matter of

pi.i.rchasing arti?les.

Th~ pl.a y of the group i s l ar gely

random play which often gets the group into troub le
when someth ing is missing .

I t seems as if t here are

(40) some of the group who wish to shift t h e blame onto
others.

The boy se emed to have a fine sense of justice .

'M ost of the above statements are a result of t h e boy ' s
explanation or every day events.

As f ar as h i s own

position is concerned, I believe he told of it be c ause
( 45) he is p1•oud of h is position.

At the next conference I am pl anning to cont i nue the
discussion on the s ubjec t s pers ona l or i ent at i on and
absorption by fuiother pers on .

I plan to g o i nto great er

det ail and a ttempt to guide the discu s s i on more e f fe ctively .
(50) Of

COUl" S e

t he criticism which I will re c eive vli ll a lso

govern the procedure of the n ext conference.

This child

is well-r oun de d chi l d of average abi li ty , if not above
par.

The only reas on he doesn ' t l ike schoo l is because

he didn 't like h i s l as t t eacher as we ll as he did hi s
(55) former ones.

of equipment.

Hi s play i s handi c apped because of lack
He is a l so not in the best of environment .

In te aching t h i s boy I would t r y to keep h i m interested
with s peci a l empha sis on supervised activity after
re gular study h ours and pl ay with chi l dren of his own
( 60) age.

Critic ism of first conference:

Teacher 5 .

6/17 /37

Mechanics of the confer ence:
The .attitude was good.

A formal attitude would shut

this boy up, I be l ie ve.

The convers ation might have

been directed toward more significant material , though
(65) one must av oid the i dea of probing too much .

Whi le you

asked him a gre at many pointed questions to whic h he
replied readily, you would have g otten more signific.~nt
materi al by probing for his att itudes toward the activities
h e mentioned, rather than getting simpl y what he does ·
(70) and h ow he spends his time .
Significant materi al:
The child excus es h imself for plundering with his boyhood
gang .

The f act that his brother sleeps by the w~ndow,

that he ( himself) has to be helped out in fights , and
(75) other expressi ons indicate that he may feel somewhat
beaten .

Securi ty seems to come from being clever enough

to escape puni shment than for achievement or love .
Sugg estions for next conference:
Touch upon h i s f ee lings rather than upon wh at is actua lly
(80) done.
c arve?"

11 How
11Do

do you feel when you don 1 t have soap to
you feel t ha t it 1 s somebody ' s fault or

tp.a t it just can 1 t be helped?"
you like to build? 11

11

11

What kind of things do

Do you ever daydream about wha t

you would do if y ou could?"

11

When you gr ow up?"

( 85._) It would be well to loo k fol'' some interest in worthwhile

activity to which to tie.

Due to his social environment,

this may be quite deeply h idden.
child's confidence.
let him do vm .

At any cost, keep the

Don ' t J.et him t hink that you might

Does he have a i-•eal friend?

(90) do his parents pl ay in h is life?

'Jhat place

These are questions

which should be i nve stigated .
Treatmen t indicated from materi al already discovered :
Interest i n scho ol mus t be bui lt gradually , and any
interests in hand work or other activj_ties wh ich he
(95) now likes mus t be c apit a li zed upon.

He must definite ly

be assured that the school is going to stand by him,
not te st hi m.

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 5.

Good beginning.
Doesn't like school.
( 100) Fights.

Teacher gives too much opinion in conference.
Child seems to be on bo ttom in fights, and compensates
in conversation.
Distrusts his playmates.
(105) They steal, etc.
Child is evidently in ste aling gang s, but doesn 't
admit complicity.

PERSONAL DATA
Nrune

Sex

Te a ch er• 6

Fema le

Number of years t eaching experi enc e
NUl)i.be r of co l le ge h ours i n methods

Ag e

20
-----

1
--------courses
5

-------

Number of col lege hours in practice teaching or

( 5) te ache r s I tr ain:i,ng __o__ • Do you l ike teaching?

Yes

If you have not taught , do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession ?
Description of case
This chi ld -exhi bited a great deal of evidence of
inte lligence in her abili ty to tell stories and recite
(10) poems .

Sbe l ived in fancy - l and , however , and seemed
_,.

constantly t o i dentify herself wi th the helpiess t h ings
or t ho se ca l culated to evoke pity .

Her bashfulness

wa s a guarded i nhibition in personal matters .

She

seeme d not t o f ear punishment , but embarrassment .

Any

(15) attempt to secure cooperation brought an emotional
bloc ki ng and man i fes t ed uneas i ness , exhibited through
s quirmi ng , fumbl i ng wi th the drawer in the table , or
gl ancing at the door of the room .

Report of first conference:

Teacher 6.

As . a result of . a conference with N----- I found her to
(20) be a very bashful youngster.

It was very difficult to

lead her into a conversation as she was very much
inclined to answer questions by some form of yes or no.
She was very much intere sted in the little window and
in the drawer in the desk .
(25) what I was going to do next.

She seemed an."Cious to know
I think one reason for

this may have been tha t when I wen t to make the appointment she was not at home so I t alked to he r mother and
she may have gotten the wrong idea of m:t purpose .
Her desire se ems to be that of going to col le ge and then
( 30) becoming a mu•se.

She enjoys schoo l and association

with her cla s smates but she feels that she would li ke
to play in the sununer time .

She gets along .with her

playmate s with exce ption of _one little girl.

When asl-ced

why she quarrelled with her, she answered "bec ause she
(35) quarrelled with me . 11

I do not h old this against N-----

as I know the other g irl is very difficult to ge.t along
with.
If I had N----- in school I would try to he lp her b y
having her be leader of a sma ll group of children of
(40) her age in some small class room or playground project.
I believe tha t by ass oci ation with c h ildren would tend
to make her more sure of herself .
During the next co nference I will t r y again to find

some field of interest for discus s ion.

However, if one

(45) doesn't make its self known , I will try to find out more
by having her tell a story which she likes and thereby
find out what subject interests her the most .

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 6.

6/15/37

Me chanics of the conference:
The child is very bashful, and _considering this, the
(50) conference was fairly adequate.

The teacher probab ly _

felt a little too much pressure to fi nd out something~
and consequently asked questi ons a bit to o frequently.
Motivation:
Child evidently wants to be able to be a nurse, but
(55) isn't sure of abi lity.

This may or may not mean that

she feels that there is wrong in the world, but that she
wants to take a Qhristian attitude toward it rather
than fight back.

Evidently she feels that she is required

to do too many things, or to do meaningless things .

Her

( 60) t"esentment of school work suggests tha t she may have met
some frustration there.

Or that she may be expected to

do more than she is able to do.

In this type of child

we look -for frustration in attachments, that is, . she
may have had a great deal of f aith in some adult, and
(65) had it shattered by some action upon h is part whi ch ~s
considered wrong by her folks.

This is a mere _guess, and

suggests other possible c auses for ,he r shyness.
Security:
As indicated above , the girl is not spontaneous ~n
(70) expres s ion.

It would be we ll to loo k for causes , although

one cannot~ her tell what they are .

This may have

to be ascertained independently of the child, by seeing

if she is subjected to teasing, by finding out from
her mother if she has been seriously ill and so unsure
(75) of herself, by checking up on methods of discipling, etc.,
to see if the child has been severely frightened.

The.re

may be some feeling of guilt behind the shyness, though
this seems unlikely .
Procedure for next conference:
(80) There should be no direct questioning about herself.
Some play-games might be used , and if cooperation is
secured you might ask her to shut ~er eyes and imagine
a great fairy story for~ .minute then when she is ready,
tell it to you.

You might even make up a story and then

(85) ask her for one.

You would have to be careful not to

frighten her, however.
· Treatment indicated from present acquaintance:
Avoid over-motivat ion, encourage spontaneous play and
dramatization.

Give the child a great deal of emotional

(90) security and love.

Av oid all teasing and test-procedure

for some time.
Tension and conflict evident from the child I s reticence
in personal matters and her freedom in make - believe.

Continuation of No. 1

&

2.

Teacher 6.

She seemed to take to our little guessing game but I
(95) failed to learn anything only that she became a little
less frightened.

We told stories,

She told the story

that their class make up about their trip to the museum.
Then she said it was ' my turn and she wanted me to tell
"Hansel and Gretel 11 •

Then she couldn 1 t think of any .

(100) But she s aid if I wanted her to say verses she sure
would do that so she said a little rhyme about nManners" .
She wanted me to sing a song.
I fell that the only real i mportant thing gained was a
closer contact with the child.
(105) One of the student teachers in _the first grade and I
were talking one day t i s we ek.

She said N----- has

been teased so much by college _students that she is
inclined to let everyone alone.

She won 't even say

anything nice to the other children in the room.

It

(110) would be well to arrange some class work which would
bring opportunity for favorable class criticism and
see that N----- had plenty of opportunity to say
something about how nice someone else could do a certain
piece of work.

Critic ism of second conference:

Teacher 6.

6/18/37

(115) Mechanics of the conference:
The mechanics were in general quite good.

Since the

child discovered the observer behind the screen, the
teacher should probably have g iven some reassurance as
to his presence t h ere .

11

The man works in there, but he

· (120) won 't bother us or be bothered by what we say, 11 is an
example of what might have been said.

The presence of

this strange situation naturally inhibits the child's
expression.

If the child would rather, the conference

could be moved to the other end of the room.
(125) The idea of the little describing game was good.

It

was also a bright idea to lead the charades or riddles
from the immediate surroundings to more remote things,
in the hope that the child would express some more
spontaneous thoughts.

The teacher might have set the

(130) stage for this by making some of her example s a bit
more imaginative.
When the chiid couldn 1 t think of a story, it might have
been well to ask for a daydream.
that you will be someday?

11

What do you dream

That will be a good story . 11

{135) Significant material:
Pollywogs turn to frogs - not so much this revelation
as the gesture which accompanied it, suggest that it
should be follo wed for a possible connection with some
half-forbidden sex-curiosity.

(140) The first poem the child thought of was a didactic one
which expressed parental or authoritative maxims for
behavior ; but the one she liked best was one of the
11

Jack be nimble", ol" one which suggested more spontaneous

activity .

The health poem also suggests that the child

(145) depends a great deal upon others for direction, and
takes the rituals connected with good behavior quite
seriously.

Frustration in self expression and direct

protective- mechanism in shyness.

All these suggest

that there is quite a bit of censorship operating in
(150) the ch ild's thought.
or

11

11

\/ha t does mama ·want you to be?"

Do grownfolks know what little children like?"

or

some such suggestion might be used to get the '?onnection
of this material vd th the child I s own thoughts.
Suggestions for next confe rence:
(155) Follow leads discussed above .

Conduct conference at

the other end of the room if it seems neces sary , and
make the child feel secure t h at there is nothing
sinister about the situa tion.

Keep go ing a!ter f ~nt asy,

but do not insist upon any one method of appro ach .
(169) Try dozens of ap proaches, a nd think up schemes .

Further

effort should be directed toward finding cause for
seclusiveness, that is, has she been teased, does she
fell guilty, has she been frightened.
Treatment suggested:
(165) Discourage any tendency in the teacher's own part to

aii 57

with-hold explanation of any event.

Questions should

be answered in some detail, and without any s emb l ance
of "kidding".

Expressive activity in art and music.,

and in other activities should be encouraged.

The

(170) whole program should be one of getting t h e pe r~onality
out into the light of everyday.

A decided tendency

toward seclusive f antasies a s an escape from social
problems is almost a certainty in the cas e .

Notes - second conference:

Teacher 6.

This case is slow and difficult.
(175) Poem (Child should speak when spoken to) shows
domination by elders.
Likes

11

Jack be nimblei: as contrasted~

Health poem recited.

Report of third conference:

Teacher 6.

The child seemed to be very tired.

I tried to get her

(180) to tell a story about herself but she wouldn't so we
each told a story or two and then we together told a
story about herself.

1hen we f i rs t got there she

wanted to sing a song for·me about a little robin .
seems to b e very quick in her s choo l wol"'k .

She

She wa s

(185) quite anxious about their trip to Ellis on the train.
It was to cost t hem 14i.

When I asked her what she

would do with 14i she said she would pay for her trip
to Ellis.

Then when asked what sh~ would do if she

had 14f more she said she would buy c andy and a birthday
(190) present for her daddy and marruna .

I t h i nk t his brings

out the fact that she has a sense duty toward her
paren ts.
e were t a lking about what games she liked to play and
I asked if she liked to be it.

She ans wered

1

no 1 but

(195) I failed to find out why she d i dn 1 t want t o be i t .

--

Criticism of third conference:

Teacher 6.

6/21/37

Mechanics of the conference:
There was a bit too much persistence in a particular
direction after it should have been e vident that the
child would not talk of this particular ma~ter today.
(200) In the ease of N-- ---, repeated attempts to elicit a
story resulted in a more inhibited attitude upon the
child's part, . and prejudiced the chance one might have
had to discover someth ing .in another direction .

In

such a conference as this, one mu.st never batter against
(205) the defense of a per son unles s that person is mature
enough to enli st at least a part of his personality with
the teacher in overcoming the resistence felt.

When

it was found that the girl did not c are to talk of
N---~-, the next step to suggest itself would be to get
(210) her to tell a story about dolls.

If .t h is were successful ,

one could check around and see if she had responded to
the suggestion of N----- name and made one of the dolls
into such a character as N--- --.
After the teacher had told a story about a dog chas ing
(215) a cat, t~e child told of a kitten which h a d ~ ehased

E.l

dog.

This would lead one to believe that the gi~l

identified herself with the kitten in the other story.
one might use the question as

11

Do you feel sorrier for

the dog because he doesn't catch the kitty, or for the
(220) kitty because he was chased by the dog?u

11

Do we

·_ sometimes feel like a great big dog were chasing us,
and we were note. little kitty?"

"What are some of the

things that might make us feel that way?"
Suggestions for next conference:
(225) Do not attempt much di gging .
of cooperation.

Play game s , and be sure

The child s enses any effort to "wol:"k"

her into activity vel:"y quickly.

One c annot expect any

real catharsis from t h is child for a great many conferences •
.!f time permitted, however , th i s looks like a case which

(230) ne eds c atharsis and mi ght benefit from it.

Two months

of conferences twice a week would be a reasonable time
to expect it to wait for anything startli ng .

Meanwhile,

one could get a general ide a of her personal drives ,
fe ars , inhibitions, and the way in whi ch they work
(235) together to pl:"eserve her person a lity.
Suggestions for tl:"eatment:
For quite ·some time, confidence and love for the teacher
should be built up in the child .

The child often

definitely needs someone to tie to, and is afraid that
(240) she will be betrayed .

No great attempt at sociali zation

should be made unti l the child is more confi4ent in
herself.

The condition of se lf-confi dence c an be

g~ought about by a skillful t~acher who firs t gives
her complete shelter, and progressively puts her into
(245) social situations which demand more strength of
cha1"'acter.

Extreme caut ion must be used to keep the

child safe from failure, however.

One f ailure in a

social situation would be likely to upset the work of
many months.

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 7

Sex

Ma le

Age

Number of years teaching experience
Number of college hours in method s

30
------

10
---------courses 8

-------

Number of college hours in practice teachi ng or
(5)

teachers 1 training

O

Do you like te aching?

Yes

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter te aching
as a professionf? '

--------------------Description of case

This child of nine was one ·who reacted to life quite ·
vindicatively.

Although _the materi a l brought out indicated

(10) an almost constant conflict between attitudes she was
def initely re ady to do b attle with the forces wh ich
repressed her from t he outside .

Toward her inner

ambivalence she was more inclined to shy away~

The

evident projections can be seen in the materi a l presented
(l5) in the reports and criticisms.

The ch ild 1 s vindic ativeness

was great enough that only a well disciplined per s on
could res ist the urge to "show her 11 •

The r e wa s a gre at

real of rationalization but little tendency to examine
the nature of this mechanism .

The teac her, sorely tempted

(20) to moralize, kept the tendency under control f airly well
in conference, but could not keep from recomrnending
didactic procedures which were rather blunt and coercive
in his suggestions fo r• teaching.

This child pres.ented . wh a t seemed to be pos s ibilities
(25) for further work of a cath artic or analytic na ture.

Re port of first conference :

Teacher 7

My conference with P-- -- - age nine, was very interesting .
It was not diffi cult to get her to tell about herself .
She enjoyed herself very much and wanted t o know when
she could c ome again .
(30 ) She told me that she wanted to be a teacher or a clerk
in a grocery store .

She mentioned no special re as ons

why she preferred these t wo occupat ion s .
The stories of the Lindbergh and Mattson kidnappings
have had a marked influ ence on this little girl ' s
( 35 ) thoughts .

'i hile she was in the second grade someone

had told her that the man living in a cert ain brick

hou.s.e · would catch little f olks and cu t their ears off.
She thinks of these things when she i ? at home by he r self an d is afra i d t hat some
( 40 ) her .

tt

r obber 11 will come and ge t

Sh e sees these t h i ngs in her dreams .

She has seen an intoxicated man or two and she holds
the same fe ars of these men .

She often dreams that

they have come to g et her .
P- - --- tells me that she would r ather pl ay with other
( 45) children than by herself .

She does not seem to have

any difficulty in getting along with her pl aymates.
I am rather at a los s iho know h ow to t reat t he things
brought out by t his interview, but it s e ems to me that
this little g irl ' s fear s of being kidnapped or hurt by
(50) rough people can be overcome by ge tting he r to see that

she has invented a notion or attitude toward these
things, which in her ca s e, are unreal, and thus be
able to rid herself of these feelings of fri ght .

At .our next meeting, I believe, we should go into her
(55) fe ars and help her to forn1ul a te her problems cle ar ly,

so that she c an see them for herself and attempt to do
something about them.
As we were leaving the clinic she told me of being
afraid of snakes and dreaming about them.
(60) to inquire more into this story.

I will plan

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 7.

6/14/37

Mechanics of the conference:
The child was seated where she faced the light .

Vhile

t h is did not seem to bother her a great dea l, it would
have been better to seat her where she would not be
(65) faced by it.

The conference was a bit too formal , and

the pe ginning mi ght have frightened a less secure child.
It would be well to use per iods of complete silence when
the child does not respond we ll, guiding the conversation
slowly and deftly around to the things you wish to discuss
(70) rather than bringing them out bluntly .

1
,

You c annot control

what she will say, entirely, but yo~ should co ncentrate
upon interpreting what actually does come out.

Attention

to this should help you in developing a more conversational
. tone of voice, with less hesitation and rephrasing of
(75) questions.
Significant material:
Motivation :
The child evidently has a great desire to be first .
Explanations of the need for less selfish behavior have
(80) not been effective.

v ith her level of ment al maturi ty,

This should be correctable.

Family i deals of "pushingu

are evident, should be put into proper orientation with
the rest of life.
still uncertain.
(85) Security:

Form of direct motivation at home is

Child still has some fears of the dar k , which sugges t
that there may be some feeling of unworthines s upon the
part of the child.

Dreams are still fe arful and suggest

that she has covered up her f ormer fears , rather than that
(90) she has f ~ce d them .

The overpowering desire to be first

whi ch she proj ec ts upon other children is a lso evidence
of s ome l ack of se curi ty .

Fear of Lindbergh kidnappi ng

suggests that she may have been scared as a disciplinary
measure , or have fe l t guilty for pa rticipating in the
( 95) death wish of her parents _to'Ward the relative in the
drugstore .
subject .

Get more spontaneous expres s ion, upon any
Do not use direct suggestions , but ask questions

which can be answered in either way .
answer in the question .

Do not suggest the

F ind out , by very discreet methods ,

(100) how she gets along at home , vhich parent she prefers .
This may not be discovered readily, in which case it must
be passed over .

Direct questions upon t hi s subject

should be avoided .

Find out what methods of motivation

have been used at home, and how she responds t o them .
(105) Let her expl a in the kidnapping fears to her s elf .
sugges tions for treatment if no further conferences were
he ld:
1.

Encom~age a rational analysis of fears , a lso of tre

ne c ess i ty for "getting a long tt wi th others without fighting .
(110) Teach the reality of the gre ater enjoyment in group
a ctivity , and show her that we mus t gi ve up something
in order to achieve it.

Build up a sense of responsibility

by giving more difficult and responsi ble tasks.

Report of second conference:

Teacher 7 .

In my second conference with P----- some progress was
( 115) made with regard to her desire to be "first".

She

intimated that it was just as much fun to be the maid
as the "rich ladyrr •
She lives with her grandmother, crippled or gassed
uncle and her mother.

She told me that she was sort

(120) of afraid of her uncle and did not feel free to do as
she wished when her grandmother was present .
She likes to play the piano or accordian but her
mother, insists that she should pl ay the vio lin .

She

tells me that she practices because her mother "makes"
(125) her.
She enjoys going to

her

ai.mts because there she is

free to do many things which she is not permitted to
do at h ome .

P----- gets a lot of fun playing with

children who are smaller then she.

She would like to

(130 ) be en actres s or opera singer so that she could have
lots of money with which .to go traveling.
Through this conference I find that her desire to be
first still appears .

"Mother says that we must let

her be first or she will have tantrums," she says of
( 135) her cousin, showing that her desire to be first is
still present .
Her attitude toward living with her gr~ddmother is
not of the healthiest kind .

She likes to play with younger children because that
(140) gives her a chance to show them how to do things.
Her feelings that she can have more £un at her aunts
may be caused by the fact that the people about her
home do not take time to play with her .

There are

signs that her mother is too ambitious for her .

(Prepared after criticism)
(145) If this girl were in my school , I woul d see to it
that she were included in games that required teamwork .

This would prove to her that if she expected

success, she would have to cooperate with the ones in
her group; often forgetting her desires to be the most
(150 ) important one , for the good of the whole group .
This might also be done in the schoolroom .

~he would

have to be taught that there are some things which have
to be done first in order that we can have time for the
things which we call fun.

Giving her a part in our

( 155) little class organizations, not the most important
part , but a part involving some responsibility, might
help her to see that she was a desired and vital pa.rt
of the society in which she lives .
At om~ next conference I would like to find out why she
(160) would rather play with younger children than those her
own age.
11

1/Jhy is she afraid of being kidnapped?" There is also

the conflict of her mother's desires with that of her
own that should be understood .
( 165) Can she be happy at home as at her aunts?

Or some

other things which might come up will throw some light
on something which we want to know.

Teacher 7 .

c ri t ici sm of second conference :

6/16/37

Tue chanics of the conference :
Mechani cs of the conference v1et'e much better .

The

(170) teacher was alert and less hesitant, yet not tens5) .
Questions were fairly well calculated to bring out
significant material .
S i gnificant material:
Li kes aunt 1 s place better than home .

Feels that parent

( 175 ) and persons at home are too busy to help \Ji th her play .
Practice on violin irregular .

Child likes to show

younger ones how to do things .
Su~gestions for next conference:
These are questions to be answered by the conference ,
( 18 0 ) not necessarily the ones to be asl;::ed of her.

You v1ill

have to phrase questions so as to get at the material.
1.

111

/hy does the child like to sho\'/ younger ones hov1

to do things?"

Is it because she does not like to

compete vii th children her oi"/n age?

(Remember that she

( 185 ) complai ned at first that others \'Janted to be

II

first") .

F i nd out v1hat underlies her feeling that she may be
ki dnapped .

You might ask ,

11

\ihat do you sup9ose happens

to people who are kidnapped?"
killed , ask " lways?"

If she says t::.-1ey ar·e

She may desire kidnapping in a

( 19 0) way , in order to escape something unpleasant at hor1e .
You might draw some analogy between folks -.ilho are
kidnapped and folks who continually override the rights

of othei-•s .
2.

Try to find out , as nearly as possible, t he child ' s

(19 5) true opinion of her mother .
approached delicately .
shouldn I t? "

This will h ave to be

Do some grovmups do t h ing s they

11

"Do you worry ox' fear someone you love will

do something bad and be punished for it? 11 etc . , c an be
used .

( 200} 3 .
4.

·1Jhat are fantasies and daydreams about?
Does the child sometimes feel that she is an outsider

at home?

\ihy?

These questions offer some alte1"natives

as to information to be gained .

If you cannot get

informat i on from one , you should be able to learn somethi

( 205 ) from another .
Suggestions for treatment, on the basis of conferences
held so far :
Be sure t o make her feel that she is a wanted and a
needec par t of the school l ife .

( 210 ) sinc e the l ast conference) .

(This s eems more inport f

In building up responsibilit

as per l ast report , teach the value of regul ar routine
in s i mplifying tasks ond saving time for fun .

Criticism of third confe ren ce:

Te a cher 7 .

6/19/37

Mechanics of t he confe r ence:
Tension st arted cree ping in ag ai n as an eff ort was made
(215) to direct the conversat ion more clos ely .

I n t he i nit i al

questions, you mi ght have be en l ess blunt, s ay i ng
someth ing like t h is:

11

When you hav e no t h ing else t o d o,

but just s it and daydre am , what do you dr e am about ?"
Although the child did n ot s eem ups et, she pPobab l y re·1 t

(220)

a bit

une a s y a t so much questioning wh ich c alle d f or

direct self-critici sm .

One mi ght get away f r om this

p ar ti~lly by a sk i ng fo r general i de as abou t wh at ch i l dre n
should do.

"If you were t h i nking of a girl who wa s

everything she ought to be , wh at wou l d she be l ike ?"
(225) The direct self-cri ticism can come l a te r, aft er she 'ha s
gotten used to t a l king more fre e l y .

The f a ct that you

h ad to wait unt il t he confer enc e wa s ne ar ly over t o get
free c a tharsis on feeling s of j ea lous l y concerni ng othe r
children indicates to you some t h i ng pf the pat i ence
(230) requ i r ed in work of t h i s s or t.
It would be bette r t o get a t such a subject a s f e ars
of being kidna pped without br inging up a refe r en ce t o
the previous conver s ation.
remember telling me? 11
( 235) in general.

Without s ayi ng ,

11

Do you

Si mply s t art d i s cuss i ng ki dnappi ng

Then without prob i ng too much on t h is

particul ar subject, try to find out whether she
mistrusts most people, or just a few, and what part

these untrustworthy people play in the world , according to her views.
(240) Significant material:
Whether or not the other gir•l with whom she play is
selfish is not important.

The i mportant thing is that

this girl t a kes her selfishness seriously, and furthermore, that she still plays with her, getting some
(245) satisfaction from quarreling, rather than going out
and fi nding congenial companions.
for the child~

What does this do

A fairly definite wish to smother

the other little girl came out in her f antasies .
A very definite feeling of je alously of those who have
(250) more than she.

A feeling that good conduct is merely

a detour to what is wanted.

An attitude of combat

between mother and self, in which she refuses to
participate rather than be donimated and forced to eat
what she doesn't like.
(255) Suggestions for next conference:
Encourage more talk about . jealousy of other girl , not
by direct questioning, but by bringing up the subject
of play with discussion.

Do not stress the idea of

getting what is wanted through detour of doing what
(260) is right, but in getting her to realize that there is
more fun in le a rning to get along with people than in
maneuvering them or indulging in self-pity.

This may

not be. accomplished for quite some time, and c are must
be used to keep from making the child feel too self(265) conscious.

Bring out longings for revenge and disap-

pointments when others have gotten the best of her.
Some such question as:
even with someone."

0

"Most of us have wanted to get
Tell me of some time when you

wanted to get even with someone. 0
( 270) events, "How did you feel?

After narrative of

\JVha t did you want to do""

Criticism of fourth conference:

Teacher 7 .

6/21/37

Mechanics of the conference:
Prob ab ly the mos t import ant rule for h olding conferences
with a chi ld or other person is t his:

The te acher should

never be caught without an adequate expl anation.

When

(275) the child discovered t he examiner, t here could be no
stalling .

Some sort of answer such a s the fo llowing

might have been g iven if it were put forward confidently
and without delay.

ttYes, there is a man in there.

works in there, and won 1 t bother us .

He

He has to work in

(280) there at this hour every day, but he will be interested
in h is work, and won 1 t pay any attention to what we ' re
doing .
Significant materi a l:
Further corrobor atio n of the ide a that this child finds
{285) more security in ineffective associates th~n in even-up
give - and-take with equals i :S. found in the fact t hat she
seemed to get a great deal of satisfaction from the story
where the hero was triumphant and the pirates

11

just

stood there.tt
{290) The scenes from movies, especially the "big dance on
a ship 11 might have been followed for t he character of
interest in grown-up entertainments .

Does the child

have a rabid appetite for details of grown-up 1 s sex
life?

One might question concerning what married

(295) people do, what it means to have a sweetheart , etc .

The child's verbose b oas ti ng about he r superiori ty to
othe r s vvho were either me an , or dumb , etc. suggest s
that she is making up for some felt i n ade quacy by
over~ompensation and by much t he s ame me ch anism as is
(300) used by some reli gious f an atics in " praying their
enemi e s out of existence."

At present i t seems tha t

there is little opportuni t y t o show u p t h i s mechanism
as i mperfect and impract ic al, but t h e informs.t i on gai ned
should be u s eful in i nt erpreting t h~ chi l d ' s behavior
(305) on a sch oolground or i n a cl assroom .

A pl ayground

problem in whic h t h e me chani sm had not served too wel l,
or a di s appoint ment in which the ch ild fe lt the need
for reo rgani zing her met h ods of ge t t i ng al ong might
furnish conditions for a reo r i entation to war d life .

A

(310) great pa rt of t h e sati s f act i on fro m conferenc e s seems
to be that sh e c an verb a li ze he r c onf lic ts and shift
the blame from hers elf to other s t here.
Treatment for the present wou l d be di rected towar d
ke eping her in competition wh ich woul d make h er pr esent
(315) mech ani sms i neffective.

She shou l d n ot be allowed t o

play with younger or smaller ch ildren , a nd for the
s ake of everyone they should be prote cted f rom her.
At the same time, t h e ch ild should not be allowed
to t hi nk she is friendl es s , el s e she wou l d make up
(320) more vicious mechanisms whe n t he s e fail.
sn ould be impersonal.

Di s ci pline

She shou]d not be allowed to

take the law into her own hands .

friendly interest

at all times should encourage the child to feel free
to tell her real worries, however~ , When tales are
(325) borne, one should be sure to exp l a in the oth ers
viewpoint, since she has never shown any disposition
to understand how others ·reel.

This may be a defect in

her home training, and should be remedi ab le at school .
If a problem is pres ented, the child should have
(330) opportunity for catharsis, with help to keep from
projecting her troubles upon oth ers.

(:0. .1...L
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PERSONAL DATA
Name

Te a cher 8
Sex
------~---

Femal e

Number of ye ars teaching expe rience

Age

28
-----

9
---------

Number of college hours in me thods courses

6 or 9

Number of c olle ge hours in pra ctice t ea ching or
(5)

teachers' tr a ining

O

Do you like teaching?

yes

If you have not t aught, do you expect to enter te a ch-

------------------

ing as a profe ssion:?

Description of case
Thi s gir l of e ight presente d a picture, in the outer
offices , of a very sophi sticated l ady inde ed .

I n con -

( 10) ference she s eemed at first bored, l ater i nfantile.
Her speech progressed from a sophist i cated pronunciation with obvious choice of ttadult" words to a garb led
childish whine during t -h e confe.r ences he l d with her.
There was some t endency t o identify VJi th adul ts , pro( 15' bably her mothe r , in her manner of doing her hair , her
interest in dress design, and in coo king .
particularly apparent at first .

This was

La ter the trend was

toward bewilderment and lonl i ness , with some expression
of inade quacy i n competitive pl ay .

aii 80

Repo r t of firs t conference:

Te achers .

(20) M----- is very easy to talk with .
in a number of things .

She is interested

She said that she likes to cook

when her mother isn't in the kitchen .

She like s to

collect things - many kinds of paper dolls .
about paper do l ls she has of many countries . )

(She told
She

(25) likes to design things - dresses, furniture and rugs .
She wants to become a nurse because she likes to take
c are of dogs and cats if they get a scra tch or sticker.
She later said tha t her mother had been a nurse, however that didn ' t influence her desire to be come one,
( 30) she said .

She likes to take ·care of little bab i es .

She doesn ' t li ke t o be i•1t 11 in games .

She usually man-

ages not to be or if she is she hurries and catches
someone.
She doesn ' t like school because it is "too tiresome
( 35) and she "Doe sn I t like it

11

•

11

She li kes to re ad books

and c a n read books of the fifth grade l eve l.

(She is

a third grade child).
There is one little girl she pl ays wi th .
with paper dolls .

They pl ay

She mentioned ano ther g irl wi t h

(40) whom she plays some but evidently they do n ot play with
each other very much .
She is not afraid of the d ark and goes to bed a lone .
She dreams but very l ittle and it is usually of her
do l ls or ladies l ike her dGlls .

aii 81

(45) Significant things discovered:

I think she is selfish and quite shy.
self-conscious.

She seems very

I think she resents : authority .

She

is quite independent - tha t is she does things her own
way .
(50) She doesn 't se em to h ave any fe ar of the d ark.

doesn't c are much fo r friends .

She

She seeme d very re-

sentful tow ard the f a ct tha t her mo ther could not find
her doll c l othes she h ad put away be fore their trip .
She doesn 't . seem to be too orderly in c are of her
(55) do ll s - for she mentioned she wo ul d show them to me if

she could find them .

(That may be an a ttitude she

has developed - it may be due to l ack of ne atness
tr a ined in the home~)
Her dislike for school may a l so be an at titude or it
(60) may be tha t

i n terested.

she c an ' t get the thi ngs in which she is
Her desire to be a nurse wasn't we ll

founded.
Pl an s for the next conference :
To que stion further her dislike for schoo l, her r ela(65) tion with her f rie nds .

Her desire to be a nurse, her

li kes and di s li kes in reading materi al and her hobb ies .
Ho w I would treat the child:
If I had M---- - in my scho ol, I vvould try to ge t her to
feel a part of our school system by contributing some{70) thing for its bette_pment .

Through the desire she seems

to ·have in design she might make dresses for dolls
others would make .

Some children might make a doll

house and she could help design the furniture .
In games on the playground she would be encouraged to
(75) take an active part .

I don't believe that force should

1!:>e used, but by encouragement she may be helped very
much .

However, she must learn to take and not feel

everything i .s boresome.

C~iticism of first conference:

Teachers.

6/16/37

Mechanics of the confe r ence:
(80) The teacher 's attitude was well controlled and re~~xed ,
and report between t h e child and teacher was good. _ The
session .tended to b e too much general conversation ,
h owever.

It is probable that the teacher could guide

conversation to signific ant to pics more.

The didac t ic

(85) remarks about the need of school were wel l used .
S ignificant materi a l:
In t h is conference, more could be gained from t he child ' s
general appearance and attitude than fro m anything she
said.

There seems to be quite a bit of mother -

(90) identification, as evidenced by the matronly hai rdress
and interest in clothes .

Her interest in nursing see~s

superficial, altho~gh it may be f airly deeply founded .
This should be explored .

One would suspect that there

is mor e sex-cur io sity in it than desire to be he l pful
( 95) to others.

The child I s "tiredness'-\ with school

suggests that t h is is a ref lection of a parenta l
attitude of scoffing and superiority.
be investigated.

Th is should

Perhaps t he chi l d 's progr am i s not

fitted with her needs; perhaps she would like to be
(100) interested and enthusi ast ic, but fe ars that this
would not fit well in the parental picture of life .
The f act t ha t sh e makes pa tterns for her doll-dres s es
indic a tes t hat t he re may be a gre at de a l of "training"

at home, so that the child loses s pont aniety , or it
(105) may indicate that she identifies v er y closely with
her mother.

It would seem that her s ecurity ha s been

in ready-made things, r at her tha n in act i yity or
schievement.
Suggestions ~or next conference:
(110) Explore disappointments, fe ars, reactions to parental
love.

Questions cannot be too direct, but should get

to the right material.

You might sar,

the times when you were disappointed."

11

Tell me ab out
11

Everyone h a s

daydreams sometimes, tell me one of yours. 11
(115) I

Vv9n 1 t

"Go ahe ad,

think it 1 s silly."

Treatment suggested fr?m this conference:
Child probably need·s more rough-and-rumb.le ·with other•
children, and in appreciation of he r own ability to
achieve.

The ''when I grow up" am.hi tions shou ld be

(120) tied with school activity.

This should either motiv ate

school work, or break up fanta s y connected with
ambitimns. - Her progress in being as s i milated into
play :groups should be watched carefully, but car e
should be taken not to give excess persona l atten~ion
(125) to her.

She may mingle well with others, however,

but it seems probable that she would be either introverted
or

11

choosy 11 in her associates.

Notes - first conference :

Teacher 8 .

Mechanics of the conference :
Good .
( 130) Questions should be more exploratory .
Didactic part fairly well used .
Child wants to be a nurse
Likes to wrap up dog 1 s hurts
He lps when grandma is sick,
(135) a lso when a neighbor l ady

All these point to
mo t h er - i dentificat ion

wa s ill
Likes to cook .
Motivation:
Likes things nice .
(140) School is tiresome .
Child doesn ' t introspect much as to likes and dislikes
etc .
systematic - makes patterns for doll - dresses , though
she can 1 t find doll clothes; this suggests absorption
(145) by the mother.

Criticism of second conference:

Teacher

s.

6/HJ/37

Me chanics of tbe conference:
Mechanics were fairly adequate.

There was some ten1ency

to touch upon one subject and completely exhaust it,
rather than to loo k for an unde~lying motive and follo w

(150) it through different activities.
For example, there was a great deal of asking about al l
things the girl pretended.

When she su~ge sted

pre tending that she was mother or nurse, inste ad of
follo wing the idea of pretending it mi ght have been

(155) wise to follow the idea of being mother for awhile .
Then when responses to this became too artifici a l, more
of pretending games could be follo wed up .
Significant material:
The child brought out and faced some of the qua lificatiqns

(160) for adult life, such as the things a nurse h as to learn,
and the things she has to do .

It would be well to

bring this down systematicall~, in future conferences ,
until she faces the things which a girl her age must
do in order to face life successfully .

(165) S~ggestions for next conference:
search out disappointments, also feelings of 1rrtpatienoe ,
start discussion of plans, and if they are fmr far-off
future, begin bringing them down to the present day
and its problems.

Encourage admission of fault if a

(170) situation comes. up which wa-t'11 ants it.

Notes - second conference:

Teacher 8 0

Doesn ' t like to write themes over .
(Speaks of it as an excuse although she has never had
to do it.)
Fantasy about .
(175) Quite a great deal of expressions of qualifications
for nurse by child .

Criticism of third conference:

Teacher

a.

6/22/37

I:Iecha:nics of the conference:
Mechanics were fairly good .
harping upon one theme.

There was a b it too much

"jhen the child could not express

(180) her feelings of anger well, the thing to do was to
leave this subject and work around to it a little later.
The talk about what one would rather do wa s a bit too
general.

It would be better to get out incidents which

have happened, or dramati~~tion, or daydreams .
(185) Significant material:
As the child has dropped her "company front", her
speech has become less precise and more whining and
infantile .
Quite a strong antipathy toward taking the v,orst of
( 190) things were uncovered.

J 1...dg ing from the amount of

material with which she supplemented her feelings of
this character.
Suggestions for next conference:
'Jithout the pressure of a definite problem, it is
(195) doubtful if a great deal more of significance wi ll be
brought out .

Everyday actions can be fairly well

intrepreted in terms of the mechanisms which have
already been discovered.

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Sex Male

Teacher 9

Age

22
---------

none
---------Number of college hours in methods courses none

Number of years teaching experience

-------

Number of college hours in practice teaching or teachers 1
(5)

training

none

• Do you like teaching?

-------

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

No
--------------------

Description of case
Tlhd.s boy was an active l ad of eleven years, the son of a
dentist.

He was not a good subject for a cathartic

(10) conference , since he was neither greatly dissatisfied
with his status i n child society nor disposed to examine
his own life for oonf2icts.

He displayed s me curiosity

concerning apparatus in the room during the first conference .
In the second conference, his interest lay almost entirely
(15) in getting outside and into some other activity .

Report- on first conference :

I held a conference with

Te acher 9 .

J-----

June the 21st.

The

conference was started by asking him to te ll me what

ha l iked to do .

He said t h at he liked to fish , play

basketball, go

on hikes , and go swimming . He seemed to

( 2 0) like school all right but liked art the best .

He didn't

knov1 why he liked it bette r than he did the other subjects.
He said that he made the best grades in music .

He has

been taking le s s0na on the piano but didn't like to
practice very well .
{25) When he mentioned school to me he said that there

one boy that he didn 1 t like .

was

It seems that this particular

boy puts himse l f at the head of everything and more or
l ess causes a bitter feeling between himself and the
other boys .

J----~

{ 30) himself first .

he didn ' t like .

didn ' t like him because he did make

There seemed to be no other person that
There was a hint that he woul d just a

littl e ratber play with adults rather than with boys his
own age .

He s aid that he enjoyed playing with his father .

'

He said that he didn 1 t know what he wanted to do when he
(35) grew up , but he was sure that he didn 't want to be a
dentist .

Critieism of first conference:

Teacher 9 .

6/21/37

Mechanics of the conference:
The teacber was a bit too informal in position am attack,
t hough this is much to be preferred to a stiff and formal
(40} approach.

The question at the first.,

11

I want you to tell

me about yourself'' was a bit too blunt, and the child
might not understand it.
11

One might better start with,

What things do you like to do?"

If there is a definite

problem, such as a conduct problem, it is necessary to
( 45) begin with this .

In a

II

get - acquainted-intervievd' you

may start with his interests., and guide his conversation
so that you find out about his "self i incidently.
1

When

the child begins to settle in his surroundings, oo that
he does not exhibit evidence of a great deal of fear or
(50) curiosity , one should be gin to frame the conversation so
that vital topics are touched .

Among these, in additicn

to interests and play, you should touch upon dreams ,
daydreams., ambitions, disappointments., and embarrassments.
Of course, you will have to translate these into terms
(55) which the child can understand.
Significant material:
Although the feeling toward the other boy, seeming to be
one of jealousy, probably arose out of the other boy 's
fault, it is of importance .

Your inquiry should be directed

(60) toward finding why this jealousy is so important in his
life.

Why do es the child feel this way?i'

Is it because

he cannot compete on even terms?

You might ask such a

question as, "Does it spoil the fun when this boy doesn't
play? "

How do you t1-.eat him when he I s jealous?''

Another

(65) significant point which might have been followed up was
the child's reference to the picnic to which he was not
invited .

You might ask, nHow did you feel?"

Since the

conference is past, however , you might approach the general
idea of being left out.
( 70) be used•

t>ome such question as this might

"D o you feel sometimes as though the other

boys have J.eft you out of their play? 11

Have you ever

felt badly because you didn't get to do something you
wanted to? 11

How did it make you feel?"

usually do when you feel like this?"

"What do you

The object of this

(75) is to find out whether he indulges in fantasy, finds
another play group, or goes to mother or some adult for
comfort.
Suggestions for next conference :
Look for significant leads as to feelings of inadequacy
(80) or inferiority .

Find sources of comfort, and sources

of disappointment.
Treatment of case, from acquaintance now gained:
Check up on feelings of inadequacy, and keep in competition
in which he may gain free expression .

Watch for

(85) compensations and mechanisms which may alienate the
other children from him, and confer with him concerning
them, be ing careful not to disco't;l'age him or burden him
with guilt .

Report of second conference:

Teacher 9 .

J-----

was held Saturday.

(90) Nothing significant was revealed.

The boy seemed to

The second conference with

be well balanced with no difficult problems facing him .
Anger, fear, dreams, daydreams, etc. were all brought
up in the conferences.

He had had dreams but he could

not recall many of them.
(95) which he was afraid .

There seemed to be nothing of

He seldom becomes angry and when

he does it only lasts for a short time.
However, the boy might have revealed something of
importance had he not been so anxious to leave the
conference.

His main que stion was "when do we get out? 11

Criticism of second conference:

Teacher 9.

(100) Since the child was so definitely anxious to get into
other activity, the teacher did well to recognize the
situation and dismiss the conference.

PERSONAL DATA

Name

Teacher 10

sex

Female

Age

Number of years teaching experience

22
---------

2
----------

Number of college hours in methods courses

5
------

Number of college hours in practice teaching or teacher's
(5)

training

Yes
-------

4

• Do you like teaching?

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?
Description of case

This child needs no characterization beyond what is given
in the teacher's reports and criticisms.
(10) openl~ and seemed to enjoy the procedure.

She talked quite

Narrative description of conference.

Teacher 10.

On entering the conference room R----- sat down on one
of the chairs and she seemed quite willing to begin to
talk.

She is nine years old and in the fifth grade.

She attends the campus school most every summer.
( 15) seems to like school.

She

She v,as so thrilled about some

of the things they were doing at school.

She told me

of the various things they were doing.
I aslred her to tell me about herself.
she hardly knew what to say.

She replied that

Then I suggested that sre

(20) tell me about what she liked to do, her friends, her
play, etc .

After this she began by telling first of

all that she played the violin and that when she grew
up she wanted to be a n1usician and write musical
compositions.

She has ~ lre~dy written a small one.

(25) She doesn't care to play the piano but cares most for
her violin.

R----- cares a great lot for art work also.

She would like to use art for a hobby mostly.
R----- has a numbe1• of friends.
plays a great lot with her.

She has one friend the. t

This friend has two baby

(30) brothers, and they get to watch them.
play with her dolls a lot.

She likes to

Another thing she enjoys

is to work in her father's store.

She enjoys waiting

on customers, but dislikes washing dishes.
me she washed dishes at home.

She told

She probably doesn't

(35) care to do them is the reason why she dislikes doing

them at the store .
R- -- -- to l d some about her fe.mily, she has two sisters
and one brother .

~he is next to the youngest .

She

seems to think a great deal of her brother and sistei-'s.
( 40) Om" conference lasted tv,enty minutes .
anxious to come back .

She seemed quite

On closing she askecl if v,e could

have another one and when.
The most significant things revealed were v1hat she v;anted
to be when she grevi up, and her• work at home and school .
( 45) She might have revealed her ambition because she realizes
that being a musi cian is quite a recognizable talent.
Perhaps she wants people to know that she has a high
ambition .
Find out what she would do if she couldn ' t be a musician
( 50) when she grew up so I will l-.now whether her ambition is
a renl true one .
Ask about enemies .
friends .

See if she gets along well with her

Vhy she has enemies, if she does have.

Find more about her role she plays at home and about her
( 55) fear•s .

I would like to do this in a vrny so as not to

suggest f ear .
I think it would be wise to see if she dislikes other
school subjects since she talked so much about music and
art .

If she does , v,e should try to stress the impo1.,tance

( 60) of other subjects along vii th music and art .
must have these other subjects .

Show her she

Criticism of first conference :

Teacher 10.

6/22/37

Me chanics of the conference:
Me chanics were fair .
talked freely .

The child was comfortable and

After acquaintance had been established ,

(65) however , it is probable that you could have gotten down
to more significant material , .s uch as dreams and desires,
and the character of the satisfaction gained from various
pursuits .
Two openings, and probably others, might have been
( 70) followed up for significant material .

These two v1ere:

The child spolce of drawing a picture of herself when she
was gl"ovm .

The child might have been let to tell more

in deta i l about what sort of person that would be .
child spoke of a mother dying in a story .

The

Exploration

(75) could easily have bPen made into the child's idea of
mother , whether or not she ever feared her mother's
death , or her own, etc .
Suggestions for next conference:
Preserve the spontaneous character of child's expres s ims
(80) insofar as is possible, but direct convers ation to
dreams , ambitions , stories, feelings, and disappointments .
Suggestions for treatment:
No very definite suggestions may be made from this
interview.

Obviously, the child should have a great deal

(85) of opportunity for express ive activity which has a real
product, such as a song, a piece of instnrrnental music ,
or a picture, in order to keep fantasy from becoming a haven .

Notes - first conference :

Teacher 10 .

Stubbor nes s seems dominant i n the conversation .
Child has to take he r books home .
(90) Ques tions should seek source of this p re ssure , also
r e sponse to it .

Report of second conference:

Teacher 10.

Afte.r• we became situated i n the conference room., we
began

1

0111,

talk with a question .

I a sked R----- about

the picture she had dl'fawn of herself at school the
(95)

other day .

I ques tioned her as to the particulars of

the picture .

She replied that she wanted to be a person

whom friends would respect or think a lot of., also., she
would never want to do anything that people wouldn 1 t
approve of.

(100) She expressed more of a desire to become an artist at
this conference., ·1hile at the first one she wanted to
be a musician .

Children, of course, are very changeab l e

especially when quite young .

She se emed yesterday to

express quite a liking for school work , but at this

(105) conference, she stated quite frankly that she did not
like school .
some music .

Because she would rather play or practice
This may be because she spends both winter

and summer in school .

I think she would like a change.

----- fee ls quite happy with her friends and would

(110) like to make them more happy by lettihg them ride her
pony , if she had one.
a pony for a pet .

She

VJ

ould like very much to have

She would want a pony because s~e

would like to be a cowgirl .

She expressed a desire to

own a ranch and have lots of horses and ponie s.

( 115) li1ces to see cowboy picture shows .
lives in quite a fanciful world .

She

Presumably she

R---- - told of a dream where she was a rich girl
owning a pony .

The pony I s name was S panky .

She

would also want her real pony ' s name to be Spanky(120) because Shirley Temple has a pony by that same name .
R- ---- probably would like to be like Shirley Temple .
R----- gave several incidents of stubborness for
example, the incident of bad one hour .

She probably

is a little spoiled and thinks this may help to s olve
(125) some of her little problems , especially in obtaining
her own way .

Cr i t i c i sm of second conference:

Teacher 10 .

6/24/37

Me chan ics of the conference:
L~echanics were quite good.

There was a little too much

of suggestion of ansv1ers , and a person might have directed
( 130) the conversat i on tov,ard more significant trends in some

cases •
listed:

.

few openings , with ~uggested follow - up are
11

I made a mistake 11

•

This n ight be followed

to see how ser•ious it is to n:ake a rni stake, v1hat kind
of mistakes are most serious, etc •

.fuen the child spoke

( 135) of the ranch , etc . one might ask v1hen she dreamed most

of ranches , although this might not uncover any trend
as to 111hat the fantasies of ranches did to her .
In the matter of the stubborn pony , one might ask ,
11

'.

'hen are people stubborn?" or

11

.

.'lrnt do ·,7e want 1,:-;hen

(140) we are stubborn?"
3ignificant material:
The idea of stubbornness , v1hich was brou;:i;ht up repeatedly ,
suggests that the child is frustrated in some way, and
that she is not able at present to rdjust her satisfactions
(145) to the demands of ber elders or other s .

It wou l

be

well to find out Vihether children her own age frustrate
her , or whether it is her p'1rents or teachers ·v;ho mnke
her feel that she has to be stubborn •
..:>uggest i ons for next conference :

( 1 50) Discuss the nature of a stubborn person .

_..,,sk her 11lv3-t

kind of fo l k they are , and VJhat it is that they need

which they are not getting .

Lead her to discover

that if we want the same things that others do, v,e
will not feel stubborn.
( 155) There may be some good reason ·why she does not enjoy

doing just v1hat she is expected to do .

This should be

considered if furtheP conferences ·.r1ere to be held;
also it should be considered in treating her .
From her shifting fields of interest from one topic

(160) to another it seems that one might expect something
of difficulty in establishing a lon~ interest span .
Possible reasons for this should be investigated .

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 11

Sex

Female

Number of years teaching experience

Age

27

7

Number of college hours in methods courses

5
-------

umber of college hours in practice teaching or teachers'
(5)

training

None

•

Do you like teaching?

Yes
-------

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

De sc ri ption of Case
This child responded with definite cooperativenes s .

She

expres s ed some fe ars and worries, but seemed ab le to
(10) admit and own them .

The last sessi on was somewhat

didactic, but the procedru"e used was one i n which the
formulations and deciJions were left to the chi ld.
more leisurely process might have been used so as to
give the child's rationally supported confidence a
(15) broader base .

A

arrative description of conference.

Teacher 11.

I met D----- for the first time in the forenoon at
training school.

Then in the afternoon, we visited for

about 30 minutes.

In this visit she told me about her

work in training school and a little concerning her home
(20) life.

She seems to be interested in school life and

likes to do for others.

At our conference she was

asked questions from which I wanted to bring out her
attitude on her play life, on her attitude toward money
or economic business, on responsibility of tasks and on
(25) her leadership.
D----- said that she would like to become a nurse and
from her conversation I gathered that she is making
others happy.

The giving of gifts to the poor at

Christmas seemed to have a significant meaning to her,
( 30) too.
She does not seem to get emotionally unstirred as she
just felt a little funny when she was lost.
I would say that she is probably a better follower than
leader.

At least she did..'11 1 t get along so well with

(35) other playmates when she selected the games .

This

might suggest that she can not org anize a group .
enjoys playing whatever they want to play.

She

She does

not like to play a lone.
Her only worry seemed to be the fear or worry concern:lng
( 40) debts.

This may be caused by the worr.·y of her parents

or perhaps they have impressed upon the necessity of
thrift iness .
At our next meeting I would like to find out if she is
a better leader or follower, and perhaps find out if
(45) economic conditions are really worrying her.
In teaching D----- I would be careful to show her how
to budget but I would not stress it so much that it
would cause her to feel too much of a responsibility,
especially concerning the family budget.
(50) I would try to encourage her in leadership, at least
along the line which she is interested, as being first
aid nm~se or supervisor for her classmates.

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 11.

6/16/37

Mechanics of the conference:
Conversational attitude was good, the teacher was well
(55) relaxed .

Many of the questions brought out censored

material, rather than true expression, however.

The

question ab out finding a dollar, for instance called
for an ansvrnr approved by society, rather than a direct
expression of the child's wishes .
(60) Significant material:

The ideas of extreme happiness, of giving to the poor,
and still of absorbing a great deal of parental worry
suggest that one should look for a complex of danger
of losing parental love .

Such questions as

11

Vhat does

{65) it mean to be in debt?" or "Have you ever dreamed that

you were some other l i ttle girl, and not your papa's
and mama's ?" or

11

Do you ever feel that you have done

something that might make papa or m~ma angry?"

Use

the word ttmad" for angry if t he girl does not under(70) stand .

Her desire to help others may be quite normal,

or it may be expiation for feelings of guilt.

The

two answers to finding the dollar suggest that her
first impulse would be to spend it, but after conflict
she would have to advertise it on the bulletin board .
(75) ~hile this is quite natural, it suggests fu~ther

investigation concerning conflict between wishes and
"oughts u ..

Suggestions for next conference:
Use questions which will help to uncover the material
(80) suggested above.

Do not pry away too much, but guide

the conversation so as to reveal some of these things.
By expiation is meant a feeling that one has to make
up for wrong-doing of the past.

You should see if

there is any tendency to use this mechanism .

It would

(85) also be well to find out the structure of daydreams,
and to find out whether or not she has broader ideas
of happiness than those of relieving pain or poorness
in others in receiving gifts for herself.
Treatment of child from acquaintance gained in this
(90) conference:
Use a great deal of expressive activity, hand work with
clay or something of ~his sort, avoiding opportunities
for emotional excess.
security .

rvoid any motivation by upsetting

This child probably worries a great deal,

(95) and needs to be in an atmosphere of quietly assured
security.

The expressive activity with clay or other

materials should satisfy her emotional longings , yet
make expression concrete enough to keep away from too
much fantasy.

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 11.

(100) "Are you sometimes very happy? 11
11

At Christmas!"

llfother gives to poor.
11

It makes me feel h1:p py ! 11

"I like to get happy!"
( 105) "What would you do if you found a dollar? 11
Hesitation - "Post a notice on the bulletin board . "
Child worries about debts.
Child likes to help mother .
(110)

0

no you like to play?"

11

What do you do in Hays that you don't do at home?rr

"What would you do if you were angry?"
Child would like to be a nurse in order to help people .
Spanks doll for runni g away .
Feeling of guilt .
(115) More of self than of resentment under punishment.

Spanking is punishment, not correction.
Too intensive of probing not to end with reassurance.

Criticism of second conference:

Teacher 11.

6/19/37

Mechanics of the conference:
Quite fair.

There was a bit too much of digging by

(120) direct question in this conference, considering this
child.

If fantasies can be brought out, it will not

take too much of direct attack to get at the significant
things .
Significant material:
(125) Fantasy of being the child of other parents came out.
It would have been well to suggest some characteristics
of the other parents, and ask for her approval, in
order to get her started to describing the scenes.
"Were they poor folk?"

"Were they very great and

(130) noble?" might be used.

In the matter of not being able to pay debts, you
might have followed up the lead presented by asldng
" ihat kind of people are those to whom we ov1e debts ? 11
"Will they harm us if we cannot pay? 11
(135) In reaction to punishment, there seems to be a feeling
of self-punishment and self-condemnation, rather than
resentment.

This suggests feelings of inadequacy.

One

might ask, "Do you sometimes feel that you will not be
able to do the things others will expect of you?"

"Tell

(140) me about some time when you failed to do as well as
you should. 11

11

Are you sometimes afraid that you will

never be able to grow up and act like grown people?"

Suggestions for next conference:
Investigate feelings of inadequacy.
(145) different attitude toward owing.

Start building a

The final goal should

be to make the child feel that one's responsibility is
to do his best, not to meet some arbitrary goal.

Also

she should see that those we owe only expect us to
work systematically and deal honestly.
(150) done that we need not fear.

-'Jhen we have

This cannot be suggested

too dogmatic s.lly, but must be br ought out as the child I s
present views are formulated .

Criticism of third conference:

Teacher 11.

6/24/37

Mechanics of the conference:
The mechanics of the conference were very good.

The

(155) session was intended to be didactic, but the development of the argument was left pretty much to the
child.
Significant material:
The child is able to rationalize her feelings of fear
(160) about debts, a nd can probably make her grasp of the
situation more strong when she is confronted with a
more intense problem.
Suggestions for treatment:
If this idea of being unable to pay persists, the
(165) teacher can see to it that the child's projects are
of such nature that she will not fail in them after
a systematic effort .

It is important tha t projects

involving adjustment to others, such as projects in
play, be considered as well as the assigned tasks of
(170) the schoolroom.

Many children are adequate in the

academic field, but inadequate in social situations.
If the support of the teacher is given to keep the
child from feeling too inadequate in social situations,
it should be withdrawn cautiously, perhaps over a
(175) period of a year or two, until the child can "hold her
own" in play with others.

This is simply an illustration,

however, as there is no direct evidence that the child

is inadequate in play .

The same general scheme would

appl y to any situation in which the child felt herself
(180) inadequate .

PERSONAL DATA
Name

36
-------years teachi ng experience
1
----------col l ege hours in method courses
2
-------

Teacher 12

Number of
Number of

Sex

Male

Age

Number of col l ege hours in practice teaching or teachers'
(5)

training

6

•

Do you like teaching?

Yes
-----

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

Report of first conference:

Teacher 12

The conversation was opened in a corrnnon place manner
asking about his life at Camp Lewis.
{ 10) ball and marbles 11 ,

11

le play base-

"We don I t have many playn1ates."

He

also described a turtle which a fisherman had caught
near his home in such a way as to lead one that he was
a lover of nature and understood some of its laws.

He

described his home town school fully with little emotion,

(15) and discussed some of the better students of his class.
I would say that the child is not entirely adjusted to
life at Lewis Camp , thHt he is a bit lonesome there in
his playing hours .

This may be explained in two ways ,

one being that he has lived there only a short time and
(20) perhaps is not thoroughly acquainted as yet, or that
there are not enough boys or playground equipment in
his environment.

Perhaps his mother senses the danger

of drowning in the creek and keeps him under her care
too much .

He seems to get along we ll with people.

(25) Seems to be a normal intelligent child adjusting himself
to a new envi ronment.

The conversation was not well

controlled and it wandered from one topic to another .
Should this be controlled and if so how?

',J i th my

knowledge and experience I find no problem in the child.
(30) In the next conference I hope to ge t better acquainted
with the child, and more control over the line of
conversation .

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 12.

6/16/37

Mechanics of the conference:
Mechanics were fair .

The teacher was well relaxed, the

(35) child seated in a conlfortable position .
was quite spontaneous .

Conversation

In the case of a child who was

so obviously at home, however, questioning could have
been more direct, I believe.

Ambitions, dreams, and

the reasons behind them could have been explo1~ed .

Fears

(40) of the child, and things which he dislikes could probably
have been touched.

The procedure was conversative,

however, and makes not at all a bad star t at getting
acquainted with the child.

A more definite systematization

of what is wanted from the child might be effective in
{45) making your conference more to the point although you
do not want it to be too formal.
Significant material:
Motivation:
Motivation seems to be nat11Dral.

The child seems to be

(50) curious about the things he studies, end seems to know
a great deal about his environment.

His criticism of

his playmates is probably not too severe.
Security:
Little that could be interpreted as bearing upon his
( 5 s) security W§S presented.

His general appearance and

his attitude toward playmates indicates, however, that
in general he is quite secure on the playground and at

school .
Suggestions for next conference:
(60) Try to find out what gives him most emotional secm.. ity.
Continue to be relaxed, and keep conversation going,
but try to guide it toward his ambitions, fears, and
satisfactions .

Do not make questions too direct in

doing this, however .
(65) Treatment indicated from the present conference:
Probably the regular schoolroom work is interesting, but
one wo uld be v1ise to check mental ability to see if it
would not be wise to use some projects involving harder
think:ing than is expected of children of his grade.
(70) Processes underlying ordinary things and activities
suggest themselves.

Elementary work in comparative

anatomy might be inte. esting, as suggested by the
child's interest in the anatomy of the turtle.

Since

the child is probably quite a leader, it \Nould be v,ell
(75) to consider teaching him something of right and wrong
attitudes in leadership, and something of a leader's
responsibility .

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 12.

Teacher relaxed.
Child curious and asking questions about the arrange(80) ment of rooms.
Both examine wires in floor and scales.
Child - I must have lost 5 pounds .
Did you drin1c milk?
"I want you to tell about yourself."
(85) "Sometimes I 1 m mad; sometimes I 1 m not • 11
Child knows how to make jars by blowing glass.
Plays marbles - ball - throws stones in creek.
caught turtles and knows their anatomy.
Keenly alert and logical.
(90) Doing school work this summer.
Admires strength and fighting ability - talks of fights
at school.
Know s graphic representation.
criticizes abilities of playmates - probably makes
(95) direct comparisons.

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 13

Sex

Female

Nun1.ber of years teaching experience

Ag e

18
--------

None

Number of college hours in methods courses

None
-------

Number of college hours in practice teaching er teachei-•s 1
( 5)

training

None

•

Do you like teaching?

No
------

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

No
-------------------

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 13.

6/21/37

Mechanics of the conference:
Mechanics of the conference were quite good.

There was

(10) a bit too much of suggestion of answers to the child,
though there is little danger of this in the case of a
child with such a dominant personality.

Jith a we aker

personality, the tempt ation to suggest answers mi ght be
greater; the danger of misinterpretation from t h is would

(15) be greater, also.

The general tone of conversation was

good; significant material was in general well followed
up without creating the impression that a direct i:robe
was going on.
Significant material:
( 20) The personality seems to be quite dominant over playmates
of the same age; but the1 . . seems to be no great re sentment
to this, except from perhaps one boy .
one, you can understand this) .

(Knowing t he other

There seemed to be no

dearth of interests, though a thread of exhibitionism
( 25 ) or of a power - complex ran through a ll them.
The slight stage-fright at piano playing will be ar sorre
investigation.

One might follow it with questions

designed to bring out just what the boy thought of
piano - playing, am what it could do for him .

The

(30) chances ar•e that there is some conflict between the
pleasure gained from showing others what he can do, and
that idea that perhaps piano - playing is a bit "sissy"

after all .

To expect the child to aaxait this last ,

however, would be a bit too much .
(35) Some points which might be folloVJed more thoroughly are
these :

Child ' s ambition to be a scientist .

This migbt

well be connected with an idea of mysterious influence ,
and that science would give him a mysteriru s pov1er over
others .

This can be de-bunked by asking him to learn

(40) something of the scientific method, and getting him to
tell you .
he wanted .

The fantastic account of getting just what
(Holding up the town, etc . )

This might be

followed to see how much the child dwells in this sort
of fantasy, and how seriously he takes it .
( 45) will he allow his gang to become?

How large

\'Lill he ever think

of those who lose , as well as his gang, v1ho win?
The account of the boy VJho beats up his little brother . ..
This might be followed up to see how much responsibility
he exercises toward both the little brother and the
( 50) other boy .

You might ask , "How do you handle him?

Do

you thinlc that I s the best way?"
Suggestions for further conferences:
Furt her c onferences will not be likely to be effective
unl e s s· same problem puts more pressure behind the
(55) catharsis .
Treatment :
Some opportunity t o sho\V off good work should be given,
but the child could be he l ped to expand the limits of

his loyalty by giving him good sized responsibilities
(60) which would be to all the children in his school, rather
than just to his gang .

Notes - first conf erence:

Teacher 13 .

A very dominant personality .
ill

ambition to be a cartoonist or to design planes ;

maybe he' d rather be an architect .
(65) Very little exploration, no hint of recognition of
significant material .

PERSONAL DATA
Name

Teacher 14

Sex

Female

Humber of years teaching experience

Age

48

16

Nuniber of college hours in methods courses

8
-------

Number of college hours in practice teaching or teachers'
( 5)

training _ _ _ _ _ •

Do you like teaching? _Y_e_s_ _ __

If you have not taught, do you expect to enter teaching
as a profession?

--------------------

neport of first conference:

Teacher 14.

The conference was held in the clinic room .

The room

itself ratber surprised D--- -- as we entered.

She

(10) glanced about hurriedly and sized~ the situation~
but little temerity .

I suggested that we use the chairs

just as they were about the table and we were seated .
The conversation was opened with the statement that I
was interested and followed with the suggestion that
(15) she tell me about herself.

She responded immediately

by telling what she liked to do, what "hobbies" she cared
for, and what her general diversions were.
The next questions were regarding a girl who had come with
D----- to see me the previous Sunday.
( 20) chum of yours?
you?

Why do you like her?

Is this girl a
Why does she like

Jhy did you choose her for a friend?

Her answers

showed me that she liked her because they had so much in
common, indulged in the same
same things .

11

hobbies", and c ared for tre

She stressed the point that the girl was a

(25) good sport and clever, and that they liked group activities
and oftentimes a third girl "chummed" with them and all
three were real congenial.
iiJhat particular hobby do you like best and why?

She said,

"scrap-book making", and proceeded to tell how they did
(30) the making of the book, the selecting of pictures, etc.
"Of the pictures you select for your scrap-book, which
ones appeal to you most and why?"

It developed that she

liked best the ones of dancing girls and dogs - dancing
girls in particular because she said she was interested
(35) _in_ dancing as it was~ and showed __g_r_a_c_e_f_u_l_n_e_s__
s and
was rhythmical.

She said she loved to pra ctice tap

dancing and had taken several lessons.
Hhen asked what she wanted to be when she was grown,
she said her ambition was to be a dancing girl., not a
(40) medic professional as her mother so nruch desired.

She

said she didn't know what else to be as she wouldn't be
a school teacher even though she knew she could be.

This

made me wonder about her attitudes toward school work so
I asked., "Since you are entering high school this fall,
(45) what are your anticipations regarding your high school
associations?"

She then told me of all the five subjects

she would carry stating she did not like "math" but
thought Latin would be fun.

She had thought over how

nice it would be to get to go to the one dance that the
(50) Freshmen were invited to during the year.
looked forward to making~~ friends.

She also
I said

"From the number of friends you have and the activities
you take part in, you seem to make friends easily, just
what is your tactfulness?"

Again she hardly knew how

(55) to describe her abstract qualities for friendship.,
which she possesses but said she usually welcomed new
girls starting to high school Blld coming to town by
being nice to them and inviting them to her home, etc.

When asked if there were any girls she did not like and
(60) why, she said there was but one and she couldn't tell
just why the antipathy existed between them, she said
the girl acted silly a n d ~ everything she heard.
She said she was inviting the girl to her party
nevertheless, as she thought it the right thing~~·

(65) I then suggested that since she was going to have a
slumber party that evening that we would end our
conversation and continue it in a few days.
Significant discoveries:

D-----

apparently is an all around wholesome girl,

(70) happy in her friendships and fortunate ~d contented in

her envirorunent.

She seems to be a girl who believes in

fairness, honesty, and application.

She is interested

in the various arts ancl inclined to be idealistic rather
than materialistic in her reactions.

(possibly due to

(75) her age)

I have underlined significant words in my narrative.
After my conversation with D---~- I wonder what her
mot ive is in wanting and making new friends.

Is it that

she really likes friends for friends' s ake or is it for
(80) popularity's sake?
Her attitude toward her choice of a future profession
(that of a dancing girl) was one of
there will be to do."

11

that 1 s about all

S ince this profession, with some

exceptions, is not satisfactory nor profitable to one

(85) morally or financially, her ideals might be changed by

herself through a proper analysis of her present concept
of the profession and its glamour.
Plan for next conference:
1.

Aim:

To determine which of the motives of friendship

(90) D----- is influenced by in wanting and making new friends,
that of really caring for friends for friends' sake or
that of popularity.
Procedui-•e:

Connnence that conference with some questions

regarding organized play and group activities thus
(95) ascertaining if she assumes leadership and how, if she

tries to "play" the social role among her friends, etc.
Is she able to hold these friends over long periods of
time, etc.
2.

Aim:

To learn more of her "feelings" toward her choice

(100) of future profession as a dancing girl.
Procedure:

Ask the question again -

" VJhy

do you wish

to be a dancing girl? 11 and then follow up with questions
·whose answers would help to analyze her present concept
of the profession.
(105) Suggestions for treatment in light of acquaintance already
made:
D----- seems to have no immediate problem, but if it
develops that her motive is popularity in getting
friends, she will develop a problem soon.
(110) The second aim I have given is possibly because of my

own personal opinion of the dancing girls.

This viould

fit nicely under vocational guidance vihich I think the
teacber has so much influence in.
There are no suggestions for treatment on Aim 1 as the
(115) motive is not determined.

Under No . 2 she may be

influenced through analyzing her ideal for a profession
so that she will see all sides of that professional
career.

This can be done through questions v1hich would

cause her to consider the profession from all angles.
( 120) { Perhaps D----- means she ·would want to be a teacher of

aesthetic dancing , etc.
us .)

The next conference will tell

Criticism of first conference:

Teacher 14.

6/15/37

Mechanics of the conference:
The child was seated comfortably, the teacher well
(125) relaxed.

Although the conference got off to a rather

stiff start, it is hard to know how one might make a
better break vii th this girl.

Perhaps it v1ould be more

effective to discuss some, subject of the girl 's interest
fox• a while vii thout asking too many questions about the
(130) girl herself.

This, however, would require an extensive

knowledge of dancing, music, etc.

One might find out

·what movie stars she admires, get her to talk a bout
various fields of superficial interest.

She is strongly

motivated , like many of her age, toward maldng a good
(135) impression, which makes catharsis difficult.

One gets a

great many replies th8t a1•e what is supposed to be thought
by grown people, rather than what the child actually thinks.
I would suggest less questioning about personal matters ,
to see if she will not describe some of her activities
(140) more spontaneously.

You might try the device of lettirg

the conversation lapse into silence for a minute of two,
al lowing her to break it when she vdll .
Motivation:
Her motives and drives do not seem to be organized around
(145) any very stable core.

It is probably that the ambition

to be a toe-dancer is largely exhibi tionistic.

The.t:•e is

evidence that she lives in a world of artificial standards,

since she thinks of school as the several subjects

taught there rather than in any direct relation to life.
(150) She will take English, physical ed. etc., and the
implication is that these things are important in
themselves.

This vJOuld suggest that she is motivated

by the desire to "do well" rather than by an interest
in life.
(155) security :
Child seems fairly secure, but security seems to rest
upon achievement rather than upon being accepted .
will bear some further investigation, however .

This

Blood ,

operations, etc., operating as fearful stimuli suggest
(160) that the girl is already a bit worried about the
responsibilities of adult life.
Plan for next conference:
Try for more expression--use very few questions, let
conversation drift and see where it goes --use pauses .
(165) If opportunity presents itself, ask how she feels while
danc ing, what she thinks about, etc.

You may have to

assure her that you will not think what she says is silly.
,i_sk what others think of her dancing.
Treatment from material gathered to date:
(1?0) Not a great deal is indicated, but it is evident that
interests need a more stable basis in order to furnish
a basis of security when her dream of being a professional
dancer collapses.

Praise should probably be given for

the achievement of an understanding of the ~orld and
(175) its ways, and advancement in understanding the needs of
others, rather than for achievement in specific skills
such as dancing, music, etc.

Notes - first conference:

Teacher 14 .

Child was seated correctly.
11

(180)

,:hat do you do?"

s.

S . end classes enumerated by child .

"I have a cat and dog." - Stiff beginning by teacher.
Chi l d ' s hobby is dancing .
ChUT:1 - "How do you like her?"

"Why did you choose her?"

(Questions at too high age level . )

(185) Child describes her ideal character in

11

textbook 11 terms;

"good sport", "fair", "not two - faced" .
Dancing a major interest of the child.
child?

Chosen by the

No follow - up .

Music an interest -

11

just likes" danc i ng .

(190) 1mbitions - toe-dancer (pictures?)

{Superficial and v ~gue interests)
Operations, etc . scare her •
•Jhat vJill you take in high school?
{Enumerates subjects)
(195) "I make friends easily . "
11

I 1 m pretty good at it . "

11 I

don ' t like one girl - she 1 s two-faced.

I 1m nice to

her, but don I t like her very \'Jell . "
"I think she ' s silly . "
( 200)

11

I i magine I could lil{e her. 11

Questions call for conventional ansvmrs, both by tone
and by grammati~a l content .

Report of second conference:

Teacher 14.

This conference was held in the clinic in Science Hall.
It was a

11

follow - up" conference to clear up a point or

(205} two that had been carried over.

D----- was

made to feel at home and casually assured

that her answers would not be though silly in any
respect .

After letting her tell about her group

activities and types of associations with friends
(210) through a few determining questions it was plainly seen
that she does not have a upopularity complex 11 as we had
thought she might have.
She was then led to talk about her desire to become a
"dancing girlu and thus guided conversation.

·,:e were

(215) convinced that she had no serious intent along that line.
Her ideals are not definitely formed; she is carefree
but thoughtful of her future in a general way, realizing
that she is to do something sometime •
. i~fter knowing her mother, I can see that that problem
(220} has been discussed at home and

D-----

is beginning to

consider it in a practical way.

D-----

is more or less artistically inclined.

She

should not be discouraged tD_rough teaching in any way
along this line.

Until she has passed this changing

(225} age, she should not be influenced too much in any one
way .

In a year or tVJo she vlill be more stable with

changed attitudes which have come about through consistent

and considerate teaching of life's problems as they
present themselves and are dealt with .
(230) Her habits of study, of leisure time BJld of home life
seem well grounded and if directed properly should
cause her to have no problems that will be difficult
to solve.

Critic ism of second conference:

Teacher 14.

6/21/37

Mechanics of the conference:
(235) This child t a l ks very freely, but of superficial things,
and in a sophisticated manner, unless care is taken to
touch real issues .

The teacher's manner was not v,ell

calculated to encourage facing and figuring out the
greater issues of life .

One needs to guard against

(240) the feeling that there is nothing wrong, since it
prejudices any chance of discovering something relevant
to an understanding of the personality .

Some points of

the conference where more deep probing could have been
instituted to good advantage, and which mi ght have
(245) helped to c l ear up some problems for the girl are:
child stated that she liked to read.
up of this interest would be:
you lil-ce to read?

The

A natural follow-

" What sort of things do

'Jhat is the most interesting story

or book that you have read recently?

Have you ever read

(250) anythi ng which made a lasting impression upon you?

rihat

chal"acters in fiction are most interesting to you?"

At

another time the child said, "I like to go to school a
little bit . " It should be natural to inquire concerning
interests at school, even if some had been stated in a
(255) previous conference .
said ,

11

1-t still another time, the child

\ie get extra credit . 11

This would have been an

excellent opportunity for introducing a discussion of
what really counts, or gives credit .

I wonder why v,e try

to get extra credit might have been used with effect;
(260) or Do you sometimes wonder why vie do things for credit?
Suggestions for next conference:
Further conferences upon this plan are not advisable.
The fact that the child can formulate a reasonable
solution of the problem of a career does not indicate
(265) that there is no conflict concerning this profession,
however .

The very fact that the girl "knows better"

than to expect to go into such a profession indicates
that this problem needs to be faced, and a more realistic
attitude taken toward it .

It is possible that her

{270) envil•orunent is so satisfactory at the present time,
however , that she cannot be made to face the problem
and dig it out .

Notes - Conferences 1 and 2:
First:

Teacher 14.

Too blunt and asked for direct ansv,ers to the

questions of child motives, rather than for material
(275) leading to them.

(Criticism:

Make conversation more

spontaneous.)
Second:

No directing of conference at all - the

conversation entirely superficial.
First:

Ambition to be a toe-dancer expressed.

The

(280) subject was to be investigated in the next conference.

Investigation consisted in suggesting quite directly
that perhaps she di dn I t kllov, what she ·wanted yet, to
whicl1. the child agreed.

A

superficial attitude was

carried through the conference at the direct suggestion
(285)

of the teacher.
contrast of suggestions for treatment:
(Teacher)

Career in dancing to be oriented through a~

analysis of the dancing profession.
(Investigation)

im is toward an understanding of others'

(290) needs and identifications with them.

career would be

treated indirectly through ana lysis of the needs dancing
meets in the child's life.

